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Preface .

As institutions of higher education come under increasing

pressure to demonstrate in behavioral terms what students are

learning, a number of models have been advanced claiming to

measure student pro,jress through the curriculum. For many,

testing seems the obvious solution for determining how much

students have learned. A frequently used standardized exam,

the ACT COMP test of general education skills, is widely used

at some institutions such as the University of Tennessee at

Knoxville where it has become the cornerstone for evaluation

and reform of general education. Other standardized tests

such as the GRE of the Educational Testing Service have long

been used to measure the educational outcomes from one

institution against those of others.

Most who endorse such standardized exams are willing to admit

that they are incomplete, that they measure lower ovaer

skills such as recall and memorization, and that they give no

indication of future performance in a field to which students

are aspiring. Used alone these tests are insufficient for

determining the viability of educational programs. Even more

questionable is the widespread practice, endorsed by ACT

itself, of comparing the results from one institution with
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another, implying that some institutions, functioning like GM

automotive assembly plants, are better equipped to offer more

"added-on" features, presumably at less cost and at a greater

velocity of production. The entire educational community

ought to be concerned that state legislators might base

funding on such formulas, ignoring distinctive differences in

student population, racial mix, and institutional mission.

Dissatisfied with the ACT alone for course exemption and

placement, faculty in the Department of Language and

Literature at Ferris State University-began an assessment

program five years ago in an attempt to establish an accurate

picture of the writing of Ferris students. From this initial

effort, which was assisted with educational consultants and

measurement specialists such as Dr. Robert Christopher from

the New Jersey State Assessment Project and Dr. Fred Swartz

from our own Office of Testin(7 faculty wished to go beyond

an examination of course and program outcomes to look at

writing throughout the undergraduate experience. Aware of

previous studies, such as Kitzhaber's, teat claimed little or

no growth in writing throughout the undergraduate experience,

a faculty team undertook the large task of assessing

graduating seniors and all incoming freshmen in the fall of

1985. A follow-up study eight months later provided data on

2
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in writing sample production among a large group of freshmen

who successfully reached the third part of the required

freshman sequence.

Our review of the research indicated that writing samples

themselves reveal little more than an ability to produce a

rough draft in an hour. Their advantages, in offering the

possibility of obtaining highly valid and replicable

measurements administered in tightly controlled, even

clinical environments, are outweighed by their

disadvantages,particularly in their inability to measure more

than quickly produced rough drafts. Furthermore, an

assessment based on writing samples alone does little to

interpret the success of a process-oriented curriculum.

Though samplLs might portray one part of a composite

portrait, we preferred to develop a multiple measures

assessment of writing progress. In chapter two, we outline

the features of the last phase of our project involving

interviews, transcript evaluation, and student self-

assessment. Assisted by Lester Faigley's work at the

University of Texas, we undertook a comprehensive view of

writing development throughout the undergraduate years for a

selected group of graduating seniors.

3
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Throughout our studies we recognized that a comprehensive

assessment throughout the curriculum is preferable to any

single measure. In concluding our study, we were left with

the realization that students at Ferris, particularly those

who persist through graduation, truly are unique. No

strangers to adversity, our senior subjects offered us

incentive to carry through on our original intent, to offer a

composite portrait of student writing throughout the

undergraduate curriculum. We are indebted to them and to the

many faculty in the Department of Languages and Literature

who participated in various phases of this project .

We also wish to extend our thanks to those in the

administration who encouraged us by offering financial

support in the form of grants and released time from

instructional responsibilities. These individuals include

Drs. Gary Nash, Vice President for Academic Affairs, Don

Priebe, former Vice President for Academic Affairs, Keith

Montgomery, former Dean of Arts and Sciences, and Sue

Hammersmith, Dean of Arts and Sciences. We also appreciate

the assistance given by the Timme Foundation of Ferris State

University which provided funds for the final stage of this

project.
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Chapter 1. The Institutional Culture

for Writing Instruction

Since its origin in 1884, Ferris Institute and later Ferris

State University has stressed the importance of the basic

skills, particularly reading, writing, and mathematics for

all students. As an institution originally established by

Woodbridge Ferris to retrain immigrant lumberjacks and others

who would not be admitted into the selective colleges and

institutes springing forth throughout the Midwest, Ferris's

Department of English was given the challenge to acculturate

and to retrain the vast number of workers who were losing

jobs due to shifting economies brought on by the westward

movement of the lumber industry, In a 1912 publication, Vhat

ac'aool, the mission of the department was succinctly

presented: "The English Department is the 'free for all'

department. The Ferris Institute opens wide its doors for

the backward, for those who previously have had no

educational advantages. The foreigner who cannot speak a

word of English, the man or woman who cannot do the simplest

'sums' in arithmetic, who cannot write a word in any

language, is welcome."

5
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A 1910-11 issue of the same publication states "What the

business world demands of the young man today is, next to

character and accuracy, the ability to use clear, simple and

forcible English." Intuitively, these educational founders

near the turn of the century felt that language is power, and

that such learning is linked with moving the semi-literate

and foreign speaking workers out of the northern woods into

the rapidly growing centers of industry and commerce in the,

southern part of Michigan. The English department, which

then included mathematics and United States history, had a

dual function: to acculturate these non-traditional,

misplaced workers into the values and behavioral

characteristics of the rising commercial and managerial

classes and to train the semi-literate with the tools to

enable them to carry on the commerce and manufacturing which

were setting this region apart from the predominantly

agricultural regions to the west and south.

Through the decades, the mission of the institution and the

role of the department have remained in many ways intact.

The lumberjacks and the immigrants from Scandinavia and

Ireland have been replaced by displaced auto workers, single

parents seeking a place in society, international and semi-

literate students from impoverished educational environments,

and students fresh from high school who find greater

6
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satisfaction and success in tinkering and designing things

concrete and mechanical in nature than in developing abstract

philosophical arguments or treatises on cultural movements.

Given the strong statements of support made on behalf of

general education and communication throughout Ferris's

history, has the institution been successful in fulfilling

the intent of its founding father? Has the State of

Michigan's commitment to maintain a higher educatioval

institution dedicated to career-based education been

adequately served with an appropriate emphasis on those

skills, values, and understandings at the heart of liberal

and professional education? We have tried to quantify and to

identify some indices that point to learning and attitudinal

outcomes. While assessing educational outcomes may reveal

one index of institutional and program health, another,

focusing on faculty, educational resources and budget as

compared to other institutions may signal other signs of

institutional commitment.

One important variable in measuring institutional commitment

is size of faculty. A recent survey by the Association of

Departments of English concluded that departmental size alone

in relation to institutional size is a positive indicator of

program vitality and diversity. With 41 tenure-track

7
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positions, the Department of Languages and Literature is the

largest academic department c... Ferris State and is among the

top five in terms of student credit hours generated. Over

4,000 of the 11,700 Ferris State student body is enrolled in

its courses each of the three academic terms. Compared to

other state universities in Michigan, Ferris State has a

tenure-track English faculty close to the size of those at

Wayne State, Central Michigan, and Eastern Michigan (it

should be remembered, however, that much of the

responsibility for freshman composition at these other

institutions is in the hands of teaching assistants pursuing

graduate degrees in English). With a full year of required

English for all students and with many upper-level writing

requirements, its writing program is also one of the largest

among the 15 state-assisted universities in Michigan.

Individuals outside the institution, many of whom view Ferris

State as primarily a technological-professional university,

express surprise when told of the size and diversity of the

department's offerings. Within a ten-year period, the

department has increased its student credit hour production

by over 40%. This points to an increasing recognition of the

importance for literacy and for language instruction

throughout the curriculum, not just at the freshman level.

The department's faculty have been active in the development

8
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of new upper-level writing and language courses integrating

studies in writing and the humanities with selected

professional specialties such as the health sciences,

pharmacy, and technology. The technical communication

program, begun in 1986, the department's only baccalaureate

program at present, has become the focus for faculty interest

in programs which bridge the professions and the study of

writing and language.

Despite the size of the departmental offerings and signs that

point to a growing need for services, particularly in writing

instruction, many factors work against Ferris State faculty

in guaranteeing that graduates will have the necessary

literacy skills required for post-technological employment.

Its 1985 mission statement that Ferris will provide a

"career-oriented education blending technical and liberal

studies for a balanced education" is an ideal that so far

eludes those responsible for the academic programming of its

undergraduates. Frank Rhodes, President of Cornell

University,.in the foreword to the important report of the

Professional Preparation Network, Strengthening the Ties That

Bind, stated "In an effort to counteract a perceived

narrowness in their students, too many institutions have

simply added more liberal arts courses to already burdensome

professional education. Rarely have they attempted to

9
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integrate liberal and professional education in ways that

have meaning for all students; rarely have they been able to

link high standards of scholarship and professional practice

to critical thinking on the fundamental issues of life."

This very lack of integration at Ferris results in ever

increasing course requirements in both the professions and in

the liberal arts as a way of compensating for deficiencies in

basic arts and science skills. Our longitudinal assessment

project asks whether repeated course requirements in writing

and a pattern of "writing intensive" course selections can

make an appreciable change in writing, writing processes and

attitudes. Without a philosophical commitment to the

integration of liberal studies and careers throughout the

institution, can required English and writing intensive

courses alone make up for past deficiencies?

Much exists within the Ferris institutional culture that

works against its students in their effort to acquire

literacy skills necessary for life and future careers. Our

review of the research indicates that there are problems

endemic to open admissions institutions such as Ferris State

University serving a high proportion of at-risk students.

Richard Richardson and a team of colleagues at Arizona State

University in a study titled Literacy and the Open-Access

10
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College identified problems with literacy instruction

inherent to many institutions with open-admission policies.

Richardson and his colleagues spent several years analyzing

the literacy skills of students attending a large, public

two-year institution fictitiously named Oakwood Community

College. Typical of many open-admission institutions,

academic standards on this campus were affected by a large

proportion of students demonstrating weak literacy skills. A

year-long sequence of required writing courses did not by

itself remedy the deficiency, since instructors outside of

writing courses applied coping strategies that depended

heavily on reducing content to easily gradeable "bits" of

information. "Bitting" was identified as the dominant mode of

instruction with informatjon transfer receiving much higher

priority over efforts to solve problems, to apply critical

thinking strategies, or to engage in productive collaborative

learning tasks.

At Oakwood Community College, the institutional culture

worked against the development of improved reading and

writing skills since instructors in all disciplines found

ways to cope with students weak in the basic skills.

Students, in turn, placed pressure on faculty to alter the

ways courses were taught. Consequently, instructors, and even

these among the most highly regalded, discovered coping

11
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mechanisms. Conceptually difficult materials were reduced to

discreet units or bits of information that could be mastered

at lower cognitive levels. Critical reading and the

production of written work were de-emphasized in favor of: 1)

organized lectures, 2) clear note-taking, 3) cogent study

guides, 4) testing for only what was covered in class,and 5)

restricting in-class and out-of class writing only to those

bits of information contained on tests. Frustrated with

students' inability in the basic skills and faced with ever

larger class sizes, instructors tended to rely on multiple-

choice, machine-graded exams requiring memorization and

uncritical right-wrong distinctions.

Faculty at Ferris express the same fruJtrations with

students' performance in the basic skills, and in many ways

have coped with these problems by using strategies similar to

those practiced at Oakwood. Students randomly report that

after the freshman writing sequence they do not have to write

until their senior year in senior seminars or for final

projects in their major field. For the majority of our

graduates writing is something done in English courses. For

many faculty on campus, literacy instruction is not their

business.

12
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If writing and reading are not the vehic'es by which learning

occurs, then the concerns about bitting become very real.

The model for learning then becomes one of the passive

learner who opens his/her mind to knowledge as contained in

instructional lectures, all carefully organized, clearly

presented with reinforcement through study guides and work

books followed by tests to see if the information has been

transmitted. These same faculty wonder why their senior

majors cannot write legible letters of application or why

they fail to cope with writing tasks during internships. If

problem solving, heuristics, perception,and collaborative

learning do not take place in an educational environment,

then bitting,which depends primarily on an uncritical

mastering of ordered bits of sometimes-related information,

will subsume the curriculum and the teaching strategies of

its faculty.

What this means for the classroom instructor is a leveling

down of expectations. As students have learned to survive,

so have the faculty who regularly teach this population.

Student attention spans drift, requiring fast-paced, multiple

activities during the 50 minute period. Directions are

repeated in different formats; assignments are either written

on dittos and/or copied onto classroom boards. Experienced

13
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instructors know that essential information given orally is

often lost or misinterpreted.

Many developmental students at Ferris fail to demonstrate

the ability to paraphrase, to synthesize, to abstract, to

compare, to infer major conclusions from written texts; some

achieve limited success in structuring personal experience;

others successfully produce something like the much maligned

five-paragraph freshman theme, thereby allowing them to

"graduate" from sections of the 0-level English courses.

Whether they will be able to cope with different and

sometimes difficult college writing tasks remains to be seen.

The ability to read and to interpret abstract information

from written texts is a key indicator of collegiate success.

Forty percent of Ferris students do not complete the writing

sequence, a percentage that changes little year to year.

Of greater concern than the attrition problem is the tendency

to level down the curriculum to create an environment for

minimal expectations, often competency based, particularly in

those disciplines requiring advanced computational and verbal

skills. One observable characteristic about Ferris faculty

is that they are known for their commitment to teaching and

to assisting students prepare for on-the-job tasks. The very

success of the faculty in meeting their instructional

14
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responsibilities may work very well for students who have

average to marginal academic backgrounds; the academically

inclined may successfully "drift" to graduation, limiting

their horizons to entry-level competencies and expectations.

Writing instructors whose major instructional

responsibilities are with the developmental population Ferris

serves must cope with students' indifferent and negative

attitudes towards themselves and the freshman writing

experience. Ferris, like most state-supported campuses,

offers some form of remedial, compensatory education. Even

BerkPley claims large programs for ill-prepared students.

Because of the very low cut-offs for placement,

developmental classes at Ferris offer proportionately greater

frustrations and challenges. With an average ACT of 16-17,

more than 40% of Ferris freshmen or 1300 students would be

placed in developmental programs at most colleges and

universities nationwide. At present the School of Arts and

Sciences, through its Collegiate Skills Program (CSP) serves

a few more than 200 high risk students with an intensive

program stressing survival skills and basic coursework in

reading and writing. The Languages and Literature Department

offers a pre-college course for students with low grade point

averages and low ACT scores. Even with the CSP program in

place and with the 0-level courses, only 500 to 600 students

15
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are served out of a potential population of 1300.

Considering the scope of this problem and Ferris' relatively

high attrition rate, the institution only comes part-way in

fulfilling its mission as an opportunity school.

Sensing a need to address this issue of leveling down the

curriculum, a study was undertaken in 1985 to establish an

accurate picture of the state of writing of Ferris students.

We learned that the majority of freshmen improve their

writing abilities from the time they enter English 111 to the

time they leave English 113. We learned that there is little

difference in the ability levels between freshmen exiting

English 113 and seniors exiting the institution. The

assessment procedure conducted in 1985 raised many questions

which needed further investigation. One question raised by

this initial investigation was what effect upper division

writing courses might have on writing ability. We wished to

observe patterns of change and growth in the writing process

during the undergraduate experience, including a survey rf

the attitudes, the knowledge, and the writing performance of

a selected group of graduating seniors who took part in our

freshman study. The current investigation attempts to

address these questions.

16



Chanter 2. Research Design

The current study is an outgrowth of the large-scale

assessment project which was undertaken in 1985-86 for the

purpose of assessing the writing abilities of students across

the Ferris campus. Every entering freshman in 1985 was asked

to produc a writing sample prior to any instruction at

Ferris. Another sample was taken in the spring term to all

freshmen enrolled in the final course of the sequence (ENG

111- 112- 113). These samples were used to provide one index

of the writing for freshmen.

The 1985 study provided us with a partial picture of the

writing skills of the freshmen as they proceeded through the

freshman writing sequence. There were many questions raised

from the first study which could not be adequately answered:

Do upper division writing courses affect writing ability? Do

writing-int:nsive non-English courses affect writing ability?

Have the freshmen who were tested in 1985 improved their

writing ability after leaving the freshman program? In order

to answer these questions and to again address the general

question of the writing abilities of Ferris students, we

undertook a multiple measured inventory of the writing of

these students who were approaching graduation. We wished to

examine these students' four-year academic records to see if

17
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there was any correlation between their freshman writing

performance and their academic progress over time.

The design of the current study has two parts. The first

phase of the research involved a statistical analysis of the

student records of all the 1989 graduates who took part in

tht 1985 study. From this phase of the investigation we

established a picture of the group as a whole.

PRASE I

We col)ected all the available academic data on the 1985

writing study participants: school, major, ACT scores,

grades in writing courses,and overall G2A. Dr. Manfred

Swartz of the Ferris Testing Office examined the data to see

if there was any correlation between and among the following

variables: attrition, school, major, ACT composite, ACT

English, GPA, grades in ENG 111, ENG 112, ENG 113, ENG 211,

ENG 311, ENG 321, ENG 323, age and sex.

Academic Retention: The first variable considered was

attrition. We wondered if students who performed poorly on

the writing sample had a higher attrition rate than students

who performed well on the writing sample. To our surprise,

there was no correlation with performance on the writing

sample and with retention at the university. This was

18
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supported by other studies by the Office of Testing which

also found no correlation between writing ability and

attrition.

Age: The next variable tested was age. No significant

correlation was shown between age and writing ability as

demonstrated by the 1985 writing samples; however, there was

significance between age and grades in English 112, 113, 211

and 321. The older students, those born prior to 1964, had

an average grade of B in English 112; whereas the younger

students, those born in 1966 and after, had an average grade

of C. The same general pattern held true for the other

writing classes. Also significant correlation was shown

between age level and ACT in English. In this case, however,

the younger group out-performed the older group by 2.3

points.

This information points to the importance of motivation and

maturation. The non-traditional students (23 or up) do not

show greater ability in terms of the entry level writing

sample, yet they out-perform their younger peers in the

writing classes. Their ACT scores are presumably lower

because they are old scores, taken when these non-traditional

students were in high school. In short, as high school

students, these non-traditional students were much the same

19
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in terms of ability as the traditional 18-year-olds first

entering Ferris. It appears that non-traditionals'

motivation quick'y makes up for the initial rustiness caused

by absence from educational settings.

Sex: Sex was also a significant variable. Females

outperformed the males in all categories such as grades, ACT

composites, English scores, and writing sample scores. Due

to the nature of Ferris' academic programming, this makes

sense. Ferris males tend to choose programs that do not

place a high demand on verbal and computational skills.

Females on the other hand, elect programs such as office

administration, court reporting, and allied health which

place a greater emphasis on communication-related skills.

Ferris males out-performed females only on the ACT composite

(17.2 vs. 16.2).

GPA: Grade point average also proved to be a significant

correlation. There were significant correlations between GPA

and the writing sample scores, between GPA and grades in 111,

112, 113, 321, and between GPA and ACT composite and English

scores. Perhaps the most interesting point to come from the

study is that the grades a student receives in English 112

and 113 tend to mirror the overall grade point average at

20
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graduation three or more years later. Independent studies by

the FSU Testing Office confirm this finding.

The fact that writing ability correlates highly with four-

year GPA indicates that writing ability represents more than

a knowledge of conventions of correctness in writing; more

precisely, it represents a student's accumulation of

experience and cognitive ability, an important predictor of

overall academic success.

The correlations among the GPA, the ACT, and the writing

sample scores indicate that the academic achievement of

Ferris students is consistent with known predictors.

Students who score below 15 on the ACT are considered at

academic risk at most institutions. Consistent with that, we

find that at Ferri..., students who score below 15 on the ACT

exhibit weak writing skills -- presumably putting them at

academic risk -- and they have low GPAs; in the case of the

participants in our study, those with ACTS below 15 had 3-

year GPAs in the D-range. These students' scores in English

classes decreased as the sequence progressed, as the

rhetorical demands of the writing classes increased in

difficulty. The majority of Ferris students score below the

average on the ACT in terms of state admission rates. The

average ACT score of entering freshmen statewide in 1985 was

21
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18.9 while the Ferris average was 16.5. The scores of the

freshmen students from the 1985 study who were still enrolled

at Ferris in 1988, a subgroup of that 1985 total class, were

very close to the average score of all students admitted to

college (16.5), the females scoring a 16.2 and the males a

17.2. These scores indicate that the majority of our

students score below the average college freshman at other

Michigan institutions and furthermore, our average entering

freshman scores only marginally higher than the academically

at-rsk students nationwide. It is little wonder, then, that

we find the majority of our students graduating with 4-year

GPAs in the C-range.

2hase I: Correlations

Writing ACT Grades (4=A, 3=B, 2=C, 1=D)
Sample* Eng. Comp. 111 112 111 211 311 321 323

AGE:
Non-Traditional 18.9 3.2 3.1 .65
Traditional 16.1 2.6 2.7 3,1
SEX:
Male 8.2 15.3 17.2 2.6 2.5 2.6
Iona
GPA:
B 9.1 18.1 19.0 3.2 3.1 3.26 3.5
C 8.5 15.6 16.3 2.6 2.5 2.64 3.1
D__ 7.9 1.211.11132,11 1.94 3.2
*Based upon a 15-point Ale

PHASE II

This phase of the study was a case study involving three

interviews and writing. We encouraged subjects to
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participate in our study by offering independent study credit

for English. At the initial meeting, the interviewer

explained the purpose of the study and the commitment

involved and set up the time for the first interview. All

interviews were taped for further analysis.

At the first interview the student was given a copy of his or

her 1985 writing sample. The interviewer asked the student

to respond to the essay critically, asking for an initial

impression of its quality. The interviewer then asked the

student to comment about changes the student would make to

the essay if asked to rewrite it and about how the student

would approach the revision process. The interviewer then

proceeded to ask the student how he/she might approach a

similar waiting prompt now, three to four years after the

first sample was written. The purpose of this initial

interview was to get a sense of Lhe changes that have

occurred since the freshmen year. Would the student

recognize the writing? Would the student feel that he or she

had improved since the time the writing sample was written?

Each student was asked the same set of questions (see

appendix) and each interview was taped and transcribed (see

appendix).
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The second interview involved a portfolio assessment of the

student's writing of the past three years. The interviewer

examined the portfolio a:, Ong the student to describe the

writing projects, what classes they were for, how they were

assigned, what part the writing had in the course, etc. Also

at this time the interviewer asked a set of questions about

the student's writing experiences during the freshman

sequence and beyond (see appendix). The purpose of this

interview was to assess the amount of writing being done

across campus and the amount of instruction in writing being

offered in these courses. Also from the interviews, we

wished to gain insight to the student's feelings as a writer

and to assess the knowledge these senior writers had of their

own writing processes.

The third interview involved several components. At this

point the participants were asked to write an essay for which

we collected all prewriting and drafts from inception to

completion. We were interested in assessing the revision

strategies employed by the students, both on their own and

after instruction. The prompt "What is the purpose of a

college education?" was chosen for its accessibility to all

participants and also its usefulness in giving us insight to

the participants' views of college education.
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The student wrote the first draft under supervised

conditions. Following this first session, the draft was

photocopied and the student was asked to complete a process

questionnaire. The student was then given a week to complete

a draft to his or her satisfaction. At that time, the

student was asked to meet with a tutor at the Writing Center

in order to get feedback and suggestions for further

revision. (The Writing Center tutors made photocopies of the

drafts prior to the session.) After the Writing Center

session, the student was given another week to make any

additional revisions. At the end of that time period, the

student submitted the final draft.

The purpose of this component was two-fold. First of all, We

hoped to gain insight to the student's perceptions of

education and the educational experience through the content

of the essays. We also wished to see how well the students

write as seniors, and even more specifically, how well they

revise.

One of the characteristics which separates adult writers

from novice waiters is the level on which they revise their

writing (Sommers,Witte and Faigley, Bridwell). We hoped to

analyze the three versions of the essays written by the

students (1) rough draft (2) revision without instruction,
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and (3) revision following instruction, in order to see how

much revision actually took place and on what level they

revised.

Often times the terms, revise, rewrite and edit are used

interchangeably. We distinguished among these terms in the

following way. Revision is the term that encompasses all the

other activities and refers to any alteration that takes

place during the process of writing. Alteration of this

nature are not exclusively bound to the changes in the

printed text, but may also include the "re-visioning" or "re-

seeing" of the te%t. Therefore, revision refers to changes

and alterations which take place either in the writer's mind

or on the paper, changes which occur from the moment

invention begins to the moment the piece is finished.

Rewriting, on the other hand, refers to changes made in

written matter. Therefore, unlike revision, which can

involve the reshaping of thoughts, rewriting cannot take

place without the presence of a written text and can be

documented by changes visible in the printed text.

Rewriting, then, deals exclusively with changes made with

regard to the written text; revision includes rewriting but

also extends to changes which may be made in the process of

thinking through material to be written. Editing will be

used to refer to a specific type of rewriting: changes that
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are made in surface detail (sentence structure, word choice,

stylistic details, elements of formal correctness). Editing,

therefore, involves no reshaping of the text as is the case

with revision rewriting; instead, editing includes the

altering of surface format and grammatical correctness.

Rewriting includes editing but may extend to changes which go

beyond alterations of format.

Revision, then, is a way of knowing. Through the process of

change and alteration, decision-making and critical

judgement, the writer comes to know what it is that she/he

has to say; thus revision is seen as an epistemological

process. For this reason we chose to examine the revision

strategies of the participants for their revision abilities.

Furthermore, by studying the revising behaviors of writers,

researchers have been able to determine the general ability

of the writer as a whole and to distinguish between expert

and novice writers.

The research of the past two decades has shown that the more

experienced the writer, the more important a role revision

plays in the writer's composing process(Sommers).

Inexperienced writers often do not understand revision, only

editing. In 1977, working under the assumption that

rewriting skills are the essence of all good writing, the
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Education Commission of the United States investigated the

rewriting skills of student writers across the country, From

this study of the skill of student writers at three age

levels, it was concluded that, for most students, to rewrite

means to change wording. Among those surveyed, most students

rewrote by either (1) changing wording, (2) adding

information, or (3) making changes in mechanics and usage.

What is most noticeable here is the deficiency in the

students' abilities to make changes in the overall

organization of the piece of writing and their lack of

attention to rewriting at a level above the sentence.

Other independent studies have corroborated these findings.

Bridwell,in 1980, reported that patterns in rewriting

strategies exist and that these patterns are associated with

writing quality. In other words, those students who rewrote

at the sentence level wrote overall better quality essays

than those who rewrote only at the phrase level. Sommers'

study comparing the rewriting strategies of inexperienced

writers with experienced writers found that the major

difference between the two groups lay in the difference

between their understanding of what rewriting entails. Like

the students surveyed in the Education Commissions study, and

those examined by Bridwell, these students conceived

rewriting as a process of finding the form of an argument.
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These writers also expressed concern for the reader, claiming

to re-examine their drafts with the eye of a critical reader

who was a "refraction of the self." Sommers concluded that

the major difference in rewriting skills between

inexperienced writers and experienced writers lay in the

individual writer's understanding of the rewriting process.

In 1981, Faigley and Witte reported on a similar study in

which they analyzed the revision of inexperienced student

writers. We have drawn heavily from their study because

theirs is one of the very few examinations of the revision

process as we defined it. In their research they developed a

taxonomy for analyzing revision, in other words, for

quantifying meaning changes as well as syntactic alterations.

Their taxonomy is based on the assumption that some

alterations in a text affect the meaning while others do not.

They distinguish between surface changes and text-based

changes. Within the category of Surface Changes, they

distinguish between formal changes (what will we refer to as

surface editing) and meaning preserving changes (changes in

phrasing which do not alter the meaning of the original).

Within the category of Meaning Changes, they distinguish

between what they label "Microstructure Changes" (a meaning

change that would not affect the summary of a text) and

"Macrostructure Changes" (changes which alter the summary of
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a text, in other words, representing a change in thought or

direction of ideas).

The results of their study were interesting. The

inexperienced writer, as expected, edited, focusing almost

exclusively on surface changes. Advanced writers revised

more frequently than inexperienced writers, but continued to

make most changes in the category of surface changes. The

advanced writers did revise at the macrostructure, though,

similar to the results of the expert adults.

From these studies and others, one generalization is

apparent: beginning writers do not share with experienced

writers the same understanding of the rewriting process and

subsequently they do not share the same rewriting behaviors.

ILcxperienced writers have a limited option of revision and

rewriting, a notion which leads them to conceive of revision

as equivalent to editing. They do not understand revision as

a discovery process. The work of research in the area of

revision suggests that revision is a cognitive activity, very

much akin to problem solving. When a writer pauses and

rescans a text, certain cognitive functions are at work, the

main function suggested being that of "resolving dissonance."

The dissonance that requires resolution is that of the

difference between the existing text which the writer is
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rescanning and the ideal text which is the t4,-.4i-e.r.'q goal. In

resolving dissonance the writer acts as a problem solver.

In order to assess the participants' revision strategies, we

obtained three drafts of each participant's writing, an

initial draft, a draft prior to tutorial instruction, and a

draft following instruction. Each draft was then analyzed

using the taxonomy developed by Witte and Faigley. From

these analyses we hoped to make some assertions regarding the

type of revisions the writers made and thus infer their

relative "expertise" as advanced or adult writers.

Additionally, we hoped tc make assessments of their overall

writing ability.
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Chapter 3: The Case Studies

The case studies following are based on the evaluation of

undergraduate transcripts, interviews, writing samples,

portfolios, and self-reporting questionnaires administered to

a select group of graduating seniors at Ferris State

University during the 1989 1990 academic year. See

appendices for transcriptions of interviews, freshman pre-

and post-writing samples, and for senior samples based on 1

prompt on the purposes of higher education.
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Cheryl is an African-American female senior majoring in

social work. Her home town, which she chose to write about

in her freshman writing sample, is the most economically

devastated and perhaps most clearly racially segregated in

Michigan. According to Cheryl, the high school she attended

did not prepare her for college-level work, particularly in

writing, for "all high school grades were based on grammar."

Arriving with an ACT score of 5 in English and a

comprehensive score of 7, she would have placed among the top

of the very high risk students Ferris admits every year.

After three years at Ferris, she has acquired a 2.56 grade

point average, having taken 136 quarter hours of course

credit. She received B averages in both English and her

program courses in social work. Even though she shows a

pattern of frequent wit'lrawals from a variety courses, we

expect that at this point in her academic career, she should

graduate on time and be on the job market this year.

When asked to react to the writing sample written three years

ago as a freshman,Cheryl assures the interviewer that I

"didn't know what I was doing at the time. I've improved

now." When asked to further explain her reaction, she speaks

of "slang" and "words...that I shouldn't have used." Yet,

for Cheryl, because the topic involved her home town, the

problem addressed was real and of considerable importance to
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her, "most my concern is with my hometown, problems that go

around." The readers of her paper and the transcript of her

interview could not detect the nature of the problem she did

choose, that of students "hanging around liquor stores" and

not going to school. Despite repeated questions meant to

clarify the nature of the problem, which we surmised to be

one of several affecting teenage life in Benton Harbor, she

did not make a clear statement of her central thesis.

There appears to be a sharp break between her life prior to

enrolling at Ferris and her new sense of identity since

becoming a college student. Her repeated protestations that

"I don't like the language I 1,sed" reveals an embarrassment

with the dialect that was natural for her to use before

registering for the English sequence. We sense that this

embarrassment carries over to the content so that she

suppresses the problems she claims to know very well in her

hometown by dancing around the central issues of racism and

poverty. Dr. Sandra Balkema, her English 321 instructor,

corroborated our impression that Cheryl often will choose a

topic that is racial in nature, but when asked to define or

to come to terms with it, she will skirt the issue, perhaps

out of politeness and/or fear of retaliation.

During her interview, Cheryl spoke of the difficulty she had

in writing a paper that was prompted by the decision to

consolidate services of two hospitals, one in the largely
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black-populated city of Benton Harbor, and the other in the

white-populated St. Joseph. She could not clearly define the

problem caused by the consolidation which apparently affected

the African -- American community adversely.

Cheryl identifies organization as still her greatest weakness

as a writer. She speaks positively about her writing

experiences at Ferris and speaks openly about the

friendliness of her 321 instructor, the help given her from

ENG 113 on by the Writing Center, and the positive attitude

she developed toward herself when asked, "What was most

important about what was learned in 111, 112, and 113?" When

asked about the importance of writing outside of English

classes, she responds "You need to go through life. You just

don't stop with English courses." A7hough she does not feel

confident in going forward with a paper on her own "until I

talk with the teacher," she expresses an optimism toward her

own ability to write in a work-related context. Given her

background and her knowledge about her own lack of

preparedness for college, Cheryl's statement that "English

111 was just a start for me" takes on considerable

significance.
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If it were not for Ferris' liberal admission policy, Claire

would not have been able to attend any of Michigan's four-

year institutions. With ACT scores all in the single digits

and with a high school grade point average of 2.5, she would

have been placed in remedial courses or intense skill

development program_ at any institution with such programs in

place. In the fall of 1985 no such program was available at

Ferris nor is there one in place now that would assist a

stude..: suer as Claire who transfers in or who enters with a

high school grade point average above a 2.0. The progress of

her math-related studies suggest part of her all but sel4"

defeating deprecation revealed during her interviews.

Withdrawal from her basic algebra course the first term, she

failed the course the second term, to receive only a D- her

third time a year later. After withdrawing from the

following course in the sequence (MTH 121: Intermediate

Algebra) she registered for a business math course only to

fail that at the end of her second year. Finally, in the

winter of her junior year, she was successful in achieving a

C in what our math faculty call 11th grade algebra.

Claire's progress through required English, though on the

surface seems somewhat more successful, is for a number of

reasons more disheartening. Coming from her senior year in

high school where "we did grammar and grammar and grammar,"



in English 111 "I didn't know half of the things about what

my instructor was talking about." In responding to the

question, "How did 111, 112, 113 make you fee. about yourself

as a writer?" Claire responds, "Oh, 111 made me feel crummy.

It really did; it made me feel bad because I didn't know

anything." This feeling apparently was reinforced in her 112

class where grammar and vocabulary again figured prominently

in the instructor's design for the course.

In speaking of the lack of knowledge about sentence

structure, Claire's memory of the terror she felt in that

instructor's classroom caused her logic and language to break

down. When asked to clarify the difference she perceives

between high school and college English, she responds:

C: Inside my twelfth grade year of high school we did

grammar and grammar and grammar. Well, I did write a

term paper once. And I got a real good grade on it, as

I recall. But, it's different here than it is in there

because I do%'t think they looked at certain things as

all that prevalent as we do here.

I: Like anything in particular? Something you could put

your finger on?

C. Yes, something like, I wanna call them appositions

or something.

I: Prepositions?

C: No, oh shoot, I'm s3rry. .
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T. Appositives?

C: Yeah. I mean there's so many things there, you

know, like you said, appositives?

I: Or apostrophe?

C: What is it called? Appositives. I don't know, my

instructor, she a) ys said it had something to do with

an ape or monkey or something. Um. I think it's an

apposition where you put a comma before and after, you

know, a clause that didn't really belong there.

Preposition, I don't know, parenthetical.

Even with all of the reinforcement in grammar skills, Claire

understands well what the research has been telling us for

decadesIthat the study of grammar, separate from writing,

does nothing to prepare students for future writing tasks.

When askr'd if her experience in the freshman writing sequence

prepared her for her other college writing exper3cmces she

responded, "Yeah. But then, I can tell you right now inside

my shorthand class, it didn't. All that preparation I had, I

see that it didn't reflect inside that shorthand class at

all. Because I flunked it the first time and I took it again

last quarter and I think I got a C, yeah, so it wasn't that

good."

Nowhere during her interview is there recognition that

writing is other than a knowledge concerning rules and forms
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that so far has eluded our student. He.r transcript and her

recorded commentary on her writing experience reveal a

pattern of meeting defeat in environments that only tend to

reconfirm this student's negative self-esteem. Her

persistence and refusal to give up after repeated failure and

confusion will allow her to accomplish her major goal, the

attainment of a college degree. Unfortunately, her choice of

life's work, administrative services, will place her in an

office where she most likely will daily confront those

conventions and rules that she has not mastered up to this

time and that have caused her so much pain and self-doubt.

Would a coordinated, integrated basic skills program have

made a difference? Possibly. However, since personality and

self image so profoundly influence writing, any threshold or

remedial program would have to address far more than what is

normally taught as the basic skills. Students from

disadvantaged backgrounds have limitations brought on by

societal pressures and occasionally racial attitudes that

mitigate against improvement based on classroom instruction

alone. Given the complexity of such problems, formulaic

models for basic skill instruction will have little long-term

significance.
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MIKE

Mike is a graduating senior in criminal justice with a

cumulative grade point average of 3.94. He was chosen as a

subject for our study because of the improvement revealed by

his writing samples and because his standardized ACT scores

would qualify him for remedial programs in reading and

writing at most American colleges and universities. We were

curious about the reasons he had to offer concerning his

academic success and by the cognitive and metacognitive

processes that enabled him to so consistently achieve with

high performance in all of his writing-intensive course work.

His interview revealed highly sophisticated metacognitive

understanding of his own writing processes, a keen analytical

approach to problem solving and composing, and a highly

confident sense of his own capabilities as a learner and as a

future law enforcement official. We were flattered by the

generous praise of his freshman instructors and the Writing

Center, "I learned more in thirty weeks of school than I did

twelve years in school."

I: How did English 111 and 112 and 113 make you fee]

about yourself as a writer?

M: A lot more confident. I didn't feel that everybody

was critiquing my writing. Like when I was in high

school, you know, I was worried if there was a comma
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here or comma there and then I realized that a lot of

people don't know where commas go.

In response to the question, "What make: a good paper?" Mike

stated "content and relating to your audience" demonstrating

an awareness of the rhetorical role of written communication.

In developing his papers, Mike would talk to his instructor,

go to the Writing Lab on occasion for help and "I'd have

three or four people read my papers and give me feedback."

In speaking of his composing process, Mike revealed the best

command of any of our subjects. He spoke of his strengths as

"persistence in writing" and his ability to "lay it out" or

to organize and revise his materials effectively.

I guess I would trouble-shoot or whatever, you know, get

some ideas, lay them out in front of myself, list as

many ideas as I could list and then pick and choose from

there what I thought would be important and what I

thought I could get across best. Timed writing for me

is bad because I write a paper a week ahead of time from

when it's due, put it down, and write or type it out

into the computer and then a couple days later I hear

somebody say a word that I'll say, that's the word I

wanted in that sentence that'll make it flow a lot

better. So I go back and change it. Timed writing I

just feel like I can screw up more.
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In a rather remarkable analogical response to the

interviewer's question "What do you think your strengths are

as a writer," Mike was able to naturally refer to a recent

skiing experience when he adroitly offered advice on

maneuvering to a hapless, overweight football player on a ski

slope.

I can relate to a person that's not as well educated as

myself. I can lay it out pretty good. I think I could

teach other people in a one--on -one situation a lot

better than other people. For example, we went skiing

_Last weekend, and we had a guy, this big guy, a football

player. The guys tried to teach him how to ski and he

just couldn't get it and he'd just go down like straight

and just fly, you know, he's so heavy. But then he was

getting down aLd he was going to quit and I'd said well,

let's go up and do it. I showed him -- I went down like

twenty yards and I showed him that's what you want to do

and told him exactly how to cut back in middle and stuff

like that and he went down the run real calm. The first

time he'd made it down without falling. I can lay it

out for other people. I can see where I made mistakes.

Because Mike "made mistakes" in his learning to write, he can

serve others in "going down the run real calm." Mike's use

of this analogy metacognitively embodies the entire writer-



reader relationship which has in it issues of self-

awareness,self-esteem, observing and arranging events,

defining and solving a problem, and evaluating the effect on

the reader, "The first time he'd made it down without

falling." For this student, the rhetorical situation offers

challenges and opportunities for creative problem solving and

rich social and interpersonal relations. This intellectual

process, probably first made conscious in Mike's English 111

classy has served him well in life and has worked for him

throughout his undergraduate education:

I:. How would you feel if you were told in class that

you would have to write a paper which in turn would be

the basis of your grade?

M: That's what I'm told all the time. It doesn't

bother me at all.

Mike completed his requirements for our study by writing a

paper on the purposes of a college education in which he

defines the main objective as preparing a person for future

life experiences. A good college education "challenges a

person so that he or she will learn to overcome several

adversities." College offers experiences that reveal

"problems that must be solved." The student "presented with

a problem, conquers it" and achieves personal and monetary

satisfaction. Furthermore, college education "provides a

person with the knowledge of being able to find information



for answers to question." In defining the purpose for a

college education as essentially rhetorical, Mike could have

used the analogy he used in his interview, for the purpose of

a college education appears to be rooted in the same

metacognitive understanding he uses to approach every writing

task. From a basis in "adversity" the successful learner

perceives and arranges the discrete units of experience in

order to identify and define problems. Through a process

involving incubation, information gathering over time,

research and the testing of hypotheses, the problem is

systematically solved. The psychic and personal rewards follow

when'the problem solver sees the effect of his plan.

Clearly, Mike's academic success derives, in part, from a

metacognitive awareness of strategies, many of which he

became conscious of in his ENG 111 class. These strategies

are rhetorically-based and derive from problem-solving

strategies similar to those found in Richard Young's et. al.,

Rhetoric: Discovery and Change (1970) and in the early work

of Linda Flower, Vincent Ruggiero, and others. We think

these processes can be so powerful that they become personal

myths which govern individual behavior and goal setting for

some students. In the case of Mike, rhetorically-based

problem-solving strategies formed a coherent way of

structuring life's experiences. Unfortunately, for all too

few students these strategies do not become internalized in

the intellectual and affective domain.
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Kim is a 25 year old senior majoring in health systems

management. We chose to use her as one of our subjects

because her major has several writing intensive non-English

courses and she elected to enroll in a number of upper-level

writing courses such as proposal writing and advanced

composition. Because of her major, her completion of a

number of writing courses throughout her four years of

undergraduate experience, and her success as a student as

signaled by her grade point average and her improvement as

demonstrated by writing sample scores, we thought ner an

ideal subject, someone who could testify to the value of a

writing across the curriculum program in an undergraduate

education.

Kim started her interview #1 in a very guarded manner. When

asked to react to the writing sample produced during her

first year at Ferris, she immediately focused on the sentence

structure, giving the impression that for her correct writing

occurs at the level of grammatIcally correct sentences.

However, as the first interview proceeds, and as she attempts

to speak of her own writing processes and her progress as a

writer, we sensed a much greater sophistication and

complexity in her knowledge and skills. Throughout her

interview, Kim revealed a tendency to revert to rule-governed

responses when she is called upon to explain changes that



have occurred in her writing. In many ways she might be seen

as the perfect student, remembering "word choice" was the

appropriate phrase the instructor used when she was "just

using basic words" and how the instruJtor helped her when

they corrected something wrong, "I tried to look at what they

wrote wrong and tried to improve it for the next paper."

Even though "those sentence structure sheets always hurt my

grades" in English ill and 112, "I think they helped me."

An analysis of the interviews would reveal a confident, low-

apprehensive student who values her writing experience at

Ferris, particularly in the freshman program and through the

writing center. Her writing in English and non-English

clatIses is reinforced by her work with the Army Reserves

where she sees connections to her study of proposal writing.

She strongly endorses the practice of peer critiquing, proof

reading, revision, and attention to audience needs. When

asked how she would revise the paper she wrote as a freshman,

she would begin by more fully exploring the problem through

interviews and research in her home town.

Kim: Well, if it were really a problem in my town I

would see how many dogs are really picked up and what

kind of a problem it really was, what their actual

plan was.

I: Where would you get that information?
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Kim: See, my Mom works at the Sheriff's Department and

they have Animal Control.

Despite her protestations a few minutes earlier, that the

problem with the writing sample existed in the sentences and

not the ideas, her first step toward a revision would be to

clarify the problem by gathering information.

Somewhat to our surprise, Kim has written frequently in

courses outside of English, particularly in her health

science courses. Most of the writing has incorporated

research and apparently she has composed a number of research

papers in her undergraduate education. She complains that

"non-English teachers are too easy" and when asked "What kind

of things should a writer think about when writing," her

response indicates the orientation of much of her

undergraduate writing, "to pick something that the

information is fairly current" and that there is "quite a bit

of information, not just bits and pieces."

During a controlled writing session, Kim was asked to respond

to the question, "What ,oes the typical high school graduate

think college is for?" Her response accurately reflects much

of what she said in the interview and the highly positive

attitude and motivation that have allowed her to succeed as a

student at Ferris State. "First, it teaches independency and

socialization. Second, it helps a person seek out what they
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truly want to be. Thirdly, it teaches students how to learn

and be trained." Clearly, the active agent in the

educational process for Kim is the student whose motivation

and resourcefulness overcomes whatever obstacle may stand in

the way of an education. Kim's problem solving abilities,

knowledge of metacognitive writing processes, and research

aptitude have given her the ability to succeed and persist

through a relatively rigorous undergraduate major.

With an overall grade point average of 3.4 and with a clear

progression of improving grades in her five undergraduate

writing courses (C+ to A-), the conclusion must be made that

Kim's motivation and persistence have been the variables that

have determined her overall success. With an overall ACT

score of 12, which would place her in the lower 20% of Ferris

undergraduates upon entry, this pattern of academic success

and the lack of writing avoidance are notable. It is

tempting to state that because of repeated writing

experiences, her overall academic success has been enhanced.

Her writing experience certainly has improved her problem

solving ability, her ability to benefit from research, and

her ability to meaningfully revise to improve written

communication. She has created patterns of performance that

will carry over to other intellectual pursuits and may have

formed life-long habits and patterns of behavior that should

enhance her performance as an employee and as a citizen.
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In conclusion, Kim is the type of student Ferris serves ably

-- the resourceful, positive individual who truly believes

she has an active role in her own education and who actively

seeks out challenging educational experiences. With test

scores that would exclude her from more selective

institutions, she has learned to systematically do the

research and the problem solving necessary to benefit from an

undergraduate education. Her level of metacognition

concerning her writing and learning is truly impressive.

Perhaps because of her relatively low performance in reading

and writing on the ACT, the skills she has gained and

demonstrated have not come without considerable effort and

planning. Unfortunately, her pattern of success eludes all

too many Ferris freshmen.
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JANE

Jane is a senior majoring in technical communications. Her

background in technical ilitstration, education, media, and

layout and design give her a broad-based acquaintance with a

number of communication disciplines. She was chosen for our

study because of her repeated enrollment in writing intensive

courses and her successful academic progress despite her

relatively low scores on pre-college test scores such as the

ACT.

Jane's interviews construct a narrative her writing

experiences that reveals a determination to succeed in

various communication-related fields even though she was told

by her high school teacher that "I'd never write." According

to Jane, the Writing Center's Judith Daday "helped me realize

my problem" and know how to cope with it. Her problem,

dyslexia, affected her performance in high school and

college, and prevented her from taking courses like

accounting because of her tendency to reverse numbers. The

narrative of her progress in writing through college which

for Jane is tantamount to her progr-Iss in education consists

in her ability to cope with her dyslexia and to overcome the

limitations placed on her by this handicap. That she elected

to receive a degree in technical communication says something

of her determination and her faith in her ability to
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compensate for natural limitations that would produce writing

avoidance in most.

The narrative of her progress from high school through

college, or from a hatred for and a lack of success with

grammar and writing to a perception of control and

capability, consists of several fairly well-defined

educational experiences and acquired skills that she claims

helped her in her progress toward the time when she felt

confident enough "to see errors in textbooks" which

translated into "a really good feeling." Jane's road of

trials consists of sentence drills given by her freshman

composition instructor ("and even though I dreaded them they

really helped") to the reading instruction she received in

English 321, to the understanding of grammatical conventions

such as the comma splice, to the requirements for audience

and layout in the technical writing and communication

classes.

The precision Jane used in describing her composition

processes reveals not only numerous writing experiences in

her undergraduate experience, it also comes from her

developing knowledge that she has acquired about her writing

processes. It comes as no surprise that for her good writing

has to do with surface correctness, sentence structure, and

organization of the entire paper. The role audience is given

ample emphasis, largely because of her background in
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comunication and business-related writing programs. The

extent of her self understanding, particularly in her ability

to recreate her actual writing processes is among the best

among the students we interviewed. In these final months of

her undergraduate career, she expresses a self-confidence

with her powers as a writer and as an editor of her writing

and others. One of the explicit goals in modern composition

and rhetoric instruction is to make writers more confident in

themselves as writers. There is nothing in the interview

to.indicate that instructors in English and those who

assigned writing outside of the English department did

anything to lessen Jane's interest in self-improw...nent or in

her self-imageas a capable and confident technical

communication professional. As measured by Jane's comments,

and by her experience, the institution seems to have

fulfilled this goal.

The nagging question remains, however. Do Jane's

pronouncements about her ability to overcome her problem with

dyslexia and with her self-reported lack of preparation in

high school English match her performance in any number of

writing tasks? Certainly her grade point average in English

courses taken since the freshman year point to improvement

toward graduation.

In producing her final essay on the purposes of a college

education for our study, Jane prepared two rough drafts
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leading to a final paper. For Jane, the main objective of a

college education is to "prepare students of all ages to

enter the professional work force," adding a parenthetical

phrase , "(usually called the white collar work force)." For

many Ferris students, they are the first from their family

to attend a higher educational institution of any type; for

them and Jane, Ferris exists to train people to move from the

insecurity and ugly drudgery of blue-collar employment to

white-collar managerial and professional jobs. In this

respect, Ferris State still fulfills the societal role that

Woodbridge Ferris envisioned over a century ago in creating

an industrial school. Although much of her essay gives due

recognition to the importance of developing interpersonal

skills and appreciation for the arts and culture, college

exists primarily to "prepare people to enter the work force

with competent skills." As one reader expressed, "What she

knows is the line Ferris gives, 'do this to get employed'".

From adversity ("I was told that I never will be able to

write"), the progress for this student involves learning the

system and all that it offers in order to accomplish her

goal, to enter the professional work force. Yet the learner

is still not defined as a fully active agent. "Competence"

and "survival" are goals stressed over the student being an

active participant in societal change.
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MARGARET

Margaret is a recent graduate of our technical c(dmmunication

program. Sne is currently working as a technical

communicator for a technical marketing firm in Grand Haven.

Most of her working time is spent writing; her current

employer gives her very good marks as a beginning employee.

Based on her interviews, Margaret reveals a confident,

articulate, and motivated student who seeks out challenging

experiences requiring the production of written texts. For

Margaret, good writing is based in the actual experience of

the writer applying research and organizational skills. When

asked how she would revise her freshman writing sample

written three years previously, she responds, " ...this just

sounds like I'm trying to know a lot which I really don't. I

think that's what I was trying to do." Not accepting

standard views about the necessity for prewriting, Margaret

states, "I usually go. I write. And then I'll go back. I

usually write when I type. It's bad. I shouldn't."

Margaret knows from her experience as a student writer that

writing and thinking are concomitant of one another. The

writer does not separate the act of writing from that of

cognition. Ideas do not exist separately from language, to

be "dressed up," so to speak, when the writer produces text.

Intuitively, Margaret is aware that writing cannot exist
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independent of conceptual knowledge. The challenge of having

to write on a topic that is unfamiliar to the writer is

itself rewarding. Learning her audience ("as you get to know

the teacher and what they want") is the way for students to

improve their academic writing, When speaking of specific

writing problems, Margaret tactfully gives proper recognition

of the requirements of structure and planning, but she

repeatedly refers to conceptual matters when asked to define

poor writing, "I just don't think I defined the problem very

well" and "I wouldn't just write on something like this off

the top of my head. I Think I'd research it more."

Of all students we interviewed, Margaret makes the most

substantive alterations in the revision of text. Her

interview points to a student who makes frequent alterations

in both surface features as well as in the deep meaning. Her

optimism and confidence are readily evident throughout her

interviews. It is apparent that she achieves much personal

gratification from successfully solving problems. All

indications point to a likely probability that she will

become a capable, confident, and resourceful technical

communication professional.
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MARY

Mary,is a senior graduating in advertising with a solid B

grade point average, a grade point average she also achieved

in high school. Her relatively strong ACT scores, her high

school performance, and her good grades in freshman

composition (A, B, B) would predict academic achievement in

her major area of study, which requires proficiency in

communication skills. Her undergraduate experience is of

particular interest to us because she enrolled in a variety

of non-English courses that required research papers,

reports, and other forms of written communication.

Good writing for Mary is defined as writing that "gets to" an

audience and that "holds" attention. The feedback in English

was "more for your grammar" whereas in business classes "you

can write in any form." In commercials, "you have to talk to

the public so you don't have to use (standard English)."

In a class in professional selling Mary was required to

research a company, interview some company officials, and

"sell it to my teacher." Marketing classes required research

papers that were analyzed for format and content. As would

be expected, the importance of audience is stressed in many

of the courses in the business curriculum, and particularly

those taken in her advertising curriculum, "We have to make

sure it's written in their, uh, mentality, you could say. I



think it's eighth grade level you have to write for

consumers."

As we suspected, the design of writing assignments outside of

English classes showed considerable variance from the very

Explicit assignment defining audience and purposes in the

examples from her marketing class to the open-ended research

paper required for a television and radio advertising class

in which the instructor "just said it had to deal with the

media." Papers were written in each of her speech classes,

in public relations courses requiring "a certain format;' and

even a basic printing class in which the instructor asked her

to do a paper on printing in its relation to her future

career. The total grade in that course in the School of

Technology was based on her written work including a research

paper. It appears that in over 50% of her courses some

writing was required, with much of it required in the senior

year. While her comments suggest a kind of a perceived

discontinuity from class to class, she did place considerable

importance on those rhetorical concerns of audience and

purpose, and on revision (which she said she learned in

advertising).

When asked "What kind of things should a writer think about

when writine "Mary promptly responds, "Who they are writing

for. .A good paper is defined by its effect on the reader. I

personally think its something that holds your attention and
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keeps you reading to the end." Mary's confidence and her

"can do" attitude repeatedly surface during her interview.

Her repeated successful encounters with a variety of demands

in writing intensive courses give her the self-assurance that

when faced with an important writing assignment, "I'd do it.

I've done it before." As all indicators reveal, our subject

is not only a capable writer, but one who benefits from

instruction, thereby enhancing areas of strength already

demonstrated by prior performance. Her process checklist

tends to reinforce the confidence we perceived during her

interview.
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Chapter 4: Behaviors, Knowledge, and

Attitudes of Ferris Student Writers

In this study we examined characteristics of large groups of

freshmen as they moved through the composition sequence and

we attempted to identify variables that contributec, to their

success as writers and as students in general. The first part

of the study enabled us to look at large groups of students

and to identify patterns of performance and success. From the

second phase, the case studies, we observed writing processes

which could not be gleaned from our earlier investigation.

Drawing on the information from both phases of this

investigation, we have identified characteristics that have

emerged as recurrent features in the behaviors, knowledge,

and attitudes of Ferris student writers.

Basic Writers at Ferris State University: Given the

low ACT average (16.1) and the lack of preparation in writing

that characterize the majority of Ferris freshmen, most

students at Ferris could be identified as basic writers.

During the past two decades, much of the most fruitful

research in the field of composition has focused on what is

often called "the basic writer." Mina Shaughnessy's

pioneering work at CUNY explored why basic writers are

different from others who more naturally adopt the

conventions and patterns of educated, white, middle-class

prose. Others, advocates of Perry's or Maslow's hierarchical
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cognitive schemes, have preferred to interpret writing

problems as maturational and related to levels of cognitive

development. Basic writers tend to think "concretely" and

are unable to form concepts or abstractions requiring higher

order intellectual procesTing. Popular among many theorists

in the early 1980s, this movement has encouraged us to think

of "levels" of writing ability, assuming that better writers

write with greater conceptual complexity, abstracting more

effectively from the details of ordinary experience. In an

essay titled "Cognitive Development and the Basic Writer,"

Angela Lunsford argues that basic writers "have not attained

that level of cognitive development which would allow them to

form abstractions or concepts." Recently, considerable

dissent has been voiced against the arguments of those who

claim that basic writers tend to be concrete thinkers.

Certainly, any attempt toldefine cognitive complexity or

maturation is fraught with contradictions inherent in such

systems. Do basic writers have difficulty thinking at higher

levels of generality or do they fail to perceive and

discriminate between concrete particulars? The question may

be unanswerable. What is needed is a flexible, interactive

type of model for understanding growth in writiAg processes.

An application of a rigid, rule-governed model such as

Perry's or Kohlberg's ignores the role of affect and the

entire context in which written communication is produced.
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Lynn Quitman Troyka, in an article appearing in College

Composition and Communication (1982', summarizes much of the

thinking concerning basic writers that has been current in

the 1980s, that they tend to be (1) highly gregarious and

social, (2) more comfortable in an oral rather than a written

mode, (3) holistic in thought, perceiving the world as a

whole rather than as a combination of separate parts, and (4)

ambivalent about learning, fearing that through education

they would lose the love of individuals on whom they are

dependent.

Based on our study, these characterizations are only

partially accurate. Our interviews have told us that basic

writers are extremely diverse in background, personality, and

in the systems of beliefs that govern their way of perceiving

the world and acting within it. Our student from Benton

Harbor who frequently suppresses and yet seems drawn to

interpret the "problems that appear to go around" in her

hometown and in her own personal history, conI firms Troykals

generalization that basic writers are ambivalent about

learning. Yet this ambivalence does not diminish her

persistence as a college student, for whom college has become

a way to liberate herself from her past, despite numerous

roadblocks.

Grouping beginning writers together on the basis of

personality )r types of behavioral characteristics is always
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fraught with dangers. As our study has shown, it is almost

impossible to define "levels" of writers at Ferris State.

Even the temptation to label students as developmental or

"high risk" pigeonholes all students in such a way that

individual learning styles and different performances given

different rhetorical situations are glossed over.

What, then, can be inferred about the groups of writers we

looked at during the 1985-1989 academic years? What have our

interviews with a selected group of seniors told us about

attitudes, val.les, and metacognitive understandings acquired

during the period of time they attended this state

university? How have some individuals coped or "survived"

given their lack of past academic success? What writing

processes and revision strategies seem recurrent during the

interviews, the self-reporting logs, and the successive

revisions of a required paper? The remainder of this chapter

will answer some of these problematic questions.

Writing as a Social Act: Contrary to the beliefs

expressed by many of our seniors, that good writing is

tantamount to good form and sentence structure, the greatest

improvement among the subjects in our study appears to be

centered in a category we call "writing context." We were

surprised that despite all the attention paid in our freshman

composition program to language (sentence structure, grammar

and mechanics, word choice) and form (organization,
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development, and logic) the areas of most improvement in our

1985-86 study were in the rhetorical features labeled

"context" (audience, purpose, and task). The gain among the

improvers in the pre- and post-writing sample group (those

who also most likely persisted to graduation, N=89) was close

to 40%, indicating an increased awareness of process and

social context of written communication, a major goal of our

freshman composition program. It would seem that based on

this data alone, that a major function of the freshman

program seems to be attended to to acquaint students with

the rhetorical and social functions of written communication.

Three years later selected seniors offered evidence that

social context remains both a conscious and an internalized

feature of their knowledge of writing processes. Of the

students interviewed, those who took course work requiring

frequent term papers, written projects, and proposals

expressed the importance of the role of audience in written

communication. Comments such as "a gold paper is defined by

its effect on the reader" signified an awareness among our

seniors of the rhetorf.cal role of communication. Students

enrolled in certain programs in the School of Business,

particularly Marketing, most frequently mentioned audience

and the role4Of interest in defining effective communication.

One student had favorable comments on writing from her

marketing class where the instructor "was just looking for

what I was saying," whereas in "my English classes,
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everything was a factor." When asked where they learned

about the role of audience, none referred to the freshman

writing experience, referring instead to courses in

marke,:ing, speech, advertising, and for several students,

courses in advanced writing (ENG 321), and proposal writing

(ENG 323) .

Other seniors mentioned the ability co solve communicative

problems, to define a purpose for written communication, to

organize a presentation, and to complete a task.

Unfortunately, only a few expressed more than general and

undifferentiated thoughts of the role of audience. Faigley

and colleagues discovered a way to classify such responses

based on a dissertation on what distinguishes effective from

ineffective practicing on a piano. The dissertation titled

Pia.. ) Pr,cticing Skills: What Distinguishes Competence, by L.

Gruson at the University of Waterloo, c.-ssifies subjects'

responses to styles of practicing into four categories:

simple undifferentiated responses, which indicate no specific

behaviors; concrete behavior responses, which represent

strategies that are employed in all situations of the task

being investigated; general-strategy responses, which reflect

specific behaviors adapted for a particular task situation;

and higher-order responses, which indicate a 'chunking' of

the task into component subprocess" (192). Applying these

levels to student's comments about writing processes, we can

distinguish between those vague statements of general intent,
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IMINNI11116.

"I really wanted to do my best" to the more specific, task-

ordered comments such as "I really had to change my mind on

how to structure this statement because I knew that my

audier : had no knowledge of the technical process."

With exceptions, our senior students' comments about writing

processes remain at the simple, undifferentiated level. A

response to the question, "Do you think you write better

now?" such as "I have more ideas about structure and

modifiers, misplaced modifiers (laugh)" suggests a fairly

undeveloped understanding of personal writing strategies in

response to that particular prompt. A more differentiated

response indicating specific behavioral actions would be "I

think about things a long time before I write. I write some

notes, maybe do a rough outline...That works for me because

if I worry about 'low it is being interpreted or if ev,rything

is correct I get too caught up...."

Knowledge of Composing Processes: Except for occasional

deferential statements on the importance of audience and a

less frequent reference to the practice of testing out ideas

on others before beginning the composition of text, our

senior subjects' knowledge of writing processes remains

somewhat tentative and ill-defined. Perhaps the lack of

concrete, specific strategies is due to the lack of

reflection on composing processes since fey students at the

senior level have had recent formal course work in writing.
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One consequence of having a limited repertoire of composing

strategies is manifested in revision processes which seldom

go beyond correcting for surface errors, a topic that will be

more fully documented later in this chapter.

Certain experiences, carried over from the freshman writing

experience three years earlier, can be identified as having

entered each of our subject's consciousness, hence becoming a

part of the metacognitive knowledge of our seniors. One

example is the belief as expressed by one student that "I'm

not one of the better writers" as opposed to others who are

"almost excellent." Several expressed the belief the

sequence made them better writers, more conscious of the

d_fferent kinds of writing required at Ferri.s. Such beliefs,

often compounded with feelings of self-esteem or the lack

thereof, can be elaborately developed to form perceptual

patterns that affect many of life's activities, as

exemplified by Mike for whom the heuristic and problem

solving strategies learned in English 111 became a coherent

way for structuring life's challenges. The problem-solving

strategies mastered in English 111 became a part of this

student's metacognitive wisdom, applicable to many

problematic situations, not the least of which was to teach a

hapless football player to ski down the hill. A number of

our students, particularly those who had numerous writing

intensive experiences (six or more) spoke with confidence of

their faith in their ability to master any writing challenge:
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"I'd do it. I've done it before, and "Depending on the

situation, [I am] pr,-;L:ty prepared."

What patterns of attitude and beliefs seem most recurrent

among the seniors we surveyed? One is the belief that

somehow the three courses in the freshman sequence are built

upon each other and that they helped change their self-image.

As one student sadly put it, "Oh, 111 mostly made me feel

crummy. It really did; it made me feel bad because I didn't

know anything. Um, 112, this is going to sound really

strange, but it was like on a scale thing. It went up with

each class, because I felt, by the time of 113, I felt really

good." Another said "my 112 class is when I really learned

organizing" whereas 111 consisted of pre-writing and getting

thoughts down on paper. Although several echoed Mike who

said English teachers "should be more concerned with teaching

someone how to write, not for sentence structure," the

majority expressed satisfaction w.,....1 the attention paid to

sentence structure (even though the sentence exercises "hurt

me," and "I dreaded them, they really helped.")

Revision Strategies: We examined the revising skills of

our participants since revision is a good indicato'. of the

students' maturity in writing. As was noted in Chapter Two,

the research of the past two decades indicates that beginning

writers do not share with experienced writers the same

understanding of the revision process nor do they share the
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same revising behaviors. Typically the beginning writer

edits rather than revises, meaning that the beginning writer

focuses on surface level ed...ting such as spelling and word

changes. The beginning writer rarely revises at the semantic

level or, as Faigley and Witte would characterize, the macro-

structure level of the text. The experienced writer, on the

other hand, revises at the semantic level, concerned for the

message that is being developed in the text. This writer

will view the revision process as a process of discovering

meaning within the text.

During the first interview, each participant was asked how he

or she would go about revising the writing sample that had

been written by the participant as a freshman. At that point

during the research we were encouraged by their responses.

Most indicated that the writing needed massive revision, and

most indicated that they would revise by conducting

additional research on the topic, going to the library,

getting facts, looking up statistics. These responses led us

to believe that the students had learrd about the value of

presenting an informed opinion and that the students were

thinking about their texts on a semantic level rather than

simply wanting to change words or phrases. This type of

response led us to believe that the participants had matured

in their writing abilities over the past three years.

However, our enthusiasm over the students' revision skills

was significantly dampened by the close of our investigation.

Their discussion of what they would do was radically



different from their actual performance as measured by the

analyses of the multiple drafts of their written projects on

the topic of the purpose of a college education. Even though

it was obvious to the students that we were interested in

their revisions (we collected drafts of their papers during

each stage of completion and photocopied the drafts of their

papers during each stage of composition for our records) they

did little revision. In fact, if we recall our original

definition of revision, as opposed to rewriting and editing,

it could be said that only one participant revised at all.

The majority of the students paid attention to surface errors

only, conducting what Faigley and Witte describe as

microstructure changes, 'anges to the text which do not

affect the meaning.

We were disappointed in this finding for it indicated to us

that over the course of their college experiences and after

all the discussion of the importance of revision that they

initiated during their interviews, they still do not know how

to revise at a level above the sentence. In other words,

they still revise like inexperienced writers. They have not

yet integrated adult writing behaviors into their composing

processes. They may be able to talk about revision, and they

may believe in the importance of revision, but they are still

unable to perform it at any level of sophistication.
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Affect, Confidence and General Education: Because

writing is so closely bound in with the affective domain, it

is impossible to offer a comprehensive view of writing at the

college level without giving some attention to the role of

attitudes, motivation, emotion, and self-image of our student

subjects. Describing cognitive and metacognitive features of

student writing merely reveals surface characteristics of a

complex and deeply interactive domain of human endeavor. At

a presentation at the 1989 CCCC conference in Seattle, Linda

Flower and Sus-n ncLeod in a session entitled "Thinking About

Feelings" argued for the necessity to look at both affective

and cognitive approaches in any writing assessment model.

Flower proposed a tripartite model of discourse that reveals

the complex and interactive nature of writing production.

The content of each of the boxes below is linked to the

others by what Flower describes as "threads."

AFFECT CONTEXT
1. Attitudes 1. History(relationships)
2. Motivation 2. Assumptions (of
3. Emotions task)
4. Self-Image 3. Role of Writing

\ /

COGNITION
1. Goals -- strategies
2. Metacognitive Awareness
3. Other Actions

This interactive model demonstrates that environmental and

affective changes have a great bearing on writing production.

For instance, a student with high motivation (affect) in a

positive educational environment (context) may attempt to



achieve goals (cognition) that may be beyond the reach of her

composing strategies. Failing that task may call forth old

feelings of inadequacy, creating emotional dislike for the

classroom mixed with a negative self-image. Repeated

experiences of this sort will create writing avoidance and

possibly influence prospective career choice.

During the progress of our study, we have had ample

opportunity to observe signs of writing avoidance. Of the

hundreds of seniors who could have been subjects for our

final interviews, few freely elected writing courses beyond

the freshman year. Hearsay informs us that in fulfilling

distribution requirements, students elect courses in which

multiple-choice tests determine course grades rather than

writing. Few students at Ferris freely elect advanced-level

writing courses; the courses are taken either to meet program

requirements or to fulfill humanities distribution

requirements. The rare student who elects a writing course

is likely to be already proficient in a variety of writing

tasks. The professional specialization of Ferris programs

works against the development of increased proficiency in

areas of interest and expertise; conversely, it does not

allow the development of skills in areas of student weakness.

All of this argues for putting writing requirements into the

professional courses taken during the student's final two

years at Ferris. It also argues against the practice of using

only multiple-choice tests in those Arts and Sciences courses
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where writing could be used as (1) a tool for learning the

content,and (2) a means to evallate student learning. A

much-needed revision of Arts and Science requirements will

require that the entire institution, not just the Department

of Languages and Literature, take the initiative to address

these basic curricular problems.

We might cite other ways Ferris students demonstrate writing

avoidance, not the least of which would be choice of major,

and even choice of university. Other signs include the

numerous, abrupt refusals from students to participate in our

study, the overt lack of cooperation among a few faculty

across campus during our initial assessment in 1985, and the

pressure placed on faculty outside of English by students to

avoid evaluating writing for determining course grades.

It is clear, however, that the institution cannot shirk its

responsibility for the literacy of its graduating students.

Nor are there signs now that the institution plans to

consciously renege on the commitment of Woodbridge Ferris to

use literacy as a way to acculturate its non-traditional

students into the cultural and educational mores of the

managerial and professional classes which Ferris has served

.for over a century. However, by taking a compartmentalized

and industrialized model of student learning - by dividing

knowledge into required course units and departments,and by

placing the literacy burden on several dozen faculty teaching
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freshman composition, the institution has unwittingly damaged

its goal to provide career-oriented programming with a strong

liberal arts component. Our study has shown that at Ferris

much works against the development of student progress

towards literacy and self-actualization. Not until

institutional planners accept the dual and necessarily

integrative mission of the university, will there be

significant progress toward fulfilling the goals envisioned

by Woodbridge Ferris over a century ago.

Confidence in Wri%:ing: On of the assumed and almost

unquestioned premises governing the teaching of beginning

writing is the role of attitude and self-confidence in

improving writing performance. Studies by John Daly and

others have led to much speculation and research on the role

of anxiety, writer's block, and writing apprehension as a

negative variable in the writing process. Among the seniors

we interviewed, with the noticeable exception of two African-

American students, all of our students explicitly expressed

confidence in their ability to handle written tasks. We are

well aware that our sample population is not representative

of seniors as a whole for we likely recruited only students

who have enough confidence to undergo the kind of scrutiny we

administered. It should also be remembered that numerous

students flatly refused to participate, and that we chose

students whose transcripts and writing samples revealed
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patterns of positive change and frequent writing-intensive

courses.

For those students who completed our study, typical reactions

were those expressing persistence and confidence in writing:

111, 112, and 1,13 increased my confidence, "I didn't feel

that everybody was critiquing my writing." Depending on the

situation, 7 feel "pretty prepared" to write on the job; and

expressing the belief that her future job would require much

writing, "I am pretty confident I could do well."

Persistence in Writing: We suspect that persistence in

writing is a much greater factor than commonly realized.

Considering the adversity a number of students experience due

to lack of preparation, to lack of success in high school,

and for some, due to racial problems of a far greater

magnitude than can be documented in this study, the variables

contributing to success are much harder to identify and to

categorize.

The transcripts of our selected seniors tell us much about

the qualities of persistence that characterize many of our

senior students. An example of such persistence is revealed

by the transcript of one of our senior subjects. After

withdrawing from Math 111 Fundamentals of Algebra in the

first quarter of her freshman year, she registered for Math

111 again duping winter term, receiving an F, which was
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retaken during a later term for a grade of D. Proceeding

into the advanced level course in the spring, Math 121, she

once again withdrew. Waiting a few quarters, she registered

for Math 121 in the winter of 1987, receiving a C. This same

student spoke of not knowing grammar "even though that

was all that was taught in high school." Yet, in addition to

whatever grammar she had to contend with as a freshman, she

chose a cr7eer choice, office administration, that required a

number of office administration courses demanding a knowledge

of grammatical conventions. Even though, she "hates" those

classes, she plans to persist through graduation. She

hopeful'y expects to secure a position with a firm utilizing her

ability to manage information and to edit her own and other's

work, Knowing the conventions of standard English will play a

key role in her job success. Despite many encounters with

courses and tasks requiring a good knowledge of surface

conventions of written prose, we found this student to be

sadly unable to handle even the most elementary of

grammatical distinctions. Not only did we share a concern

for her future career plans, we also questioned an

educational system that allowed a student to proceed through

a curriculum in an area of considerable weakness. Why coula

she persist so long in a field that gives her so much

personal trauma and negative self-perception? Has a faculty

advisor or counselor Jiven her a realistic appraisal of her

career choice and her ability to perform adequately in that

field? Fortunately, the persistence of other students we
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interviewed was not accompanied with so much personal

adversity.

Conclusion: This study has developed with the

understanding that no single, quantifiable measure of

performance would be reliable enough to come close to

measuring a skill as complex as proficiency in writing. We

have observed and recorded much of what the existing research

already tells us that students with frequent writing

experiences will plan better and pay more attention to the

role of audience and purpose in whatever writing assignment

is undertaken, that there is a direct relationship between

confidence and the n ter and variety of written tasks in an

undergraduate education, that the time required to affect

significant maturity in beginning writers goes far beyond the

beginning freshman writing course. Of concern is the

observation that our senior subjects do not revise in ways

that the research of Richard Beach and Nancy Sommers

characterize the revision of mature writers. In this

respect, at least, the writing of our senior subjects remains

undeveloped.

The question we proposed at the beginning of this study, has

Ferris State met its obligations to the development of

student competence in communication, is only partially

answered by this study. While there is evidence to support

the view that Ferris, through its budget commitment and its

course requirements does more than many undergraduate schools
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to prepare the basic writer for future societal demands, the

lack of an integrated liberal arts curriculum combining

studies in writing with the professional disciplines

seriously weakens the educational outcomes of Ferris

students. Ample evidence indicates that the institution has

not become mobilized to deal with the underpreparation of our

university freshmen; faculty have learned to cope with

students weak in the basic skills by altering the way courses

are taught and by relegating the responsibility for literacy

improvement to the faculty who teach the year-long freshman

writing sequence. Our study finds little evidence that there

is any progress in student writing ability between the end of

the freshman year and graUuat:Ion. Our interviews and direct

observation of writing performance of a group of graduating

seniors irdicate that even with numerous writing and writing-

intensive courses, that revision and editi,Isj skills renidin

undeveloped, that knowledge of writing process lacks

specificity, and that written projects resemble, more often

than not, rough drafts riddled with numerous surface errors.

Of some encouragement, however, is our students' knowledge of

the social role of discourse, of the context in which writing

takes place, and the all-important goals of audience and

purpose. Evidence suggests that the freshman experience in

written communication succeeds in increasing the students'

understanding of social context and the sense of confidence

in situations requiring communication skills. As students

continue to write in their chosen career areas, this
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knowledge of context and perception of confidence increases.

We suspect that these attitudes will carry over into our

stud-nts' professional lives.
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Assessment of Writing Sample: Interview #1

Show Student writing sample from four years ago and topic. Ask the student to read overboth.

Questions:

1. What is your initial reaction?

2. What do you like most about what you wrote?

3. What do you like least about what you wrote?

4. If you were going to revise this, what would you do? Where would you begin?

5. If you were given this topic today to write on, how would you go about it?
--strategies, topic, planning, etc.--



Second Interview: Portfolio Assessment

Begin by looking over the portfolio and asign the student to describe each piece. Find out
what courses required writing, how was it assigned, how was it evaluated, how much did
it count for in the grade, etc.

1. What types of writing did you do after Freshman English?

2. How much writing did you do after Freshman English and how often?

3. What courses required writing?

4. In the courses where you did writing, how much direction were you given for writing
assignments?

5. How was your writing evaluated? What kind of feedback didyou get?

6. Did the feedback in non-English courses differ from the feedback in English courses?

7. Did freshman writing prepare you for the writing you did in these courses?

8. Did freshman writing challenge you?

9. What are your strengths as a writer? Then and now?

10. What do you think are the most important things you learned about writing in English
111, 112, and 113?

11. What kind of things should a writer think about when writing? Before, during and
after.

12. How die English 111, 112, and 113 make you feel about yourself as a writer?

13. What makes a good paper?

14. Does what make a good paper differ from class to class?

15. What advice would you give to someone just entering the freshman sequence?

16. What advice would you give to teachers of English 111, 112, and 113?

17. How would you feel if you were told in a class that you would have to write a paper
which would in turn be the basis of your grade?

18. How could we improve the writing program?

19. How well prepared are you to write on the job?

20. Did you ever hear about the Writing Center? Did you ever visit the Writing Center?



Process Checklist

Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements. Respond to each statement by circling one of the following: (1) strongly agree,
(2) agree, (3) undecided, (4) disagree, or (5) strongly disagree.

1. When I wrote this paper, I late- v how to
get the ideas.

2. When I wrote this paper I knew how to
adapt it for my reader.

3. When I wrote this paper I wasn't sure how
to organize it.

4. It was easy for me to get Adrted writing
this paper.

5. Once I began writing, I had trouble
keeping the paper going.

6. I knew if changes needed to be made in
this paper.

7. I wasn't able to make the changes that I
needed to make.

8 . I don't think this paper is as effective as it
should be.
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Grades in English 112 as Predictors
of Grades in English 113

Grades in ENG 113

D/F/w fla ALa Total

LE D+ 25 24 10 59

42% 41% 17% 100%

Grades in G's 95 110 104 309
ENG 112 31% 36% 34% 100%

A/B 104 317 490

14% 21% 65% 100%

Total 189 238 431 858

22% 28% 50% 100%
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LONGITUDINAL REPORT ON STUDENT ABILITY
LEVELS AS INDICATED BY ACT COMPOSITE SCORES

Composite
1975 1984 1985* 1986 1987 1988

75.88
, Group Score N % N % N % N % N % N % CHANGE

I. 31+ 8 0 2 1 2 0
30 7 1.1 0 0.3 2 0.3 1 0.2 1 0.2 0 0.1 -92%
29 10 8 4 3 3 2

II. 28 17 16 11 11 14 3
27 it8 4.9 25 3.2 24 3.2 18 2.4 24 3.3 21 1.9 -61%
26 61 35 40 28 45 22

III. 25 76 50 54 57 58 52
24 76 10.6 56 7.4 80 10.2 72 8.8 68 8.2 61 8.5 -20%
23 99 68 102 78 81 93

IV. 22 100 125 104 93 104 115
21 112 14.8 121 16.1 125 15.0 99 13.9 123 13.6 114 15.3 +6%
20 139 133 118 134 116 142

V. 19 130 156 146 147 157 139
18 148 17.5 132 19.5 144 19.7 159 19.9 181 20.0 155 19.1 +9%
17 138 171 166 161 166 171

VI. 16 130 156 146 147 157 139
15 137 19.6 162 20.2 190 21.8 180 22.3 210 22.8 187 23.9 +22%
14 164 154 155 176 173 142

VII. 13 151 170 148 169 193 165
12 141 17.6 171 20.1 140 17.1 167 19.6 156 19.5 166 18.6 +6%
11 125 131 109 125 143 120

VIII. 10 104 94 103 92 109 110
9 75 75 13.0 75 83 77 80
8 58 13.9 67 63 12.6 57 12.9 65 12.3 60 12.7 -9%
7 42 42 27 26 38 80

.6 50 27 25 46 21 28

TOTAL 2370 2348 2318 2351 2518 2431
FSU AVERAGE 16.6 16.2 16.5 16.1 16.2 16.1
STATE AVERAGE 18.5 N/A 18.9 18.9 18.8 18.8
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Clwolhoodevril

lumriew:What w ;our initial reaction upon n tiding your 'exiting sample?
C:Welkit talks about my problems but it, you boy, makes like some of the vords,I meen,1 left out
words end there are things that Amid have been to them. I mean, don't make sense when you really
read it so, you know I gam a lust mote it and didn't know what I yes doing at the tins. I've
improved nov. I don't think I wadi Trite exactly the same vay.
L How did you feel shout the coning that yon wog
C: Well, I think they vere good Rees, but I could have pm them in a different form, you lsnov, like,
I write somethirg, I, like, 1/511111 , you knov, like one vay of solving this vould be this end this end
I just ran on with it end I could have broke it duct
L What's your reaction to your language?
C: I don't think this is good lei guege. I Think I could have used better korgtarge. I use more, like,
slag in this and you can see more slog here, 'words that I shouldn't have used. I could have used
bear vords in other yards. I used something I probably vouldn't even use nov. (laugh)
L Any other reactions?
C: The things that happen in this essay is, [correct) they are true and everything and I think es far es
the essay itself is good but the way I wrote it not.
L Did you remember it es you vere rereading it?
C: Yes I remember everything end it seems though this happened when I graduated from high school
the issue ves going on then and I feel that, you know, it's a important issue but I guess I , somebody
in the audience you'd read this end they probably wouldn't even understand , you know, mainly
That I was saying.
I: Do you have any memory of writing this way?
C: Um.. Well I vas, I guess I think it vas the tacks*: gave us. He told vs 13 writ a essay, I gloss
the timing is gave us. I vas in a bray end I vented 13 get everything done, you bow, sithiu that
time end I think I rushed into it, and I can remember writbag it I can remember ventftg to get
everything out, so.
L Looking Mt, essay es a vhols, what do you like most about it?
;': The information is good, but I don't think the format I wrote it in is good, you know.
L Hut you like what you decided to write about.
C: Right I like this topic in general because it's about my hometown, so, I like ft.
L Is there anything else? Don't be too herd on yourself.
C: It's not good to me, now that I read it I guess because rad so many different English teachers,
now, and this was my first year, I believe, end I didn't get mucX . veil I had English in High School
but I don't think I did essay questions, essay type papers in class so , uh, so this is just the first paper
I ever had, so I
L So, what do you think about it knowing that?
C: Well, this is good, you knov, for a beginning, but nov that I've had other classes I know a little
better what I vent I think I can do a lids bear.
L What do you like least about this paper?
C: Huh. Well, I didn't put vonis in the shoukt haws been tbre and the Image I we, I don't like
the lenity I wed.
L What specifically about the language? Is it the vochbulty, the vay you vorded. .

C:Yea, the vocabulsxy, like people bypassing, like I'm *Mire about kids hanging exotmd stores end
everything end I could have liked said "skipped school?' or tete are things like thei that I don't really
like saying teat people bypass , people just .you knov, were concerned. .I vouldn't say it . people
weren't concerned about what vas going chat the time, but that ire/ just my opinion they could have
been, so I conld have worded that another way.
L So you find yourseli becoming more end more critical of things like the language you're using or
the opinions you'ro expressing?
C:Right
It It yeah had a. chaise to it down and min tbb, "that klub of chew, grated rtt Mae
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C: I would keep the scone problem but I would change the way I put it I would In* I say tun. .
students are hexing around liquor stores . You bow, I would say that, I would probably still my
they ere hanging mound the store but I would probably put it in a different way cause they're still
hanging around tits stores, end ult .11e..tbsre's like skipping school end going end buying liquor I
don't know if that, if they're also selling to minors , I don't exactly know that, but I know that
they're selling to some so.
I: So, you're checking your details?
C: Right I vent to cluck my details and uh. .

I: If you had a clsen sheet of paper in front of you. .

C:I wodi wit this Neer owl (k
L Where would you start?
C: Oh.
L What would be the first thing you would ny to get at?
C: OK I would keep the beginning so everybody would know what I was telkIng about
L So the opening i;entences you would keep pretty much the KU.
Cl would keep the seine In beginning but the middle I would chugs some of the stractue. I mean,
all of this makes sense but it just seems like I'm repot. As I look at this it's repeated. And I
would break it down to a , you know, to a short essay. Perould break it down where it wouldn't
repeat itself end. .I mean because in a sense this paper repeats itself over end over eget. People are
active in watching students and keeping strdents from buying liquor is a way they're not That's
what I think but I wouldn't .

L Do you think your commit needs to be elss or more?
C: I think, uh, less because when I bok at this it's sayhri the beginning is Wing what it is all about
and I'm juit elaborating more on it what . I'm just telidng about different places where they go when
they skip mhool and when they go back to school they might be drunk or whatever end I have that all
in there. 'home of the way I sell things (laugh) is just silly.
I: You don't like the lenguege.
C: No. not 110V.
rtYhta about the way this b organized. Would you change anything?
C: I think I would keep it the seine way but I would put it in shorter contents irteach.
I: Is Owe anything about your development that you thought needed deer explanation or more detdl?
C: I think it needs to be clearer become the way I'm saying it maybe it doesn't even meke sense to
some people, you know, what I'm talking about
L Do you remember when you wit this if you were thinking about your audience?
C: No. I never evert blamed about that until I lied English 321.
I: I'm noticing in the statment you just made that you're very aware of your audience.
C: Well, I don't really, what I was thinking about the potpie that , we had a petition signed, so yea
this would be to people who were interested in stopping students from drinking end going to class,
but at this time I don't think I yes thinking about that (laughs}
I: That's interesting because I tldnk that that was part of the directions you were given as pert of the
essigmrant To Direct this paper to someone who could do something about it
C: Right. I knew about the petition, but when I wrote this I don't think I was thinking about the
audience, I yes just 'writing it. I don't know.It might not make sense. Maybe I was thinking about
somebody, because my opening statement s'l live in Bentr Harbor Michigan end the problem I
suggest that we solve is people bonging around liquor stores," so I grzes I yes directing it at
someone. Probably a general audience.
I: If I 11",xe to take that paper avay from you ad give you a bleak sheet of paper end say I vent you
to writ an essay on this topic and direct it to en anthem of people who would be interested and
capable of doing something about it, how would you go about it?
C: Well, lint of all I would think a Vas, the different problem. would still be in the same hometown,
the begirodng would be telling a general ardience about the problem and what I think should be done
about the problem.
I: How would you corm up with a problem? 1-.; 8



C: Well, I'd think about Val was going around, the envsieranent erotmd me, the envriorunent would
be my hometown, most my concern is with ray hmeotwm, problems that go enxrad.
L And when you say you would think about those problems, would you do it farm head?
C. I think I would writ them down, you know, the different things I vent to talk about first of all
end then I ',mild choose one that lady vented 13 write about and then I would stmt off writing.
would put ell my ideas on paper end then what I didn't vent in the paper I would take out, but I
would hen my mein problems in the paper.
I: Once you had the idea for your paper you would just start?
C: Sint it and then from there I would cheap it aroma like I really Vented it but I want 13 get, first
of 82 I'm the kind of person who went to get it all down fast end then maybe go beck taxi
re..change it around. I always do that.
L When you say you're the kind of person that wants 13 get it all down first, is there any lesson for
that?
C:: Because I think I'll forget something (laugh) I went it all. I'm the kind of person that wants it ell
there so everybody can see what, you know, there really is. And then if it don't make sense , then I'll
take it off.
L Once you have it all written down, what would be the next thing you'd do?
C: I guess I wail. .well all the ideas I have, I would think about them and then I would, I guess if I
wrote them down they would be sonribing I really wanted $3 wit about and I would writ the paper
and I would think about what's going on before I put it down on paper because if it's something
that's going 13 be solved I (?) and there 'wouldn't be eny need for me 13 talk about that problem, but
the problem I was thinking about Is not solved now and I don't think ft's ever going to be, so I would
writ about it and I would really vent somebody 13 know about it.
L So, you're selection of a topic iE nal important pert.
C: Right.
L When you say you writ down o get all you ideas down, and then you start drafting lose ideas,
do you typically do that for most papers?
C: Yee., I think. . Well, most of the time I like for someone 13 , you know, sell us a problem or
something, because it seems like if I can't get a problem then I don't knew about anything 13 writ
about. I have a lard the finding something, so um. I would just, I don't know if I would just stert
wridng, it would teke me time to sit there and think about what I vented to writ about It always
takes me a long time to decide whet I'm going to writ about. Sometimes I can't think about, like I
say, I know about the problem, but I don't know exactly what to writ about it. I mean, I might have
ideas in my head , you L11017, tiling me the problem in Benton Harbor might be this end , you
know, it's so much happening armed it that I could writ so many different things about it that I
don't went to make it to long or cagy on abut one topic, so I would think about which one I really
vent I mean what problem is the major ce"an and I would write on that.



Interview 12

Interviewer (I): Why don't I just give you this sheet here and that way
ou can just talk from it. Why don't you just describe what that
ssignment was and any directions or length and whatever you had with that
ssignment, what class it was for.

Cherlyn (C): Well, this was a resume that I did in Data Processing class
(1 what we were supposed to do was a resume and cover letter and it was

supposed to be spelling errors, you know, and everything. We had to do it
on a computer. We had to leave it on the disc, so if he wanted to look at
the disc, he could look at it and see if we really did it cn the computer
and everything. It was fairly easy. I had a resume in the beginning, but
then I left it at home or something, so I had to do it over from memory. It
wasn't very hard.

C:

Were there written directions with it?

Yeah, it was written directions. He told us he wante0 us to set it up
a certain way, just your objective and different thin;s like that.

In the cover letter for the content, did he tell you basically what
contents should be there or did you have to . . .

We just thought of it on our own. We really did. The cover letter, he
just wanted a cover letter. Mostly he gave us directions on how he
wanted the resume or whatever, but he didn't tell us how a cover
letter was supposed to be, so we just made up our own.

Okay. Were there any other written assignments in the Data
Processing--that you did on the word processor or otherwise?

C: I think we had to make a budget. I couldn't do it. I tried my
hardest. We also had, we had many assignments, that's what I'm
saying. We had to type up, when we did an assignment, we had to type
up how we got to this with everything. I didn't know anything about
computers and I was just taking it to learn about it, but . . .

So you don't use a word processor normally?

n. Well, down in personal counseling office, we work on the computers
sometimes, playing on the computer learning more about the computer,
but mostly, if I'm gonna do anything, I'm gonna type it. For this
quarter I had a critique paper due and I typed it up. I don't know how
it sounds, but I typed it up in one day, pretty fast work. And I kinda
thought of things as I went on. So I don't know really how it sounds.

What was that assignment? What did you have to do for it?

We had to critique a research paper. He gave us guidelines to follow
and everything. I had to do this last quarter for another class and
he gave us guidelines to follow. But the article that I had was
confusing to me, and so I wrote that it was very confusing to me and
that I didn't know which way to go and I still got an A on the paper
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because I guess he understood that I tried. He said it sounded like it
was a difficult article. The teacher I have this quarter, he's taken
the article and your paper, so he could see exactly what's going on,
because it was a hard article.

I: Did you pick the article?

C: Yeah. But I thought it would be something that I liked. When I was
reading it, it just seemed like it jumped from place to place and it
was too late for me to find something else, so I just worked with that
and everything.

I: So you were honest with him.

C: Right. It was difficult, but I understood some things, once I read it
over after I got my paper back. My pape- didn't sound good to me, but
I guess he felt that it was okay. But wien I read it, I wouldn't have
gave an A on this paper because it didn't sound too good to me. And
so I read the article over and I get an understanding now, but I guess
at the time I wasn't really into it. So maybe that's why I didn't get
an understanding.

I: A more general question--Have you done much writing since your
freshman English classes in any of your other courses?

C: Well, in English 321 I did this paper for Sandy. I did papers for
her, I mean we had to rewrite our papers, so I did papers for her. I
learned a lot out of that class because she gave us the opportunity to
do it over and everything. Because if she ha(n't I think I wouldn't
have did well out of the class. If I felt I couldn't do it, I went to
her and I told her I don't reall understand how to do this.

I: How many papers did you write in that class? Do you remember?

C: More than one. I can't remember.

I: Were they generally on topics that she gave, or did you get to pick
some topics? I'm kinda catching you off guard here.

C: I'm trying to remember exactly how it was.

I: Was there anything that stands out from that class LI terms of an
assignment that you might have done?

C: We had to do a paper on something that, like, it wasn't an
argumentative paper, cause I remember doing it on my hometown and I
was talking about the hospital in our hometown, how it was taken, I
mean it's not taken away, it's just the way the employees are shipped
to one hospital and everything--medical equipment--was taken to
another hospital and I talked about that. I brought so many different
things in there she had to help me pick out something that would just
generalize it.

I: Help you focus the topic?

±:-
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C: Yeah. That was a hard thing because I was into everything, and
everything was all -tumbled up.

I: So you wanted to say a lot of different things and she helped you
focus the topic?

C: Right.

Do you remember how the paper turned out?

C: I think it turned out good. I probably got a B on it or something. I

can't remember, but it wasn't a low grade.

For those assignments, do you remember, were there written directions
or oral or both?

C: She gave us both.

You're in what program now?

C: Social work.

You'la in social work and you're a senior and you're doing this
internship here. Are there classes besides, say, the resume writing,
the critique writing, that you have to do any writing for?

C: The only class I do have is eleven o'clock and that's the Social Work
Research Application class and my seminar and them are the only two
classes I have, so right now in my seminar class all I write is a
weekly journal, that's it.

Oh, okay. What kind of writing do you do in the journal? Is it
personal?

C: It is just telling about your internship, the things you do, so he can
see if you're doing to right thing. Like I think that I'm not seeing
enough people, and he'll say, well, that should pick up. If it don't
jou should talk to your adviser or something like that, and if you see
someone you just tell him about that. You tell him what you're doing
daily on your internships, so they can see if it's going okay with
yol. Because sometimes if they ask you in class, you won't tell
him about it, but if he reads it in the paper he can find out what
you're doing. And we get to critique him. When he talks daily - -well
we only have him on Tuesday night 6-8:30we get to critique him. We
get to criticize him if we feel he didn't do good, if he didn't help
us, we can tell him that.

As to what he's doing in class?

C: Right. What he's teaching, like the topic for the day. We have a
topic every week and if we don't feel we learned anything from him we
can tell him, you know, that it wasn't interesting to me or whatever.

That's part of your journal? You write it in the journal?
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C: No

Oh, you just tell him9

C: You use the journal and a critique paper.

Of him?

C: Yep.

Iz Oh, that's interesting. Did he explain why the critique?

C: He wants tc know. He's not a teacher here. He's from FAC in
CadillacFamily Adolescent . . . somthing like that. So he's just
here this quarter teaching our class. They have brought in a teacher
just for that. And so he wants us to give our viewpoint of him. Most
of us find him very boring, but, you know . . .

Do you tell him that? Or do you lie?

C: Well, when we ait there and look at null he can see that it is boring.
We sit there like, hmm, hurry up with this.

So you don't have discussion? Just lecture?

C: It's both. Like if he is talking about something you can jump in at
at any time.

What about over the last two years. Have there been very many of the
classes where you've had writing, besides English cic3ses? Like
report writing, summary writing, research writing?

C: I think that was it after I got out of English. I can't remember
anything.

So you took your freshman courses all your freshman year? So your
111, 112 and 113. Then you did, did you do any your second year?
When did you take 321?

C: I think last year.

So your third year?

C: I can't remember if I did any papers in other classes, because I
had--well, I did, I think in my social work classes. I did papers,
yeah, reports.

Report writing?

C: Yes.

And maybe some kind of research or articles that you had to
summarize?

C: Yeah, that's what I did.



I: So, overall, you would say that besides these occasional reports and
some researching in social work claco that your writing has been on
the low side?

C:

I:

C:

I:

C:

I:

C:

It's low, because . . .

I don't mean low, like with grades, but you haven't done a lot.

Right. I haven't did a lot. Maybe if I do more, I could see how
wall I could do, but I haven't really been doing anything.

rle question I was going to ask as what courses have you taken that
required writing besides, well we know English and 321.

T think most of my social work classes I did write in.

It was part of the requirement for the grade?

Yeah, everybody had a term paper for you to do. I did a term paper
last year in Soc 223, and it was the Amish. Well, we had to do three
different groups, so it was on the Amish and two others. I got a C on
that cause at that time my brother's baby had died. At that time I
just did it at the last minute. Most of my classes that I did have I
did a term paper in.

I: If you come across aay in your files or something, if you could let
me see them or show them to me before the study is over.

C: Okay.

I: I've kind of touched on this a:ready, but for the classes that you had
to do writing, either research or summaries or critiques, do most of
those classes give you written directions or how much direction would
you say generally are given on papers?

C: Okay, the paper that I just did, he gave us written directions. i1ost
of the classes I do, I get, written directions on how to do it. Or if
they don't, you know in the beginning of a quarter, you know you
always get the syllabus and they tell you that you have; a paper to do
and they'll tell you more about it later on.

I: And they generally do?

C: Yeah. Most of my teachers have. They explain exactly how they want
it and everything.

I: If you could think about the research paper for a minute that you did
on the Amish and the other two groups. Were there written directions
for that paper in that Soc. 223 class?

C: Yeah. He wanted particular, you know, you had to compare them--each
group, how they lived, how they differed in religion and everything.
So he gave us good directions on that because he wanted comparisons
and different things about them.
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Did he tell you what it would be graded on or how it would be graded?

C: Most teachers, I don'c think he told us that much about it. They
just tell you how much it's worth.

I: The total points?

C: Right.

But they don't say as far as well, I'll be looking at how well you
stated your problem or I'll look the detail and research that you
have?

C: The last paper that I just did, he did for neatness and everything
because he said if you're going out and going to be a social worker
and you have a paper and everything, you would expect it to be neat
then, so we try to do it now, so when we get out there we'll know
about it.

Do you find that helpful?

C: Yep.

You'd rather have directions, huh?

C: Beforehand.

Do you feel that your freshman writing courses prepared you for the
writing you had to do later? How much would you say It prepared you?

C: Yeah, I think it helped me a lot because some of the things, you
know, in high school, I hac just told my mother, I didn't learn very
much from the ccurses I took in high school. I wasn't prepared really
when I got here and then once I got here and started taking English,
it was kinda difficult at first because some of the teachers I had
did grammar work mostly. And we didn't do many papers while I was
high school, so once I got here, it wasn't that hard to do them, but
you know, my first quarter--did I do the worst my first quarter? I
don't think T did very well when I first came, that's why it was so
hard for me to write papers, cause I didn't do so well. I did
all right in high school but it just wasn't enough to get by in
college. So I had to improve or else . .

What do you think you made the greatest improvement in? Was there
any certain course that you took or English course that you took where
you saw a large improvement?

C: 113. Once I got to 113, I thought that I knew a lot more. And then
when I got to 321, it wasn't . . .you knew, we didn't really do the
same things in other English class. We focused on social work
articles and different things like that and so, what we did in there
I'd have never understood but you know. I know the whole purpose of
the class was to get us into articles and having people read, you
know, the audience had never saw this paper before so write it like
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that. I think that helped me too, you know, because you're writing a
paper, you might be saying these things and people might not even know
what you're talking about, so I think that helped.

When you get a paper back that you've done, ch., your teachers put
feedback on it for you? Do they give you comments or do you pretty
much just get a grade? What's been your experience for papers you've
done?

C: Well, this paper right here, it don't have any comments, it just have
a grade. But the papers I did last quarter, he gave me the comments
on it. You know, it seems confusing but a good analysis of a
confusing arti_le. He wrote that on there, and most of my teachers
give me some feedback. Lately, I've had teachers that give me
feedback on the articles.

And do you prefer feedback on your papers?

Yeah. Because if you get feedback, when you go to your next paper
you will already know, okay, don't do that on this paper because on
your last paper it wasn't right. You have a better chance of getting
a better grade if you get feedback.

What do you think yoar greatest strengths as a writer are now? What
do you think is best about your writing--just in your own opinion,
not just what teachers would say to you. What do you think is best?

C: I really don't know because when T had English 321, I could just
write out something and I let somebody read it they say it sounds
good. But when the teacher get it, it don't sound that good.

C:

Well, forget about teachers. When you finish writing something and
you feel good about it, what is it that you think is good or strong
about what you write?

Well, when I just write it out and I think it sounds good, you know,
when I just write it. I give a little thought and then write it, but
I don't find--I mean I don't find my work poor--but I find it average
work. I feel that if I could write papers, that could help me later
in the future.

Let me say this--if I gave you three categories, like your content,
your ideas, and then maybe something like your organization, how you
organize ideas or how well you support your detail or give examples,
or then maybe something like mechanics of grammar. Out of those kinds
of categories, what are you best or strongest in?

C: My grammar is good. My organization might be a little off. But I
have a lot of ideas.

I: So your ideas are a strong poirt?

C: R'ght. My ideas that I come up with . . . it's just organizing them
in the paper, you know.
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I: So if there was one or two areas that you could really become good at
which area would it be?

C: Organization of the paper. Because I find myself saying, this don't
sound right here, you know, maybe I should put it in later.

I: But you're not always sure about that?

C: Right.

I: Okay. Well, that's good. What kind of things in Ill, 112 and 113,
if you can remember back that far, what 1inds of things that you
learned in those classes do you think are most important? Is they'
anything that you learned or was taught in those classes that you
thing is important to be taught in a writing class?

C: I don't remember who the teacher was. I think it was . . .

I: Well, maybe you could just think in general of your freshman year and
of the writing you did in general. What kind of things--you said by
the time you got to 113 . . .

C: Yeah, in 113, I felt good about grammar and punctuation and all th.lc,
you know, how to put the commas in the right places, but I should
have baen more confident about that before I left for high school,
but I wasn't until I got to 113. In 312 I felt good because I wrote
papers and worked in groups and everything, and I think that helped.
I think I did good papers in 112 and 113. 111 was just a start for
me and wasn't that good, average.

I: What would you say makes a good paper? If you were 3oing to say just
from your own judgment and ideas, what is it you would point out, a
few things that make something a good paper?

C: Hmm. Well, is it the ideas that you have?

I: You don't have to say it for me as an English teacher, but for
yourself, if you were going to say, this is a good paper. Pull out
an old paper you wrote and say, "This was a good paper," whether the
teacher thought so or not. What are some things about it that would
you think would make it . . .

C: Well, if I wrote a paper, I would think if I didi.'t have many
grammar, you know, many misspelled words and I wrote it, if it look.td
good to me, I thought it was a good paper.

I: Okay. So, the mechanics, the grammar, the spelling.

C: Right, all that. Even how it sounds, the ideas that ycu have. Eve !
though it might not sound good to the teacher, it is just the thoug qt
of you writilg and the ideas and how hard you worked on the paper a.d
everything. I think that makes a good paper, cause you can sit the.'e
and type it and work on itit's gotta be a good paper.

I: Does what one teacher requires for a good paper, say in social work
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versus English, do you think that a social work teacher thinks thesame things about a good paper that an English teacher would think?

C: Yep, I do.

I: Why do you think that?

C: Well, social work teachers feel you have to do good just like Englishteachers, you know, grammar and e'rerything, and they expect just thesane as an English teacher. You have to work hard, like our teachertold us--a rushed paper -...s not a good paper.

I: So you do hear the sc,,cle of the same things in your social work
classes that you hear in your English classes?

C: Right.

I: Do you pretty much agree with that's the way :t should be?

C: I think so. You shouldn't just because you have English, yoL know,the English teacher tell you to do something, it should be like thatin every class because you got to go through life regardless and youneed to know how to do things regardless of if your in Englis a osocial work or whatever. You need to know these things.

I: If you were going to neet a freshman student and they were about tostart their freshman English classes, would you have any advice togive them before they start their freshman English classes based 'nyour own experience or what you think might be helpful to them?
C: Well, try hard, I guess. Don't give up if you don't do good on your

papers. Just keep trying or get some help because I don't know whyI didn't get help my first year. Maybe I didn't even know about theservices available but I would recommend that if they were havingtrouble to get some help right away before they get behind.

I: Do you know now where you could go?

C: Yeah. I know now but I think . . .

I: What would you do if you needed help?

C: I would go to the Writing Center.

I: Where did you find out about the Writing Center?

C: In 113.

I: So your teacher told you about it?

C: Yep.

I: Did you have to go or was it just recommended?

C: Well, she told me you could take your paper over there and let them
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look at it at the Writing Center. But I didn't. I wrote it over
again myself and turned it in.

I: Would you do it differently today. I mean if you had to do it over
again, you'd go back to the Writing Center?

C: I think I'd go to the Writing Center and get some help.

I: If you had to give advice to teachers of English 111, 112,
and 113, is there anything you could tell them to help them
teach better, do a better job? Well, if you had any advice
to give them, from the student's point of view, what
students need?

C: Well, most people complain about how hard teachers grade,
you know, and I was always tell them maybe you should go to
the teacher. Maybe the teaher should, you know, if you need
help, be there at office hours. I know people have office
hours and everything but most students are afraid to really
tell the teacher that they don't know what they are doing or
whatever. But 321, if I needed help, I got help. I stayed
after class or whatever and I got help when I needed it.

I: Now what do you think made you not afraid to get the help in
that class.

C: How friendly she was. She was really friendly. So most
teachers, if I get a grade I don't like, some teachers I
won't even ask about it, I'll just keep the grade because of
the way they act or whatever.

I: You're too frightened of them or intimidated by them.

C: Right. That's one reason I don't ask people for help. Btt
I did ask for help in 321 and 113.

I: So part of your advice to teachers might be to tot make your
students afraid. Encourage them to come see you.

C: Right.

I: Well, that kind of answers ruf next question, which would be
how could we improve the writing program? And that would be
maybe have teachers help their students a little bit more.

C: Right.

I: Do you have any other advice for us to improve our program?

C: That's all I can see right now.

I: So you think the 111, 112, 113 are good courses to keep for
freshman?
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C: Yeah. I think from teachers writing feedback on the papers
will let them know later that that might not be good.

1: So give them feedback and talk to them?

C: Yep.

I: If you were in a class now that all of a sudden the teacher
said, for spring quarter you know, you're taking this courseand you find out the first day you're going to have to write
a major paper that's going to count for pretty much of the
grade, but you don't get a lot of direction. Would you feel
pretty confident to do it by yourself without a lot
direction?

C: Nope. I would have to go to the teacher and ask him exactly
what ha wanted because I need some kind of direction3 before
because I don't want to do something and it's wrong and the
they tell you, well, this is not what I wanted.

I: What if you pretty much had an idea of what the teacher
wanted and you felt confident about the assignment and how
to do it, would you feel -,onfident about knowing enough
about writing a paper to write it yourself? If you knew
what the teacher wanted?

C: I would then. I would write it.

I: You feel like you'd learned enough about writing papers that
you could do one on your own?

C: I would just write it and if some point where I'm writing itI didn't feel that that's exactly what they wanted, I would
go to the teacher and ask him, "Am I doing this right?"

I: Try to get reinforcement along the way?

C: Right.

I: My last question for you is how well prepared do you feel to
write on the job once you leave here?

C: Write on the job? I don't think I'm too much prepared for
that but I think I could if I have to. I don't think it
will be a big challenge. I could probably make it through
writing cause you know right now while I'm doing my
internship he might ask us to write something down and he
wants us to write a newsletter. I just looked at him like Inever wrote a newsletter, so some things like that I don't
know how to do it and I wish I knew certain things before Ileave here.

I: Maybe you ought to write that in your journal, or write it
in your critique of your teacher.



C: Yep, Cause I do not know how to do a newsletter.

I: What about co-respondence and reports for clients and that
kind of thing. Do you feel . . .

C: I think I could do that.

I: So it's sorta the basic report writing that you could do but
some of the speciality writing you might . . .

C: Right.

I: Well, you might want to suggest that to somebody before you
leave.

C: Right, cause I don't know how to write a newsletter and it
would help me once I leave here to have something like that.

I: Okay. Thank you very much.
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- Freshman Writing Sample

I live in Benton Harbor Michigan and the problem, I suggest should be
solve is people hanging around liquor stores. The big problem is people
skip school to go to this store, they get people by-passing them to go in
and buy it for them. Although, people know these student are to young to
drink they get it anyway. And after the student receive the drink and
finish drinking it they rush back to school. Some be high, drunk or
whatever you want to call it. The teacher pay it no mind, because they
don' t care one way or the other. Also there is a store right across the
street from school, but it doesn't sale liquor beca'ise everyone signed an
petition against it. But well we're signing this petition against one
store, yet another one is doing the same thing, selling liquor to minors.
One way I think we can solve this problem is for one, keep young students
from hanging around the store school hours or any hours, if there not
buying anything. Keep a kine eye on aay one you think that would buy this
for minors and report them. I also think parents should warn there
children about hanging places that sale any liquor if they know whether or
not they drink or not. Teachers shold keep a daily count on students, that
they suspect that skip and migh,- do this. Parents should sign petition to
stop anthing that would harm there childrens education. Also I think they
should close this store up during school hours, or maybe they could Just
stop selling liquor during these school hours. To solve any more problems
that should come up about the 1 quor store, like killings that have occur
it should be close up for good.
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Cheryl: First Draft
fftecimbizeesscrite b outs)

1st Attempt 3/17

Thep/Tose afs callgreedvaticia topithrowledge forthe wastheld. Yon needstoodcollege
&mace so tbstycw aw

The purpose of a college education is to get a degree in afield of study that you like. Once you have
chosen that field of study you then try to earn everything there is to know about your filed of study
by going to prig going to college erica*, Once you have a college educationyou can go out in
the work world and find a jcb.

A college educationcangim,youyou knowledge

?aid Attempt 3/22

The purpose of a college education is to get youprepare for the work world. In college ynu learn
different things that are require to survive in your field of study

lawn tbeinesffair oflife.

Once you have learn about yourfield of study you will receive a degree and with this degree you cell
onyou will have a better opportunity and ay to find slob that you sir lammed of getting a job in
the areayou studied.

With a college education you will havemore qualcation. Soa college educationgive you and
advantage over people who don't have one.

3rd Attempt 3/22

The purposes of a coil ege education is to prepare students for the work world. Students learn
differentthings that= e required to succeed in theirfield of study.

Once a student has learned about theirfield of study, then ,ropthey receivea degree. With this degree
a student can get a good job, becoure of the educed= the studeatreceived

Also with a college education you may be more qualified for a job, then someone who doll': have a
collegeeducation.

4th Attempt 3/22

The purposes of a college education is to prepare students for the work world. Students learn
different tinngs that are required to succeed in life outr:Je of college

Once *student has learned what is required of them in the work world. Then they can focus on their
major.

Then you the student can get a degree and go out in the wort world and seta job.

The advantages of having a college education is thatyou (=get a job faster then someone who don't
scaliest, education. Also you have gain knowledge thet will he with you for the rest of you life.
Also a college education makes you ftoud well is yolk pwents. `irittnx eollege oduation you iire
4*Ilfillinsadream.
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Rough Draft

The pruposes of a college education are very clear. People need a college education
in order to survive and get a god job in this world. I've found out that it's hard to get a
paying more thatn minimum wage with a college education.

The purpose of a college education for a minority student like me is to use the
education so that I can advance to the top.

Another purpose for a college education is that a education will help me fulfill my
ultimate goal in life. A goal that wiii help me build a career in life.

Also a college education can enhance a person knowledge that will be taken into the
work world. Also knowledge that can be passed on to family and friends.

Another prupose for a college education is that it makes your parents proud it
shows how hard you worked to achieve a goal. Also with a college education you show
your parents and relatives as well as yourself how their time and money has paid off.

Also with a college education when you are older you tell your children about your
experience, and maybe influence them to go to college.

In general the pruposes of a college education is to help me fulfill my most ultimate
goal, so that I can benefit from it in the future.
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- Final Draft

The purposes of a college education are many. A college education is necessary to
be well-rounded. A college education is necesssary in order to achive a career goal. With a
college education you develop Resopnsibility and Independence.

In order for anyone to make it in this world they must be well rounded. I find it
hard to find a job without having a good educational background. Most people who have
low paying jobs don't have much education, because if they do then their just not applying
themself enough in the work world.

This summer I found it hard trying to find a job without a college degree. I got a
job paying a litle over minimum wage. I feel if I had my degree at that time the job
opportunity would have been better.

A college education is necessary in order to achieve a career goal. For most
minorities Ike me for example it is hard to get a good job without a education. Sometimes
even with a college education it is hard for minority students to get a job. I found it hard
this summer when I was trying to get a job, most of the people I had an interview with
made their decision on whether or not I would get the job or not before I even sat down. I
thought it wasn't fair at all, because people should be given a equal chance regardless of
their race. I know this doesn't happens everywhere, because some people look at
minorities as equal. I'm not saying minorities are always treated unfair all the time but it's
Ilan]. for minorities to advance to the top even with a degree at times.

Some minorities don't achieve their career goals because they give up after someone
turn them down for a job. I am a strong believer, I believe you have to try until you get
what you want. I want let one turn down get me down and keep me down. I plan on
using my education wisely, because I have worked so had to finish college.

Another pupose of a college education is that it teaches Responsibility and
Independence. Me found that I have more responsibility now that I'm in college. I make
my own decision, I don't have to ask my mother's permission for anything. I'm living
more independent now, because I live off campus now. I takeon Responsbilities that I
couldn't imagine taking on in this life time.

So in general I'm more mature now and I can take on my own responsibilities
without being told by my mother.

In general my overall feelings about college is that it helped me gain a education that
most people don't have the opportunity to get. The Education that I will receive will help
my as a minority achiece my goal. I want let one turn down be my turning point in life, I
will continue to strive no matter what happens.

Another thing is that I feel that I can challenge the work world, but without a
college education I wasn't ready. So college is very meaningful to me, without college I
think I would have gave up on trying to achieve my career goal.
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Interview: Claire
RC: Ok Claire. With this one what I want to ask you about is what
you think about this. You said that you think your writing was
terrible.
C: It's pretty bad. I noticed a lot strange words here and bad
spelling.I think I even used somo of the commas wrong.
RC: Well, this was your very first day of sanol.
C: I don't remember this paper.
RC: (reminds her of project)
C: No, I don't remember, but this is my handwriting.
RC: sure,sure. There's no doubt that this is yours.
C: This looks like something I'd write. It looks like something
I'd do becausei have a habit of thinking faster than I write, and I
miss words,or I'll put something in that doesn't go in the right
spot.

RC: Do you still do that?
C: No.

RC: That do you like most about what you wrote?
C: What it's saying.
RC: OK
C: The idea that's being brought out about drugs
RC: That do you like least?
C: The errors! Of course.
RC: The surface errors that you see. If you were going to revise
this besides fixing the surface errors what else woad you do?
C: I think I'd add that it's not only kids and teenagers that are
doing drugs but a lot of older people.
RC: So you think that four years later you r topic is still
relevant.
C: Oh yea. I'd just develop it more. I don't think it's changed
in the last four years.
RC' Do you think that you know more?
C: Yes. As a matter of fact, four years ago I didn't know
anything about crack but now I do. I'd never even heard of it. Some
of the stuff in here. I can't even believe I wrote it.
RC: like what?
C: Reads "The reasons for this solutions. . ." This sentence
doesn't even make any sense! reads. That sentence is so goofed up.
I can't believe I wrote something like this. Oh man, I can't believe.
I wrote something like this.
RC: Now the topic you were actually writing on was to talk about a
problem in your hometown and to suggest a solution. If I were to
ask you to write on this same topic today and give you that topic,
what do you think you'd do?
C: I doubt that I'd write on the same topic. I think I'd think
more about the situation in my hometown, something that I was more.
. .now this right here of course is in everybody's hometown. You
could just do this off the top of your head. I think now I'd
consider a problem that is really detrimental to my hometown, not
that drugs are not, but something that's more, that's more . . .

RC: Do you have something in mind?).
C: I would say teenage Ivregnancy, but that's another one of these,
(topics) ?Everybody is informed about it already. It's beat so that
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there isn't such sore to say about it. All you can say is that ehre
is no solution. I don't know. IO'd really have to think about
that.

RC: What kinds of things do you do when you sit down to write.
What you get an assignmant, Omit do you do?
C: In ay speech class in high school, there was an acquaintance
of line vyho wrote about something she knew became it affected her
family. She
had a s :ter who had either cerebral palsy or epilepsy. Ican't
remember which. And she wrote about something that she knew. I
think I'd write about something that affected mt. Personally.
Drugs, yes, but on the other hadn. It effects ay money situation,
but it doesn't affect le 1:ersonally. And neither does teenage
pregnancy or anorexia or anything like that. Nothing like that.
It's all good material, but it doesn't phase se. I'd pick something
that I had somehting to do with.
RC: Is there anything you would do writing under time? Have you
had to write under timed circumstances much?
C: No
RC: If you had to again, is there anything you know now about
planning or organizing that you think would help you?
C: Of course. I guess, don't sit and wait. Think of your topic
immediately. All the thinkgs that were always taught to do. don't
procrastinate. That's ay biggest problem. Know your topic well. I
wouldn't cho4,e something that would require a :lot of thought. Just
running off Jaw no place. Write complete sentences that lean
something. That's about it.
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Interview 12

Interviewer /I': You said you haven't written much in the last two years?

C (C): I had a class last quarter that, it was just a marketing
class, I don't know, and we wrote two papers in there, but it wasn't
anything that was...

I: Much writing?

C: Right.

Okay, why don't you just look through your transcript then and recall
the courses that you've taken and just think, any kind of writing that
you did, if it was just like one-page responses or summaries or
journals, or anything. Just tell me the class and what the writing
was that you did in there.

C: Okay, I had an English 112, and English 113. No, it was English 112.
We wrote a paper on, um, oh boy!

Long time ago, huh?

C: It had something to do with. gracious, I know what my paper was about.
I was writing a biblical story; that's what mine was about. I can't
even think of what he called it. Tt was a real short term paper.

Do you remember who you had? I mean, sometimes I know the assignments
rust because we work with them.

C: Houghting?

Houghting?

C: Yeah.

Now that was 112 and you did one major paper in there you said?
Did you do a lot of papers?

C: No, we did three of them. And the other two of them T can't
even remember what I wrote on. I think I just wrote on
something that uas insignificant. I don't even remember
what it was. Nothing important.

What did you do in 113? Do you remember?

C: In 113 I wrote a paper. I think it was on Shakespeare's
Hamlet and I think it was for some kind of extra credit.
That one turned out pretty well. I think it was a paper.

Did you do a research paper in 113?

C: Uh...yeah, I think we did. I don't even recall what it was.
I'm telling you I'm not very helpful today because I don't
know anything about what I was doing.
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Well, that was a long time ago.

C: I had a literature class, American Popular, and in that one
we read books and we wrote, uh, we had one class, it was a
very large paper and we wrote on gothic, I think it was
western and something else. I know that there was one that
I read, it was a detective, it had to do with, uh...

You did detective, you did western and you did gothic. Did
you have papers for each of the genres? Essay tests?

C: Yeah, we did essay tests, I think. Boy I don't know. I

think I had English, DP, um, there was a communications
class--what did we have? Let me think. hey were just
letters.

Did you remember anything from other classes?

C: I don't ...

In your marketing classes, did you do any writing assignments at all?

C: The only writing assignment that we did inside marketing was
the two research papers that were about two to three pages
long. It wasn't anything large.

What were the assignments? Do you remember? Were they just
general that the instructors wanted you to just go find out
something on marketing or were they something more specific
that you had to look up?

C: It wasn't any library work, if that's what you're talking
about. It was just material either from our book or from an
article we had read.

Summarizing the article? Or responding?

C: Right. Something like that. The instructor gave us some
specific statements that we had to be sure that we
elaborated on inside of our papers so.other than that, I

didn't do a whole lot of writing in my OA classes.

Well, it's possible that yes, that's right, the Office
Administration classes.now, some of those have a lot of
grammer in them, don't they? Where you do drill work?

C: Yeah. Well, quarter before last quarter...

I know you were working with Carol last term.

C: Yeah. The class I had was a shorthand class and it was--we
did a lot of writing in there. And yes, our punctuation had
to be...
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I see you've got a lot of shorthand classes. Is that pretty
much just transcribing things that are read to you?

C: Yes. Now, I had business communications, but that was
about the same thing. It was just writing letters and
responding to letters.

Was it a kind of format where you had to pretty much spit
back the same kind of memo each time?

C: Yeah, that's it.

Let's see. Yes, I can see that by the classes that you were
taking that you didn't have a lot of writing. Because
you've got fundamentals of algebra, typewriting, shorthand.
What about public speaking? Did you have to write
speeches or anything like that?

C: Yeah, as a matter of fact, I did. I two classes. One
of them, I know, was just a speech class; I don't think
there was a prerequisite for the speech class I had. Um,
the public speech class I had we did a lot of, um, speeches.

You mean like impromptu speeches? Or did you have to write
them ahead of time?

C: Well, we had two impromptu and I think it was two that were
prepared. Two or three. No, three that were prepared. I

remember talking on one of the about bulimia or something
like that--the proverbial "everybody does it."

How did you do on the written things? Did you do okay?

C: I did fairly well out of the class. I think dot something
like a C+ or B- out of the class. It wasn't the greatest,
but it wasn't too bad either.

Well, you had a B- in the one, Fundamentals of Public
Speaking, Speech 121 and then Business Communications, now
waP that the one where you were writing memos and things and
letters?

C: Yeah, that class I think I got a C. I don't think I did too
well. I didn't like that class too much.

Well, you've done well in your literature classes. Well, you
took a short story, I know this is a long time ago. This is
back to 86-87. Do you remember if you did any writing in
there? Did you have to do a paper on a short story?

C: 1 remember us um, short story...

That's three years ago.

C: I do believe, I think I remember having wrote a paper on
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Frankenstein, I think. I'm not positive. Um, we did
something on Frankenstein. We either talked about it or
wrote about it.

Okay. Well, let's go on and ask you some of the other
questions. We've got kind of an in s:-.4 what you've done in
your other classes. A lot of these questions we've already
kind of covered--what courses required writing? Not very
many of the ones you were taking. Office administration
doesn't require much and you were taking a lot of math and
things. In the courses where you did writing, how much
direction were you given on writing assignments?

C: Um, we were given, I should say, I was given not a whole
lot, but enough to glean the idea of what I needed to do.

Did you get much more than, you know, this should be on
such and such a topic and so many pages?

C: Yeah, see that's what I'm talking about. We got like uh,
how to lay out our format, course no spelling errors, cut
down on punctuation errors, things like that, but we also
had an idea, like I said, about the marketing. He told us
like a statement or something we elaborated on, you know,
we had to tell a little bit of what the statement meant or
something like that. Um, let's see, in my English classes,
my ins'ructor told me how he pretty much wanted the paper
done, so to speak. Like um, how much to write about or just
the specifics, and not always a whole bunch of ramblings. I
don't know how to describe it, because it's, I don't know...

Did you do, let's say like when you were in your 112 or 113,
did you do kind of the modes exercises where you'd have to
do let's say comparison and contrast essay and might have to
do a definition or narrative or anything like that?

C: Well, no. I don't recall doing it. We probably did.

What did you do in 111? Do you remember what you did in
111?

C: Oh yeah, I um, I had... we did punctuation all the way.
Nothing else.

Did you write anything--or nothing. Just punctuation drills?

C: Yeah, we did one paper. No, I think two papers, I don't
even... I think I got like an A- on the paper, but I don't
know what I wrote, 3 don't remember. It's just something
that, I think he just said, "write this paper" but he was
looking at our punctuation wad our spelling so we didn't
have any format really to use or go by. You know, he didn't
lay out and say do this, this and this. He just was looking
at how we used our vocabulary.
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The punctuation drills that you had been working on?

C: Right.

Do you remeber, did you have the same person for 111 and
112?

C: No, I had Elliot Smith...

For 111?

C: For 111.

And then for 112 you had Hooting and you wrote a paper on
the Bible. Do you remember anything else? Did you read a
lot in that class, or what were you doing in there?

C: Well, we did three papers and two of the papers were um, I
knJw the very lest one, I can remember that one because it
was the last one and it was the longest. That was .he
biblical one. The two before it, yes! As a matter of fact,
I think one was a comparison and a contrast. Yeah, that's
right. I don't know what I wrote on.

Do you remember any of the':ind of feedback you got or the
direction. ,whether you were being told you were a pretty
good writer or what things you needed to worry about?

C: Oh, no one told me that.

What kinds of things did you need to work on, do you
remember? Did you have trouble, say, with sentence
structure or punctuation or did you get that all taken care
of in 111?

C: No, no. My sentence structure is still bad. As a matter of
fact, I have a paper inside my pocket right now and I use
"too" two times and you just don't do that. I used "t-o-o"
with "t-o", so I know that right there, um I think, I think
he pretty mile -old me about, I have a great big problem
with sentences ,ot e,ding with, I don't know, the proper...

Prepositions?

C:

C:

C:

I mean they either hang or :,ngle.

Oh, like dangling modifiers?

Something like that. I have a real big problem with that.
And run-ons. So I probably had that problem back then, too.

And what do you remember about 113?

113. Oh, I remember I spelled Hamlet wrong through the
whole paper.



I: (Laugh) It must have made a big impression.

C: He was very mad. The instructor I had was very mad cause
the whole class did the same thing. Nobody looked his name
up.

I: Had you had to read Hamelt? Was that it or you saw the
movie or something`?

C: No, we read it. We read the play and then we wrote a paper.

I: Who did you say you had for 113? Do you remember?

C: Oh, it was a tall, kind of distinguishedlooking fellow, um,
white hair. Very nice, but I don't know what his name was.
I can't remember. I don't think he...I think he had a
permanent hump on his back, so he looked kinda like bowed.
Not really bad, it was his shoulders.

I: I wonder who he is. Okay, well, that's pretty good. Do you
think that what you did in freshman writing prepared you for
the writing you had to do afterwards in your sophmore,
junior, and senior years?

C: Yeah. But then, I can tell you right now inside my
shorthand classes, it didn't. All that preparation I had, I
see that it didn't reflect inside that shorthand class at
all. Because I flunked it the first time and I took it
again last quarter, and I think I got a C, yeah, so it
wasn't that good.

I: Now is that the one that you w re working on with Carol?

C: Carol, yes.

I: What was it you were having the trouble with on that? Is it
identifying errors?

C: Well, not exactly. I don't even know how to explain the
problem because it wasn't a large problem. Carol picked it
up and, um, my instructor picked it up. It's a problem with
runon sentences, like I said, um, commas.

I: Now, in the shorthand class was the instructor reading you
something and you had to do it in shorthand?

C: Right.

I: And you weren't punctuating it correctly? Is that it?

C: Right. That kind of thing.

I: Because I know Carol had said that when you did the stuff
here you were doing it and you seemed to really understand
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it and not have any trouble and then you were having
problems. . .

C: That's the thing. I don't understand, I didn't understand
the problem elf!' but I know that the class, the 111 class
that was suppos,, to prepare me for punctuation and such
things like that, vocabularly; it didn't really help.

It didn't help you in there?

C: It didn't do very much for me.

What do you think your strengths are as a writer?

C: Oh, I have none. No.

You must have some.

C: At this point I can identify my bad language and bad usage
of uh. . .

You mean word choice or the form of the word?

C: No, no, no. I'm talking about punctuation. I can look at
something now and notice where maybe a semicolon goes or a
period, you know, it's not so. . . whereas before I. . .

You just didn't know what you were looking for?

C: I kinda threw it down there. So I think I've gotten much
better than I was. Not extremely good, but 4-13 much better.
I can see where I'm lacking.

Okay, what do you think, then, is your greatest weakness?

C: That I'm not one of the better writers.

What do you think keeps you distinguished from the better
writers? What do they do that you're not doing? -

C: They're almost excellent. I'm serious.

In what way? In what they say, or the way they organize it?
Or the format, or the punctuation.

C: How they use it.

How they use language?

C: How they use not only the language but the punctuation. You
know, how they can set something up, whereas, I can look at
a form and think and just look it over and look and look and
I've done this. I've wrote a paper and looked at it over
and over, whereas someone else--you know, I've had
instructors and she can just look at it and pick up about
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ten errors just like that. You know, I think that I've got
myself all straightened out, all pressed out, there's no
problem, you know, and here's a comma that was omitted.
Because an "and" was omitted or something, you're supposed
to put a comma there. I can't pick that kind of thing up
still. Well, I can do it, but it's not as good as another
person.

Doesn't come as naturally?

C: Right.

What do you think are the most important things you learned
about writing in 111, 112 and 113?

C: Oh...how to start an introduction, to explain and elaborate
on that introduction and to summarize and conclude it and to
pull it all together. I never wrote a term paper in high
school, so coming here and in 111 and 113 and. . .

What did you do in your English classes in high school? Did
you do literature?

C: Inside my twelfth grade year of high school we did grammar
and grammar and grammar. Well, I did write a term paper
once. And I got a real good g;:ade on it, as I recall. But,
it's different here than it is there because I don't think
that when I was in high school, I don't think they looked at
certain things as all that prevalent as we do here.

Like anything in particular? Something you could put your
finger on?

C: Yes, something like, I wanna call them apposition or
something.

Prepositions?

C: No, oh shoot, I'm sorry. . .

Appositives?

C: Yeah. I mean there's so many things there, you know, like
you said, appositives?

Or apostrophe?

C: What is it called? Appositives. I don't know, my
instructor, she always said it had something to do with
an ape or monkey or something. m, I think it's an
apposition where you put a comma 'Iefore and after, you know,
a clause that didn't really belong there. Preposition, I
don't know, parenthetical.

I: Oh, okay, yeah. Right.
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C: And it wasn't like we just wrote and you had tests, but it
wasn't like anything as extreme as here. So, I don't know,
my English classes in high school were very good.

Well, English classes can cover a wide range of things, you
know. Literature and speech as well as grammar and writing.
I mean, there's a lot of ground to cover in that and that's
why a lot of people come and feel kind of unprepared for
what they're thrown into when they get here.

C: I was just--talking about unprepared--I didn't, I mean, in
my 111, I did't know half of the things about what my
instructor was talking about. I have never seem them. It
was just the idea of looking at . . . um, I mean he was
coming at just ten different kinds of, you know, uses of
what is it, not vocabularly, but commas and, you know,
things like that. I've never even seen them. Yeah, you
know, you put a comma after someone's name or you put a
colon after this or, you know, but it was never anything
like this. And like I say, a dang. I still have a problem
with identifying a dangling modifier and a runon sentence.
To me, they look almost the same. But evidently there's
something more to it.

I: Okay. What kind of things do you think a writer should
think about when writing? If you want, if it's easier,
break it down into before you write, while you write and
revise, if it's easier to think of it that way.

C: I think a writer should first of all identify who he's
writing to and what he wants 'who he's writing to to know.
And why he's . . . in the body part, he needs to elaborate
on what his introduction is. Just expand it to, you know,
ten different people will have a different idea, they
probably all can glean the same idea from what he's written.
And not that it would happen but at least they would have an
idea. They all have the same, pretty much . . .

Where do you think you learned that paying attention to
audience is real important? Did you learn that in the
freshman classes or did you learn that in the business
classes or did you just pick it up being a writer?

C: No, I think I learned that from my speech classes. Because
in my speech, I remember listening to a tape and uh, one of
my instructors, she had it going so fast and as an audience
you want to know why, I mean as an audience myself, I want
to know why somebody is talking about something. But then,
you don't always, you know, you can talk to several other
people and they all can, I mean, I can sit and talk in
class now and the instructor can be babbling. Like my stets
class, I did so bad, so now I've taken the class over. And
the guy talks, talks, talks, so if I bet if I'd asked
another person what he talked about, he probably would have
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the same, maybe the same idea of what the instructor talked
about. It would probably be nothing. I ril,:an it would
probably be something that was just pulled out of the air,
but I probably would say "you're on the same wave length."

My English class, yeah, I did learn it there just a little
bit.

I: But mostly in speech is where you picked that up?

C: Yeah. In English class I never had to stand up in front of
an audience.

I: When you wrote in English, did you feel like you were
writing to an audience?

C: No, I think I write different to an audience than I do to
one person.

I: So when you wrote your papaers in English, did you feel like
you were writing to the teacher?

C: Yeah, pretty much. It was just something that, I didn't
just throw it together--don't get me wrong. I put thought
into it and I put consideration into it.

I: But you felt like you were writing for that one person to
read?

C: Yeah. I wasn't so conscious of putting this in because, you
know, you have so many people here that you don't want them
to be offended.

I: Well, let's get back to that question about what should a
writer think about when writing. So you need to think about
audience. What about after you start writing--what d, you
think about while you write? Or after writing.

C: Maybe quality of writing. They should consider what they've
said. I mean, just think about, I do that a little bit,
when I take tests. You think about maybe the effect
that you've seen on the audience that you've had. That's
another concern. I don't know what a real writer would do.

I: Well, you're a real writer. Anybody whc writes is a writer.
Okay. How did 111, 112, and 113 make you feel about
yourself as a writer?

C: Oh, 111 must made me feel crummy. It really did; it made me
feel bad because I didn't know anything. Um, 112, this is
going to sound really strange, but it was like on e scale
thing. It went up with each class, bacause I felt, by the
time of 113, I felt really good.

I: Did you feel like you knew what you were doing and you felt
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confident?

C: I felt better. I'm not gonna say I felt confident enough to
sit down and write a 3,000 page book, but I felt better
about knowing how to set a paper up and come up with an
outline or rough draft, then put into it what I really want
to say. That kind of thing. By the time I had my OA
classes, my shorthad class, I felt crummy again. All that
punctuation and stuff.

What do you think makes a good paper?

C: Hmmm. Besides interesting . . . um, spelling.

It Okay.

C: Yeah, and punctuatioc. I don't know. I would say it is
interesting if you've got good grammar skills.

Okay. Do you think that what makes a good.paper differs
from class to class?

Oh, definitely. Because like I said, in my marketing class,
when I wrote my papers the guy was just looking for what I
was saying. I don't think my punctuation; it wasn't so much
punctuation. Yes, spelling was definitely a factor, but
punctuation wasn't toe much of anything. But when I got to
my English classes, everything was a factor. You know, how I
said it, what was being said, pretty much, how I used my
grammar, word usage and such. Everything was a factor, so I
definitely think that from class to class . . .

Okay, well that makes sense. Let's see. What advice would
you give to someone just entering the freshman series
starting out in 111? Work hard?

C: Yes, definitely. And try and understand as mush as you
possibly can. I mean, even though I worked hard in my
English classes, I think I could gave worked even harder to
try and understand exactly and-- get help, definitely get
hrlp.

Did you know about the Writing Center back when you were a
freshman?

C: When I was in 111, I :idn't. I think about sometime in the
latter part of the quarter I think I picked up on it, you
know, that there was a writing course going on. And by 112,
yes, I went to get some help and stuff. I don't think
there's enough advertisement about this place. There are so
many people that just don't know.

: Okay. What advice would you give to the teachers of 111,
112 and 113?
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C: Hmmm... don't be so hard. No, I'm not saying don't be so
hard, you know don't give so much homework. I'm saying,
because, for instance, when I had 111, the instructor I had,
totally, he was enough to terrify anybody. He just . . . you
just really didn't even want to sit down and talk to him one
on one. And I think that you need that kind of help. You
really do. You know, can you show me why this is . . . um,
maybe even some instructors even discuss among themselves,
I'm sure they do, they probably talk about, "what can I do
to help this student?", or "do you have an idea," that kind
of thing. And kind of give some suggestions to students,
you know, we're gonna try this way for you to see if you can
get though this or something like that.

To be more open so that you feel like you can approach the
instructor?

C: That's right.

How would you feel if you were told in a class that you
would have to write a paper which in turn would be the basis
of your grade?

C: Oh, I'd be nervous. But I could do it.

Okay.

C: But I'd be really, really nervous. I'd probably be mad too.

And probably rightfully so.

C: When you have tests like that it's one thing, but then you
have to write a paper, I mean, especially when you know
you're not good in punctuation and etc., and you know you're
not good at that stuff.

How well prepared do you feel to write on a job?

C: I feel I'm prepared. After the class I just got through
last quarter, I feel I can do it.

Well that's good. This is kind of the same question as what
advice would you give to the teachers of English, but how
could we improve our writing program? Any suggestions?

C: No, besides more advertising, it's fine.

But I mean the 111, 112 113 sequence. For instance, hat
we've thought about doing was maybe moving 113 to the
sophomore year, or adding a sophomore level course that was
like writing in your professions. Anything else that you
think . . ?

C: No. The only thing that I really find wrong was that I've
forgotten a lot of what I've done in 111 and I wish 1 had
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111 now rather than ut the freshman level.

From what you went into, it probably would have helped you
later on.

C: It was so long ago that, yes, it's nice that you have it
when you're a freshman, but because you're coming in and you
know that you have to be prepared for all this other stuff,
but it would be nice if they had it maybe in your senior
year, first quarter or something. I don't know. Sophomore
sounds good.

I: Okay.



Clain: Freshman 1%.:4"-dig Sample

One of the mein whims in my home tvn is drugs; menjera, speed and other like dregs.
This problem raw go on in several tows end cities, but one of the reasons that I am corcemed about
it is because I see so mem affirm from the age twelve to swoon mixed up with it while their
parents don't even know about it

But it's not only teens nov, it le children from the ages of wen end up. Megazines sua es
"Times" or "Nev Week" may touch up on the =king end growing of the drugs, but the distdbuton
of them hes become so much vane the these children grovtop to be drug dealers end drug users
themselves.

How to stop it You may ask, but there is no quick way to solve any problem, but with time
and a link patience ve may be ebbs to lestn it One vey ie to become more involved vlt a chid or a
group of children. Creak some kind of mead:mat center for adults and children so they Weld be
able to get involved with each other. Another way may be to shov interest in es child to let him kow
that drugs won't melee him heppy forever. There are elso or yaps for vs to help children quit
wing drugs, but we must think of base ways together to at less% :Omour problem.

The reason I consider most convincing for anelysing a solution to this problem is this.
Poulton "troll Sareh vas an average (C or B-) Mint in school vhen her and her father moved
to a sue town where everyone knew everyone. After the first two days of school Sash became
restless about leaving her old friend and stuting 13 get rev ones, the lest day of Sea first week
Shuah's father noted she was not boldng well, but he just thought she probably just had to get
used ea her new surrotudings. At the end of the fourth week of school be Weeda greater change in
Shush, she had lest weight end she had brutes under her eyes. 'flat evening afar he hied rotted
these changes in his dvaghtr he decided he waned to talk to herb find out the problem, when he
asked her at the supper table what was vrorg, she Went evasive end then very quist After a week
and a ha later Sera vas found in her room lying (cross the bed dead vita belta bottle of speeders
found ante floor vith a crumpled up not in the vest besket ea)* " I only yardedto have
friends."



Claire: Bova Draft

In this paper I em t explain the purpose of a college education.
I do rot know what a college instectrie defirdtbn of a college ethical= is, but my own I

hope is similisr. A college edecatbn is the getting of mon knowledge, tederstalteg, maybe even a
little 'Mom. Education been the process of inproving on one knowledge end Adis, and I believe
that that is vhat a college education is. It avows a person to build on That they know end improves
skills that Mrs been developed hi Its pest. A college shaft gives en opportmtly to someone who
may rot lave lied it before. It helps the old understand the pest errs the young improve the present
end plan the future. But college is not for jest the yogi it forte. YON, middle aged end 61.
Education is for old, middle aged end rung.

From my ova experiences, a college educeiton gave IDS the chews b b help myself, I em
not the !monist person(farm it'll feet), but I em capable of doing thing that before I could not do.
For example, vriteg tab paper I find that I Ind never considered whata college education ves
before end here I sit vriting about Swathing that! would not really give two hoot about I college I
think about subject that I we considered before. I also trodersatrd thing that Ihad only brushed
aside before because I didn't understand them.

I don't have Mastics or eething like that bun knov that a bt of people look a conedge as
just something to get =might btu, of course, it's more then tat College is like a asst. You get ta a
NAN if you work at it or you get a "B" or below if you don't A person goes b college if they vent b
improve, tteraself and 6* mounding; end eternal what others ere doing b improve
themselves end thsir motmdings.
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Claire: Final Draft

In this paper I am lo expbin the purpose of a college educatbn.
I do not knov vbat a college instmrtr's definition of a college educed= is, but my ovn I

hope is similier. A college education is the getting of mom knowledge, tmderstending, end a little
'wisdom. Education itself is the process of inprovirg on one knowledge end dab, end I believe that
that is whet a college edttalon it It allows a person b build on 'what they knov euad improves
skills that have been developed in the pest A college education gives en opportunity *3 :tonne vho
may not have had it before. It helps the old mamba the pest and the young Improve the present
road plan the firtme. But college is not for just the "mid it forte. Youg, middle aged ea
Edix:ation is form= old, middle aged ea rung.

From room' experkares, a college education gave me the chence b to help myself, Iam
not the sour tot person (far from it in fect), hi I amiable of doing thing that before I could not do.
For exemple, with* this wer I find that I had never considered what a college *button was
before end here I sit vitt* about something that I ',DIM not really give two hoots about I college I
Ildok shout subject that?, neve considered before. Woo undereatod thing that I had only brushed
aside before because I didn't madonna them..

I don't have statistics or eating like tin but I know that a lot of people kooka colledge es
just something t get tbrought but, of course, it's more then that College is like a tat You get en a
Ws if you work at it or you get a "H" or belov if you don't A person goes b college if they vent io
improve, themself and their surroundings end understand vhat others are doing ti improve
themselves and their surroundings.
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Interview with Mike 3/8/89

Interviewer (I): Okay, this is what you wrote as a freshman. When you
look at this now, as a senior, what's your initial reaction to it?

Mike (M): Disorganized.

Disorganized?

M: I should have outlined it a lot better. I see spots where I kept
jumping back and saying stuff that I should have said in first
paragraph you know, you lay out what you what you say, second
paragraph, you know, major points, and take it from there,
conclusion, just draw them all together.

Do you remember writing that at all? Do you remember anything at
all about it? I know it was a long time ago.

M: I don't remember this. I remember the other paper.

The second one?

M: The ??? case.

Looking at that now with your wiser eyes, what do you like most
about it? What do you think is good? What do you think shows
promise?

M: That my writing skills started developing because basically when I
come to college, your husLand was really good for me. Ho was exactly
what I needed because I really couldn't write when I come to
college.

Did you have much in high school in terms of writing?

M: I did but basically they wanted to stick to that stuff about, "let's
test if you know what an adverb is," "do you know what an adjective
is," and I always did very bad on those tests.

Oh.

M: But when I started to have your husband and yourself then I seemed
to write really well. I wrote a lot of papers, and I've earned two
scholarships by writing so there must be something I'm doing right.

Tell me about your scholarships.

M: Both of them were through Lamda Alpha Epsilon which is my
professional fraternity for criminal justice. The first one I
received, I believe it was four hundred dollars. I took runner-up
position in that one. It's a national.

And do you have to like write an essay on something to do with . . .
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M: Right. The first one was twenty years of police development.

Oh, so it was like a research paper?

M: Well, that's what I thought it was and I just wrote on it, you know,
what I thought how it's progressed, about my CJ classes, I knew the
background on it already. So I just wrote the paper then, and it
was a national--everybody in the whole nation--I got runner up so I
real happy there. Then last year I got third place and won a
hundred dollars. That was "Women in the police force." I didn't do
too hot on that one, but I still got a hundred dollars, so I'm
happy.

I: That's great. You should be proud of that. Okay, you said you
didn't like the organization in there. Anything else? I'm mean is
that what you like least? My question is, what do you like least
about it?

M: Probably I would say that. But I don't think I get across . . . see
now I know the'', I want to explain it in such detail that the person

lding it Ilows what I'm talking about. This past weekend I was
....me a.d my brother wrote a paper for his physics, and I was tearing
him apart on it, basically telling him what he needs to put in it so
that people who just walk by and read it can understand exactly what
tie's saying. I guess he can use all the big terms 'id stuff like
that, that's what I like to do at the college le-:' it in the next
sentence I'll explain it in a different way so tha- ther people can
relate to it so that . . . .

I: Okay. If you were to revise this where would you begin? What would
you do?

M: I would start with the organization, like using Roman numerals,
start listing and write down what's my main point here. So I'd
expand on those topics quite a bit more, then I'd list it down,
break it down into Roman numerals--say vandalism and talk about it
and give an example of what happened. You know, a couple of
snagers, they're not bad students they're just not involved in
:,ports or school or something and they're trying to kill time and
what they did was broke a window in a guy's store or something like
that. But I'd say a good example of that might be to make the kids
clean it up and also work the store two weeks or something like that
free of charge cleaning up or something. So they had a different
area to go in--find out what interests teenagers around our town.
You got to create ??? A le- of our students are in sports and I
think I recommended sports in this paper. I think a lot of people
??? I think that's how I'd critique this paper.

I: So you'd reorganize it. You'd add in some specific examples.
Anything else? How do you feel about the audience awareness? You
were talking about audience.

M: Yeah. I don't feel that it gets across exactly what I want it to
get across.
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What do you think you wanted to get across? What do you think( your
purpose was?

M: That they definitely need something in the city to get the teenagers
out of vandalism . . .

Out of trouble?

M: Well, it's not really trouble, I wouldn't say. It's not the bad
stuff they get in.

Well, that's because you're in CJ that you have that feeling that
it's not bad.

M: That's what happens around our town. You know they start cruising
the pits and stuff like that. That doesn't hurt anybody.

Okay. Let's say you were in a situation today and you probably had
to do this--I don't know--when you did your scholarship writing was
that under observed conditions or did you just write it it home?

M: Yeah. I did myself at Christmas.

Do you ever have to do any sort of timed writing anymore where you
had to sit down. . . .

M: No.

I was just going to say, let's say you went into a situation today
and they said, okay, you've got an hour to write on this topic of a
home town problem, how would you go a!out it? You wouldn't
necessarily have to rewrite that particular paper; you could choose
a new topic.

M: I guess I would troubleshoot or whatever, you know, get some ideas,
lay them out in front of myself, list as many ideas as I could list
and then pick and choose from there what I thought would be
important and what I thought I could get across best. Timed writing
for me is bad because I write a paper a week ahead of time from when
it's due, rat it down, and write or type it out into the computer
and then a couple days later I hear somebody say a word that I'll
say, that's the word I wanted in that sentence that'll make it flow
a lot better. So I go back a. ! change it. Timed writing I just
feel like I can screw up more.

Okay. Let's go on to some of the other questions then. What types
of writing did you do in your courses after freshman English?

M: I had a lot of management classes that I had to write for--personnel
zianagement and also like geography class I had to write for that.

Here's your transcript if you want to just look at some of the
courses and maybe it will help you remember what ones you did
writing in. Wat kind of writing did you say you did in the
management classes?
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M: Like personnel behavior--how it affects. . .

M:

Papers, then, or . . .

A lot of onepage papers; he wanted us to keep it short and talk
like how it could ??? How could it tie into Just your lifestyle or
somebody else . . . Geography class, I think, it was just writing
about Michigan, some of the history of Michigan. Most of my papers
like the one I got there on Supreme Court decisions . . .

Summary? Critiq' 3?

M: Critique it so that the person who doesn't know a lot about the
Supreme Court decisions and how to read those cases could understand
some of them. Basically, when you read a book, you know, and I try
to put it in this form, it helps.

And this thing with the facts, issues, holding and rationale--what's
that for?

M: That's the critique that she gave us to follow.

Okay.

M: I also wrote a paper in the Supreme Court decision class. I had to
write a case. . .

So you've been doing a lot of writing then.

M: Basically.

When you're assigned writing in those classes, were you given a lot
of direction for what was wanted?

M: No. Most of the classes were like, for an example, here we got
DP202, I think it was. That watl microcomputers and he said just
pick something on microcomputers Lhat's up and coming, and write
about it. So you'd have to go and research them. So basically you
pick a topic that's a recent or current and go and look it up and
then expand on what you thought was important on it.

Okay when you did it for research like that, did you have to follow
any particular documentation?

M: No, basically we were given a lot of leeway.

Okay. Let's see. How was your writing evaluated? I mean, in terms
of . . . when it came back what kinds of things did the teacher
comment on? Or were there comments, or was it just a grade?

M: Yeah. It was mostly a grade but a lot of times they were seeing
if you got the main point of like what it is. And once in a while
I'd run into a teacher that was grammatically--you know, trying to
get to you but I didn't have any problems.
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I: I wouldn't think you would have. Do you think that the feedback
that you got on papers in your non-English courses differed from the
feedback you got in your English courses? Were your English teachers
looking at your papers differently?

M: Yes. I would say so. They were looking for you to structure your
paper so that it could go right down the list, like I said, your
main topic followed by your lesser topics and the summarization at
the end. A lot of people they could read a whole paper, read twenty
pages or something like that and get to the final paragraph and
start reading that and say--oh, yeah I remember reading about that
before--stuff like that sorta like just studyir3 and just
remembering, summaries and such. The teachers, I would say, like
for DP classes, they are just looking for content. They didn't care
if you followed it up. Their critique of it was, did you get the
main topic that I wanted to get across to you. So they weren't
interested really in how well you wrote but what you wrote.

I: Okay. That seems to be consistent with what we've heard from other
students. Do you think that your freshman writing prepared you for
the writing you had to do in these kind of courses?

M: Yes.

I: So

M: That was the best thing for me to do--I did bad on my ACT scores in
English. It was the best thing for me. I didn't think it was at the
time.

I: It is true, we looked over your record in terms of choosing from the
seven hundred students and it is odd. You are an odd character in
here in that your ACT was, I think, like an eleven or twelve or
something. It was real low, but you've got practically a 4.0 over
your three-year grade point. Do you remember taking your ACT? Did
you feel when you took it that you didn't do well, that you weren't
a good test taker?

M: Yeah. Those tests, I still take those teat badly. That's why right'
now when I'm taking police tests, I take as many tests as I can take
cause I figure the more tests I take the better I'll get at taking
tests.

I: Well, you must have gotten better if you got a 100 on the state
police exam.

M: Yeah. That's true--or I got more serious about it.

I: Okay. So you think that the freshman writing program prepared you
for the kind of writing you were exposed to later. Do you think
that the freshman writing program challenged you?

M: Yeah. I would say so. Because I would go home, you know, say we
had a ten-week quarter and we had a paper due every two weeks. I'd
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start writing probably the first week when most people would blow it
off until the night before. I'd blow it off for a couple days and
then I'd start writing it and I'd go back and revise it and go back
revise it. I'd revise a paper probably four times, till I got it
right.

What do you think your strengths are as a writer?

M: I can relate to a person that's not as well educated as myself. I

can lay it out pretty good. I think I could teach other people a in
one-on-one situation a lot better than other people. For example,
we went skiing last weekend and we had guy, this big guy, a footbQll
player. The guys tried to teach him how to ski and he just couldn't
get it and he'd just go down like straight and just fly, you know,
he's so heavy. But then he was getting down and he was going to
quit and I'd said well, let's go up and do it. I showed him--I went
down like twenty yards and I showed him that's what you want to do
and told him exactly how to cut back in middle and stuff like that
and he went down the run real calm. The first time he'd made it
down without falling. I can lay it out for other people. I can see
where I made mistakes.

Okay. You think that was your strength back as a freshman or what
do you think four strength was then?

M: Persistence in writing and also I would say, I could lay it out.
When I started, I couldn't lay out my plan for the paper, but then
after I went along I could and I realize basically all my papers
started out the same way and they kinda wound up the same way and I
realize that not good.

Did you get away from that?

M: In some sense because then I went on in school, and I saw different
ways to write it--so much reading I'd have to do.

You know in just thinking about the people that you had, it wasn't
necessarily that you were really taught a formula in a wav but that
it was just kind of the questions that we asked for topics kinda
generates that?

M: Yeah. The big thing that I learned probably was not to leave your
audience hanging. You state something, you have to explain it to
the fullest. I don't know, I guess that's how I feel that I can
relate to people.

I: Now did you have John for 111 and 112.

M: No.

I: Okay. What do you think are the most important things you learned
about writing in 111 and 112--and 113?

M: Structure of my paper, I would say. The first paper I wrote I was
shocked. I got a B +. I was real happy--I guess I thought I



wouldn't do that well. I went in and talked to him to see how I --
could improve it, and he showed me places where I'd just leave the
audience hanging and different words that I could put in place, you
know, use the thesauras and dictionary. It's there and I finally
realized how to do that. And I think that's what helped me a lot
writing papers for scholarships.

I: It also strikes me that you talk a lot about development. Do you
feel like you learned a lot about that?

M: I just told my CJ prof when I got cleared for graduation and he said
what English did you take? Who did you take? Would you recommend
him? I said yeah. I learned more in thirty weeps of school than I
did twelve years in school.

I: Well, it was just funny hearing you talk about when you were going
through your first paper there talking about adding in those
specific examples be cause I know he really stresses the development
so much. We see that just talking to people about what course they
were in, they're kinda feeding back what their instructor taught
them. What kind of things should a writer think about when writing?
And you can split that up if you want--before writing, during
writing, and after writing.

M: Okay. I can't remember the specific title . . .

I: Prewriting?

M: Could be that. I call it troubleshooting or whatever. I put down
all my ideas that I can think of and lay it out on paper, everything
that I can think of and I pick and choose from there what I think
would be the best.

I: Okay, when you choose a topic are you thinking more about what
interests you at that point, or are you thinking about your
audience?

M: What I think I can get across to them the best, what I do the most
research on and when I get done writing my paper that they
understand as much as I understand about it. That's what I'm trying
to do. And then I probably, after I get done troubleshooting, I

would say I write my real rough draft--really rough. I mean chicken
scratches and only I can read it. And then I go back and add here
and there, think of different words or different sentence structures
that I can put in. And then if I see a paragraph down here where
all of a sudden I jump back up here and refer to that I can take
that sentence and move it back up here.

I: Have you found that using the word processor has made your writing
come easier, at least the revising?

M: The revising, final revising, 7'd say. I just keep going back and
back and my rough draft gets really sloppy. I've got arrows and
stars and letter "A"--see letter "A" and that's on a different page
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type deal. But then when I write it on a word processor, it's all
laid out and I can read that over.

So you do most of your composing on paper and then go to the
computer last?

M: Right, when I think that I've got a final rough draft.

Well, from what you say about moving stuff around, it sounds like
you'd be better off doing it or the computer.

M: Probably would, but I don't type very fast.

Oh, okay.

M: I type, you know, 35 words.

Okay, before during and after--that's pretty much all your stages.
How did English 111 and 112 and 113 make you feel about yourself as
a writer?

M: A lot more confident. I didn't feel that everybody was critiquing
my writing. Like when I was in high school, you know, I was worried
if there was a comma here or comma there and then I realized that a
lot of people don't know where commas go. I'm not for sure where
they go but at least I know "and, but, so, or, for, not, yet."

All right! Success.

M: If you put them there you'll be most of the time right.

Most of the time.

M: And never use the comma after "because" in the middle of the
sentence. I've got a couple.

What makes a good paper?

M: Content and relating to your audience.

Okay. Does what makes a good paper differ from class to class?

M: Yes.

How?

M: Because in my CJ class they're not looking for sentence structure or
audience awareness. They want to know the facts. As you can see by
one of my papers right there, you gc straight to it. You don't beat
around the bush or put in the BS or whatever 7ou want to call it.
And other classes they say write a twopage paper and you can write
what you have to write in a half a page and just BS tne rest,
basically. I would say it differs.
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I: Okay. What advice would you give to someone dust entering the
freshman sequence?

M: I think they're going to have to do what works for them.

I: Be more specific.

M: Well, for me I had to go in and talk to John and yourself and come
to the Writing Lab for help sometimes. But I'd have three or four
people read my papers and give me feedback, and I'd use a little bit
here and little be there from their suggestions.

I: So you'd tell them to get all the feedback they can?

M: Right. And I would say write your paper as many times as you can.
I was revising up until the time I handed it in.

I: What advice would you give to teachers of English 111, 112 and 113?

M: I wouldn't . . .

I: And you don't necessarily have to think, not just tell them from
your own experience but from what you hear from your friends and
their experience and what you know about the freshman program.

M Okay. You might be offended by this. I would say teachers in a
general sense, in English, those levels, should be more concerned
with teaching someone how to write, not for sentence structure.
They shouldn't be worried about having a set syllabus and we gotta
get this done by this such and such a date and have a little bit of
flexibility. I know that teachers want to push everybody and don't
want their class to be a blow off, but there are times when you have
to consider . . . I've seen a lot of students who are . . .

I: So you think the should go slower? Is that what you're saying?

M: I would say wait and see how the class goes. You know, a wait and
see type deal. I have had a lot of people in classes who think it's
a total blow off and they don't care if they've got two weeks to
write a paper or a night to write a paper, they're going to do it
the night before. And other people got a lot of stuff going on and
they want to do well but they can't because the time pressure is
there.

I: So maybe also what you're saying is that the teachers in English 11,
112 and 113 shouldn't think that the English class is the only class
going?

M: Basically.

I: That you've got all that time to spend on writing.

M: Right, but as far as like drilling on sentence structure, I would
think that was probably the most important thing I learned.
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Now ''id you do a lot of drills on sentence structure?

M: I wouldn't say sentence structure, but the papers I wrote they were
broken down into sentence structure as . . .

Learning how to proofread for them you mean?

M: Right, and using different words, how to get it across and
basically . . .

What kind of errors did you used have in your papers, like in 111?
What did you have to learn to proofread for?

M: I would say to relate in a better way. I said the sentence but it
was a little bit confusing. For example, say in the middle of the
sentence I said "because." Instead of doing that I could have put
"Because" in the front of the sentence, "because John did this,
this happened." It sounds a lot better and it was a lot clearer and
you understood who did what.

But you didn't have a lot of proofreading problems with fragments
and comma splices and run-ons and things like that.

M: Not myself. I saw some other students who did. My problem was
spelling, clear understanding.

Just really fine tuning the style?

M: Yeah.

How would you feel if you were told in class that you would have to
write a paper which in turn would be the basis of your grade?

M: That's what I'm told all the time. It doesn't bother me at all.

How could we improve we the writing program--the freshman sequence?
Or you could even think about, you know, you had to take the English
321 for CJs.

M: I like the idea that when I first started out that Mr. Cullen made
us write a lot of papers, I mean, I wouldn't say a lot but, you
know, kept us busy all the time writing essays and that helps. For
me that worked; for other people, they need to go to the other
English 111s that have spelling and vocab words all the time. For
me that would have been the same thing as going to high school, and
I would not have learned how to write a parap*-aph.

Now you don't see that there's a problem with the inconsistency that
some classes have more writing than others?

M: Right, cause I think different people need different things and
they're just gonna have to sit down and like the lab class and
whatever and just wor right in the book.

I: See if they can figure out what is what?
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M: I would say this lab class writes papers and this lab class focuses
on vucab words and spelling and depends what they want to develop.

I: How well prepared are you to write on the job?

M: Pretty well. I feel pretty confident.

I: I was reading your report there. What will you be writing besides
police reports?

M: Maybe papers for the judges if they'll issue a warrent, preliminary
examinations or presentence investigations.

I: Have you had to try and write those reports? Did you ever have to
do anything like that?

M: No, I've never done that before, but it's going to be along the same
sense. You're going to have to consider who you're writing to, which
for me is going to be people in the police field policerelated, so
they not going to care if you write some BS line in there, they just
want the facts.

M: I know you heard about the Writing Center so I don't have to ask you
that question.



Mike: Freshman Writing &maple

I would Mrs t) bring a pmblin to the attention of the city cant The problem I em
concerned with is that, time is not a recreation area for toners in the city of Comm. This type of
recreation area would be of great intereet to the bteinesses of Cortina because, it would give the
*wen a piece to go to keep them from loitering, vendilism, and things that bother bteinesses.

Ms businnees of Corona in the pest five weeks have compkdred about two major topics,
vendilism end loitering. I feel that the reason vendilism is centring is became, the teenagers do not
have a piece to go. They wander mount the city and complain about bow boring the city b. Then
the taxers start thinking of things b do to make it more interesting. The ideas that they haveere of
desraction or vandalism I feel that they get these ',gees because, they feel rejected because they do not
have apiece that they cen go to.

The mason the businesees are completing about laming is that, teenagers tarnaway a lot of
other adult. These adults will not go to certain businesses for fees of being harassed by teenagers.
The businesses feel that the tenegers drive about 15% of their business away by loitering. Again I
feel that if these *Aragon bed a place they cold go b end cell it their own, the businesses would not
have the pro .,:ern of loitering.

I have one main suggestion to the council the would clear up the businesses pmblsms. My
suggestion is tat, the citr of Com buiM a recreation area for tempo. This building would
kelt* basketball courts, weights, =I various amounts of sports equipment on one side of the
buildirg. On the other side, there would be a place where dances would be hell every other Saturday
night At these daces a small admissions's charge would pay for the D.J. withsome money left
MT. After teenagers found out about this piece they would come from everywhere such es:
Owosso, Ovid Elsie, end Mond Just to name a few. The piece wouM bea success to everyone.
The businesses would be happy because, there would be no more lotterirg or vendiliem. The
teenagers would be happy because, they have a piece to go. The city of Comma would be happy
because, it would be recieving money from the dances to pay for the electric WI.

In conchnion I would like to say that the recreation ws wouM be of great interest to
everyone in Com.
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NW: 2011111 Draft il

1-PREPARE FOR LIFE EXPERIENCES
2-JOB
3-INTERACTIN VW VARIOUS PEOPLE
4-BEING EXPOSED TO NUMEROUS CLASSES, IDEAS, OPINIONS, VIEWS

I. LM
A. CHALLENGE
B. KNOW WHERE TO FIND INFORMAITON
C. PRESENTS DIFFICULTIES TO BE OVER COME
D. ALSO TO BE WELL LEARNED.

1. EDUCATED IN run, ENG, MATH, AND SCIENCES
(COMPUTERS)

II. JOB
A. EARN B. S.; BA
B. BECOME A RESPONSIBLE CITIZEN
C. EARN A DECENT INCOME, SO THAT YOU AREN'T WORRIED

ABOUT WHERE THE NEXT MEAL COMES FROM.

M. INTERACT
A. EXPOSED TO A WIDE VARIETY OF PEOPLE

1. UPPER
2. MIDDLE
3. LOWER

B. PEOPLE FROM DIFFERENT AREAS OF THE COUNTRY
1. SPAIN
2. BRAZIL
3. JAPAN

C. GET DIFFERENT CULTURES

IV. DIFFERENTS STUFF.
A. IDEAS

1. TO 'RUNIC ABOUT
2. TO STUDY
3. MAKI' 7.100ESTIONS

B. OPINIONSIMWS
1. GET VARIETY, AND PICK AND CHOOSE WHAT IS RIGHT

FOR YOU.
2. STATE YOUR VIEW

a. MC AND MATCH WHAT WORKS FOR YOU.
C. CLASSES

1. SHOWS YOU THERE ARE NUMEROUS FILEDS OUT THERE.
2. EXPOSE YOU TO THEM AND MAY CHANGE YOUR MIND AS

TO WHAT YOU WOULD LIKE TO DO.

The purposes of a cage eduction are composed of numerous warns. A college
education provides a person V the skills to prepare himlber for life experiences, a bear chance for
being employed in a lob that provides for. earning a good Worm, intrectbog V veil= people, mil
being exposed to a number of differeing ideas, opinions, views, mad classes that= shov a person
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the ze.lm of i,nutible :weer cWoets. colun etreLnr..43 on +b.. idea of preprehi........g ape 'n
forfor the farce.

Most people think that the mean to get a college education is so that they can "get a good
job", but really the main objective Is 13 prep= a person for future life experiences. A college educ.
challenges a person so that hefshe viii have to overcome aeverel diversities. libroughout a person's
life, heishe will be faced vt numerous problems that vI have to overcome. At cones student are
chellanged by hawing to take tests, write papers, and tamer questions. The person doesn't need to
rely on any or person for finding information, helshe can f this information by thtsmself end be
self sufficient Other people will respect a person who can beadle themseN and provide information
t o o t h e r s . A lest, but important objective of a college due., b b equip a pawn vi en educati:m so
that Welt vill be yell keened. The major topics usually teinghjt include HST, English, math and
science. A person vbo has resume. kroviedge learned in then tune is batter prepared to beadle
problems, challenges, end diffttlitas that may be encountered in the futon.

A college education con also equip a person w? a better chexe of being employed in a job
that will provide a good income. Today, most jobs that do pay vel require at least a becelor degree t'
just being comidered for being hired. In order to qualify for these jobs, a person most obtain a
college edncadon. Even after a person is hired they are continually being provided vi more
education. Education seems ti be the key to success ta tdey's society. Another aspect of en
education is tat it propose a pew a t be a responsible member of society, end rot a hindrance.
Hobbs learns to be responsible for Wilier actions, end to take care of problems as they arise. A lest
benefit is that &person who term a degree also esmas prestige. LNo matter what happens t en
individual, they will *vs have that degree and nobody can ever take that avey from the person.

intractim vrtother people is oleo included wife en education. A major benefit provided by a
college education but which is rot considered as important, is the social interaction vi a variety of
people. At college a person is not only exposed to the upper, middle, and bier classes, but also
people of different nationalities, cultures and customs. By interecting vi ell of these different people,
a person lee= how to socielize vi others. Vide learning the socialization process, helshe will also
be presented vi differing views, MAW, cultures end ideas. As a result, Mete will become more
educated wto having to be taught by a professor. This benefit is important throgubout a person's life,
but most people do no realize it importance.

A lest objective of a college educ. is t provide a person vi OS many varying views,
opinions, and ideas as possible. This allows a person tothink about the ideas presented, end compare
them vi their own. NAB a result, the person soon realizes that hbibrr own view is not always the
correct one, and that others have some very good suggestions end ideesJ3y lsitening to these other
people, a person vill be more informed and have a more intelligent idea of whet is happening.
Classes at college also vary in comlexity, objectives, and views. A person presented vl as many of
these *Wes as possbile is exposed to numerous different fields of possible employment. Many
students wending college decide that what they had first chosen to do end what they later think they
vent to do ere different

It has been estimated that over have the students a college chage their cmiculum at least
once.

A college education provides a person vi numerous skills to be used in hisiber profession,
but also prepare hire her for reel life challenges. By earning en educ. a person can open a realm or
possible venues for employment, as veil as giving heimiher the confidence to take on what
challenges life can present. Also a person will interact if a variety of different people, end can leen
hov to socialize end get eking vi others. A college education prepares a person for future life
experience., and is something that trace is learned will be used for the person's entire life.
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Mika: Draft $2

The purposes of a college education are composed of numerous avenues. A college
education provides a peron with the skills to prepare him or her for life experiences, a better chance
for being employd in a job that provides for earning a good income, interacting with various people,
and beteg exposed to a number of differing ideas, opinions, views end classes that can show a
person the realm of possible career choices.
The college education is based on the idea of preparing a person for the future.

Most people think that the reason to get a college education is so that they can "get a good
job" but in reality the main objective is to prepare a person for future life experiences. A college
education challenges a person so that he or she will have to overcome several diversities. Throughout
a person's life, he or she will be faced with numerous problems that will have to be overcome. At
college students are challenged by having to take tests, write papers, end answer questions. This
presents them with problem that must be completed to earn their grade in that particular class. In this
sense they are presented with a problem, conquer ti, and benefit by knowing that they can
successfully handier problems. A college education also provides a person with tine knowledge of
being able to find information for answers to questions. Tie type of person doesn't need to rely on
aybody else for finding information; he or she can find this information by themself and be self
sufficient. Other people will respect a person who can handle themself, and provide information to
others. A lest, but important objective of a college education for preparing for life's experiences, is to
equip a person with en education so that he or she will be well learned. The major topicsusually
taught include history, English, mathematics, and science. A person who has retained knowledge
learned in these areas is better prepared to handle problems, challenges and difficulties mat may be
encountered in the future whether it be in his or her employment or in life survival.

A college education cal also equip a person with a better chance of being employed in a job
that will provide a good income. Today, most jobs that do pay will require at least a backelor degree
just to be considered for employment. In order to qualify for these jobs, a person must obtain a
college education. Even after a person is hired, they are continually being provided with more
education. Education seers to be the key to success in today's society. Anotheraspect of an
education is that it prepares a person to be rewponsbile member of society, end not a hindrance. He
Jr she learns to be responsible for his or her actions, and to take care of problems as they arise.
Another benefit is that a person who earns a degree also earns prestige endrespect. No matter what
happens b en individual throug his or her life, he or she will always have that degree end nobody can
ever take that away from helm or her.

Interaction with other people is also included within en education. A major beret provided
by a college education, but which is not considered as important as others, is the social interaction
with a variety of people. At college a person is not only expsed to theupper, middle, and lover
classes, but also people of different nationalities, cultures, end customs. By into:Ming with all of
these different people, a person learns how to socialize with others. While learning this socialization
process, he or she will also be presented with differing views, customs, cultures, toed ideas. As a
result, he or she will become more educated without having to be taught by a professor. This benefit
is important throughout a person's life, but most people do not realize its significance.

A lest objective of a college education is to provide a person with as many varying views,
opinions, and ideas as possible. This allows a person to think about the ideas presented, end
compel', them with their own. As a result, the person soon realizes that his or her own views ere not
always the correct ones, and that others may have some very good suggestions end ideas. By
listening to these other people, a person will be more informed and have a more intelligent idea of
what is happening. Classes at college also very in complexity, objectives, an :181113. A person
presented with as many of these classes as possible i3 exposed to numerous different fields of
poesbile employment. Many students attending college today decide that what they had first chosen
13 Mx and :what they later think they vent to do are two different things. It hes been estimated that
over hell the students attending colleges and universities today change their ctmicultun at leastonce.
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Mike: Final Draft

The purpose of a college education ere many and varied. A college education provides a
person with the skills to prepare him or herself for life experiences, a better chance for being
employed in a job that provides the opportunity 13 earn a good trove, interactions with various
people, and exposure ±r... a nmnber of differing ideas, opinions, views, and classes that can present a
reehn of possible 091136i choices. The college education is based on the idea of preparing a person for
the future.

Most people think that the reason to get a college education is so that ultimately they can "get
a good job', but, in reality, the mein objective is to prepare a person for future life experiences. A
college education challenges a person so that he or she win learn 13 overcome several adversities.
Throughout a person's life, be or she will be faced with nmnberous problems that win have to be
conquer. While at college, students are challenged by having 13 teke test, write papers, and answer
questions. These experiences present them with problems that must be solved inorder to earn their
grade in that particular class end thud survive at college. In this 30113e, they are presented with a
problem, conquer it, end benefit by knowing that they can successfully handle prcblems. A college
education also provides person with the knowledge of being able to Bred information for answers 13
questions. This type of person doesn't need 13 rely on anybody else for findinginformation; he or
she can find this information by him or herself end, thus, be self-sufficient Other people will respect
people who can handle themselves, end can obtain information to answer questions. A lest, but
imports= objective of college education for preparing for life's experiences, is 13 equip a person with
en education so that be or she will be well-learned. The manor topics ustally taught Mule history,
English, mathematics, end science. A person who has retained knowledge karate a these areas is
better prepared 13 handle problems, challenges, end difficulties that may be encotu; led in the future,
whether it be in his or her employment or life.

A college education can also equip a person with #1. better chance of being employed in OA
that will provide an opportunity to earn a good income. Today, most jobs that do pay well require at
least a bachelor degree just to be considered for employment In order to qualify for these jobs, a
person must obtain e. college education. Even alter a person is hired Ito or she is continua), being
provided with more education and training. Education seems to be the key 13 access in today's
society. Another aspect of education is that it prepares a person to be a responsible member of
society, end not a hindrance. He or she /taro to be responsible for his or her actions and to take care
of problems as they arise. Another benefit is that a person who earns a degree also earns prestige end
respect No matter what happens to an individual throughout his or her life, he or she will always
have that degree and nobody can ever take that away from him or her.

Interaction with or people is also included witrin en education. A major benefit provided
by a college education, but vhcih is not considered az important as others, is the social interaction
with a variety of people. At college a person is of only exposed to the upper, middle, and lover
classes, but also peple of different nationalities, cultures, end customes. By interacting with ell of
these different people, a person learns how to socialize with others. While learning this sot "nation
process, he or she will also be presented with differing views, customs, cultures, and ideas. As a
result, he or she will become more educated withiout haveing to be taught by a professor. This
benefit of learning to get along with others is important throughout a person's life, but most people
do not realize its significance.

A lest objective of a college education is to provide a person with es many varying views,
opinions, and ideas as possible. This allows a person to think about the ideas presented, and
compare them with his or her own. As a result, the person soon realizes that his or her own views
are not always the correct ones, end that others may have some very good suggestions and ideas. By
lisiening to these other people, a person will acquire more inform/4 end intelligent ideas. Classes at
college also very in complexity, objectives, and views. A person presented with as many of these
classes as possible is exposed to numberous differen fields of possible employment Marty student
attending college today decide that what they had first chosen to do and what they later think they



want to do ere two different things. It hes been estimated the over hell the student" ateepilinct
colleges end tmiversitM today change their curriculum at bestowe.

A. college education not only provides a person with roxraorous skills to be used in his or her
profession, but also prepares him or her for real life challenges. Bening en et:Iwo-don, cue. °pens
realm of possible avenues for employment, es veil es giving a person the confidence to take on what
problems life cen present Also, a person win interact with a misty of different people, and will
barn bov to socialize ead get elorg with others. A college educationprepares Ape= for futtrce life
experiences and is something that, once earned, will be used throughouta person's entire life.
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Kim : Inietview *1

Inteviewc. What is your initial reaction b this [writing maple]
Kim:It doesn't look to bed. Its e. good idea, but the sentence structure is pretty bed. There's one
pert that just WIZ on nand on.
P The sentence or the ideas?
Kim: The sentence.
I: But you generally don't think it's to bad?
Kim: It's rot that bed.
I: Do you think you writs much different now?
Kim: yea. Maybe a little more proper English.
I:0K. So es fear es pemmer and seared. .

sentences, right.
I: What about the ideas, the development?
Kim: I don't even lacy why I woe about this.
I: Nov the topic for this was t write about a problem in your hometwn.
Kim: OK.
I: If you were given this today t writ on how wall yon. go about 02 vonN you choose the same
topic? How do you think you' 71 approach it?
Kim: (pause); wouldn't, I don't know that many problems. I don't know why I picked this one.
(laugh) In our Van. . .1 live out in the country you know, so I'm not fully awe of like certain
problems in our town. Ifs hard to think of an idea to write about.
I: Let's say you had to do it now. How would you approach re
Kim: ml sperticular tpic?
I: yes
Kim blbfrom.I think it vas a good ilea about the fines. Pretty ranch the some way, you know.
what the problem was end vhat we should do about the problem, about the saw
I: What do you like the most about tat peper renting sampler?

tpausell understood it. It came through ober, what they hed inteled they wontedto do. It
yes ober It the purpose vas end what they ought to do. I know my spelling is bad on this. If
you totally bed time b plan emoting like this you know, you would work on your sentence
Mete.
I: What do you like elect about this?
Kim: I don't know. It seems pretty simple. [laugh]
I: Do you think that's because of the time constraint or become you were a freshmen?
Kim: That's one meson if:nehmen] See I hadn't had English for quite a while I didn't corals right out
of highschool. I was out of school for about four yews before I vent beck z school end so my
English skills ware pretty bed.Batanse I never did much waiting. I'd say I've gotten a lot better sine
tektag a lot of English clean since I've been here.
I: One of the reasons why your rams popped up for this study vas because you hed had so many
English chases. You had more then most people in yozr fieshmen class.
Kim: Really? I think it hes helped me. I feel more comfortable Itrithig rev you know, I don't feel
bad. But tinge that ere really bred forme to writ ere like Mort Mem Long writings emit so bad.
Business letters ere herder.
I:Wby do you think that is?
Kim: Because b get ecross your ilea in just a short, little brief thing. You don't havees muck .
.draw it out forever.
I: If pu were asked b writ this today, in a Miler testing situation, how would you go about it? What
kills of strategies would you we?
Kim: Urn. The way! always, and the way they teach writing, first you get a idea of what you're
going t writ about like in the introdtction then you go into elaboration in your main peat of the
paper 13 what, you know, what you stted you were going to cover in your introductfan end then
conclude it ell in the end, twiner,.
1: Do you try t folbv that?
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Kim: Yup. s My I try 13
I: Do you do anything before you put your pen to paper. Do you do myth* to plea? Or do rut just
slat writing aM see haw it goes and tin make changes?

No.I kird of think about what! vent 10 cover in it so I don't get off the toad on something that
is irrelevant, r u boy.
I; What ldnds If things do you do when you plan?
Kimi think about it
I: How much time do you think you spend thinking about that topic before you begin Inking?
Kim:Not very long.
I: If you were b to a isst like that nova do ptt tit! you'd spend more time thinldng before it?
Kim: I think I'd start about writing about meting else but it seared like it would be loo lengthy so
I vend b pick something that yes fairly skin &simple problem that could be covered in a short
time.
I: If you were going 13 revise this paper, That svould you do? Where would you begin?
Kim: Well if it were really a problem in my ern I would see how merry dogs are really picked up
end whet kind of a probkm it really vas, what their Mel plan vas.
I: Where vouid you get that information?
Kim: At the , see myMOm works at the Sheriff's Dept. tad they have Animal Cantrol.
I: So you'd go there to do some research then.
Kim: Right That's why I think I thought about tat, because my Momvorks right there and they
have a lot of problems with that, Stilly dogs fn the country.
I: So you'd do some research on it Whin else that you'd do?
Kim: I don't laxiv.No.
I: OK. Kim Thank you.

Intiviev #2: Kim
Intrivever: why don't you mat by going through some of these papers and t fling me what the
closes were, !what kind of writing you did.
Kim: I have most of mine from 112.
I: Why don't ve hang on ta 111 end 112 until the end and beg in by bolting at what you did alba
113.
Kim; This is from Er4lish 321. Our first paper in that ves just to answer questions, like esk a health
professional or he'd pose a question and we'd go through end research end we'd answer them.
I: so this is en English class and you're working on a point systm.
This was your first paper then. This is about 6 pares long typed. What kind of preparedion did you

have for that?
Kim: I had these questions. That yes before we handed in the paper. Someone in the class vent
through and answered the questions ofn this evaluation sheet end than that's what he based his
judgement an tw. He vent through.
1: So you had your peers helping you.
Kim: Yes.
I: What else did you do 131321?

Ttb next are was this one, no, it was a proposal. And we had or we could use a resale
experience or something like that That's what I did mine on. I'm in the Airforce Reserves so I did
mine on adding molar member b my section in the hospi 41 Or ve could add a piece of eqtdpment
or something like that
I: So you're requestire something.
Kira: Right Requesting.
I: And teat you did the peer review with this.
Kim: Right The next one was en Wavily assignment We had 13 actually go to a hopsital and
interview a hospital administrator or somebody in a deparbrent and we had ta Tribe up about the
inerviev and do the paper on that. That was my worst one. I don't think I chose a good subject .

I: I rote that this one hereseys "very nicely done Kim" and that one doens't say that
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Kim (laugh) No. I had a herd time doing thatone. Maybe because I didn't teak good giik5.tiorts or
something like that. I seemed t have the most trouble with thisone.
I: Do you think that the vey that these are evaluated by your teacher that it is difference Ira the vary
your writing was eyeballed in 111, 112, 113?
Kim: The teacher raver said hov he evaluated in 111 and 112.
I: I m e a n f r o m y o u r e x p e r i e n c e s in 111 e n d 112. Wes tbe focus different in what they vete looking
for in the paper?
Kim: I don't think so. This is my lest one. This vas on en issue Or soraething.this yes a
profesisonel ream. I did it on health care ethics.
I: Nov this was an advanced writin gloss. What about non writing classes interne of the healer
area. Dil you do 'citing in those other dosses?

show you. I did this is on senitatkm class aan ii ift on food. Thisvas for
swim:nen* health. I did it oz food poisoning. And I did one for a repair health class.
I: Do you remember when this yes assigned? When the instructor assigned this didyou get a lot of
preparation , let's say the vay you do is your 321 class or did they just say do a paper.
Kim: Do a paper.
I: What kind of guidelines did they give you?
Kim: length, typed, cover page
I: prbnedly founettting.
1C.im:Right.
I: No direction in tuns of rhetorical concerns
Klm: no.
I: What about the evaluation of this one?
Kim: He thought it was good but he vatted me to direct it mom towards the health care setting.
instead of just food poisoning itself. Hrerantx1 b bolt hov it fit in with a facility itself.
I: What about in semis of the surface kinds of things. Did he mark anything like that? Did he do any
kinds of correcting or editing?
KIM: yes He fixed typos or he mentioned if a sentence seemed aykyani.
I: In a comes like this would you be offered th opportunity to revise a paper?
Kim: no
I: Whet about in 321?
Kim:no.
I: OK. What about your next paper.
Kim: This yes from Community Health. I did this, gosh, I think I yes a sophomore end I did it on
Meopause end it yes my favorite paper.
I: Oa&
Kim:I really spent a lot of time and fleeced a lot. And the teacher had hie wife read it.
I:(kughtr)
KIM: Did he have her reed it for a reason?
I:0K. Nov what about the directions you sere given for this paper? hot choose atpic and
formatting?
Kit: Yea, basically ye could use almost any format, but typed. So messy sources.
I: Let's see. As ye look through here I see he vent through end corrected tinge and commented and
mode comments about the subject meter es well as editing. Didyou feel you loured a lot from this
experience?
Kim: yes
I: Was this a different experience researching this from researching your 113 research paper?
Kim: We were given limited topics in 113. I didn't like that. We had to pick from certeta subject. I
didn't like that. I like it virtue you can pick yourawn subject, something you're int.
I: That's why you chose this.
1Cim:It vas more interesting. something to think about. I did my 113 paper on perfume or
something.
I: Is Its elite vitt% you've done outside of "writing* classes?
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Kim: Jost that ea rightthere. We've done a bit of joumel reviews. We had to do journal reviews
for my 321 to besides keep a notebook end real articles ant stuff like that

Was this jonmel review the same C1833 es this?
Kim: No that vas for Health Systems Management.
I: Of the closes that you've token deer 113 other then 321, you've Initien kt at et 2.
Kim: I had 13 write one for the field of aging to, but I don't have that one.
I: Was that a research paper too?
Kim: Yea. You had b do it, you know, on different aspects of aging or different affect, like
environmental
I: So you've written several research type papers then.
Kim: Yea.
I: So the mein type of writing you've done deer freshmen English has been research papers.
Kim: Yea, end journal reviews.
I: Are the journal reviews pretty structured ffi terms of informer on end format?
Kim: Yea, see a lot of times he 283 t13 b practice stunmerize mitts and reed the articles end put
down in our ova words and give the main points end give our recoramerdations
I: He anyone ever asked you to keep a jom:ael?
KIm: in 321. What do you mean?
I: A. journal is usually a place for ungraded Irriting, a piece where you record your thoughts about
model being covered, kind of a gbrified Oozy.
Kim: no.
I;We've pretty much covered how much 'writing you've done end what courses, what kind of
feedback did you get on your vithg?
Kim: Most of the the it's been pretty good, rat a lot of errors end staff. I try to proofread.
I: Nov, do you think that freshmen writ* prepared you for these courses?
Kim: I think it did. It gave me, like other types of papers. Like we had al do comparison contrast
and descriptive end a nerrative.and I think it was helpful.
I: So the skills you tamed in 111 ad 112 end 113 canned you on al the wiper level writing.
Kim: Yea,. And we always had, to do these sentence correctbn sheets all the time. I never did very
good on them but it really did help me. (laugh]
It made ree look at a sentence more closely to see, I could tell more if it vas right or wrong. I hated
these thing? but [laugh]
1: What cless did you do that in?
Kim: Both 111 end 112.
I; Did you have the same *sachet for both?
Kim: Yea.
I: Did freshmen writing challenge you?
Kim: I think so, because I didn't tank I was a very good writer [laugh'
I: Did you feel that you rode a lot of improvement from 111 al 113?
Kim: Yes. But it was a different type of writing. A research paper is.. we didn't doa lot of writing,
just that research paper in 113.
I:Did the docurnentatbn business that we always spend so much time on in 113 help you when you
did your research in other clams or did they say I don't care what swam you used. did they seem
to care about your footnoting and bibliography et.
Kim: See I never got b see , eye turned it in at the end and I never got 13 see how it yes evaluated.
I: In 113?
Kim: Right
I" Learning that stuff, did it help you with your other papers?
Kim: I basically knew most of that away. It really wasn't whin any new.
I: Did you find that the feedback you got in non-English classes wee any different fmm the feedbeek
you got in your English classes? In time of what the kinds of comments on your papers.
Kim: I think there was a little more detail.
I: Where?
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Kim: In !relish. More Critical. But It should_ be, Soot _nee I ft.k that non-English %waders en to
easy.
I: VW do you think your Amgen exe as a 'writ's?
Kim: I don't boy. I think I pick pretty intresting topks. it hat makes it easierto Nnits.
I: Because you're paeonally involved with it?
IC.im:Right
I: Do you think your stegths as a miter have cherged any.
Kim: No. I had a herd time deciding whatvhatb vrits on. (laugh)
I: Weli, do you think that that is one of the things you learned in freshmen
Kim: Yea. I think so.
I: Do you bey how' you leaned it?
Kim (loth)
I: I Irish you. did1What do you think b the most important thing or things you learned about writing
in English 111?
Kim : Different types of laiting.
I: AM perhaps your seance editing?
Kim: Right, Detinitly. Cause you bow not just that other people were evaluating us but we would
read their papers and evaluate theirs to.
I: Did you find it real helpful t look el other people's papers?
Kim Yea.
I: Do you think you were eisraing while Wising them?
Kim: Yea. I think 30. It makes me say Wov do I do that to?
I: What kind of things should a wit! think about vhen vriting?
Kim: Is the mania they're going t use cmrent. I seem to fine that a lot I picka topic end then! go
to look for infonnation on it ad it isn't very anent So I tcy t ptk something that the informed=
is fairly current ard there's quits a bit oi information, not just little bits and pixel,.
I: What about while you're 'writing?
Kim: I think, try not t make Moo broad. I have a tendency to do that keep itmore specific on
certein points and not, you know, viit about to many points. Just pick cent things t write
about and not make it so general
I: And That about tan you've finished writing?
Kim: I don't know. Make sure that things flow from one section to the other. Makesure I've covered
the main points. Make Mae I;ve covered each of the mein points that! motioned in the tatrodtetimt
And sum at the ending.
I: Hov dil 111, 112, and 113 make you feel about yourself as a writer?
Kim: I thought it gave me more confidence. I don't knov, 111 you knov, tle first time I wrote I did
average vork. I hod the same instructor for 112 and it seems Re I did much bete;
I: Would you recommend to somebody t stick with the same instmctr?
Kim: I think it was helpful
I: What do you think makes a good paper?
Kim: Interesting, first of ali. It should be en taiemsting topic.
I: To you or t the readeg
Kim: t tbs reader. I' ve reed other peoples papers to and their sentence eruct= isn't very good; it
doesn't flow right; it jumps amt. What! like is If it has a really good introduction. That's what I
think most papers. If it starts off good it's going t be a good paper.
I: It's like the first five minutes of a movie, right?
Kim: Yea, Right (ler4h)
I: Does what makes a good paper differ from class t class?
Kim: don't think so.
I: So you've found ast what's been good es fares your writag in 111, 112, and 113 was equally
good for your writing in, say HEM 304?
Kb. Yes. I use the same basic type of writing. But Lve noticed my 'citing hes improved from 111
b 112, ID 1138 It hes gone up a step etch tbs.
I: What do you think has improved?
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Kim;Tl is VW I wontlered myself I (laud) I think I kw fionteti*, new every time, Maybe etch
butcher odds. It seems like I learn something new every time. Even though you think you can't leen
enything, English is English, the same sentries stnictues, you know, end different things, but I
actually breed each tint.
I: What kinds of things?
Kim: Sometimes In I'd use the wrong verb tense, you know, singular and plural and it would
chew in the paper or it should ell be one person or too persons ard you'd jump back end forth like
that or you talk about something singuler and use a plural verb, or something like that?
I: Did you do that?
Kim: Yea.
I: Do you do it anymore?
Kim: I'm more cuefuXkwih) Also, instead of just using basic words, tcy to use [pause]
I: try to use more sophisticated words?
Kim: Right. Word choice.
I: How do you do taint you use a Thesaurus?
Kim:Yea. Or ifI thhak of a word I say what word could I use instead?
I: Bo you pay attention to your word choice.
Kim: Right
I: DR ruin end 112 iDAE0Cbi spend a lot of time on word choke? What Trade you decide to think
about word choice?
Kim: Well, in my papers they would put words m there that they seil this word would fit this better.
They'd change words.
I So seeing bow somebody else could edit your paper seemed t help you.
Kim: I tried t look at what they wmis wrong and triad to improve it for the tint paper.
I: In your non-English classes, how much did the wilting count for in terms of your grade?
Kim: Well one was 25% of the grade and the journal reviews have always been. . Jibs papers have
always been 25% of the grade. Even in Environmental Health.
I: How did you feel about that?
Klm:I don't know. It's something you can do on your own. It's not like a test. It's up to you what
you get.
I: You're a good writer 30 it didn't bother you.
Kthgktugh)
I: What advice would you give someone just entering English 111?
Kim:My sister is in Freshmen English.
I:OK, so what do you tell ter?
Kim: Um, I don't know, I help her by proofreading her papers WA stuff like that butyou know I
recommended a teacher that I'd taken that I thought were good English teachers, and try b help her
like by proofreading and stuff like that, 1311 her that she should go through it several times end read it
before she bends it in.
I: I don't vent b get int individual personelities, but when choosing a teacher, what qualities would
you tell her to look for? What would you went to get if you could design that 111 class so that you
learn a lot, what would you vent the teacher to do?
Kim: Cover the different types of papers and stuff like that, or even have a workbook. We had
spelling tests every weak and definitions, stuff like that. Just little things like that that help your
grade besides just writing. Like ve hal those sentence exercises we always did and stuff like the
and I think that ldnd of thing helped to.
I: You think that it helped you improve as well as helped your grade.
Kintgentence structure. Yes. Well no, those sentence structure sheets always hurt my grade. But I
think they helped me.
I: If you could offer some advice to 111,112, 113 beckon, what advice would you give them?
Kim: Make them give them those sentence structure tests.
I: OK. What exactly were these sentence worksheets. Theysure made en impression.
Kim: You had to find the errors in the sentences and then correct them.
I: How could we improve the 'oft program?
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Kim: Well, I don't knov if tide . tbey MAP tin ft in my 111 or 112 but my sitter hell Biudiell
class nov vivre they go in and they have a. , sit dawn will a tax ard go over their papers or
somettmg
I: They're required to go to the Writing Centr?
Kim:Writirg Center, light I thihk that vas good.
I had to do that for rest proposal vitt* class vs ]tad to attest once a veek I thought the ves really
helpful
I: Hov vellprepered to you feel t mile on the job?
Kim: I don't know, I think if I had to vibe swathing I could do pretty vet
I: Do you tit& that. our job will entail ramh viiting?
Kim: Yes. Lots of it. Even my job in the Reserves I have to writ evaluations ad stuff like that end
I might even hue to vrit a proposal. Then ere people out there nov vho are writirg proposals ell
the time so I think that's.. Since I've had a background, a couple clesses in proposal writing that viii
help me.
I: Good. So you do expect to do quite a bit of initing.
Kim: Vs. The begk the instructor used for 321 vas many good. I use it still. It was more like a. .
it had bars end proposals sad. it was more like business writing. It was called Successful Writing
At Work.
I: So you've hung on to that book for reference. Have you hung onto any of your others?
Kim.: No.

Inteiviev *3:
(Before Writing)
Interviever. Have you ever writsen a paper like this before?
Kim: Is more like my position paper.
I: How much do you think you knov about this topic?
Kim: I kind of have an ilea of vhat I've heard from some teachers or speakers that have come back
end vim they perceive after they started working, vhat they got out of college, just gives you a
general background, you know, leeches you how to leen.
I: OK, so you're probably thinking that take the viev that liberal educadon is important
Kim: yes.
I: So, where do you think you're going 13 start?
Kim: Maybe some of the things I felt that I got out of college, maybe what I thoughtmy purpose of
going 13 college is

(Ann Writing)
Kim: I have a question. Who is supposed to be the audience of this?
I: Who are you vriting this to?
Kim: Students who are graduating from highschool and going into college.
I: You can determine your own audience and that's fine.Do you lave another questions?
Kira: Yea. I can say what I feel the purpose is for students going to college?
I: Yes.
Kim: And I was wondering if this one (points t a paragraph) if I should make it bito twopurposes,
teaches independency and socialization, should that be one or two.
I: you mean in terms of paragraphing? I think you should make that decision. Think about it this
week while you're working on it.
Did your Mew change about the topic as you began to wit"?
Kim: Yes.
I: can you elaborate?
Kim: Well first I kind of vas going to go it for young and old; then I decided to do it just for stutters
gredvating from High School, what some of their reasons vets for going, what they expected.
I: So you kind of nerroved your audience.
Kim: Right.
I: Anything else?
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Kim Just That no plege v. W. yee4 in breAk it Intl foiff nen oss filitith4 of three.
I: Hem you nwde changes in yotu paper during this draft?
Kim: I kind of proofread it, if it didn't, yards didn't like, I'd cross it out
Not much though.
I: Tb3se that you did. What prompt tin deice?
Kim: Poor vord choice, or like Thad put first, second third, I vent through end changed them
around to vbat I thought vould be betbr for putting first
I: You meen in order of iraprtance?
Kim: Right What I ventd to talk about fiat
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Tim heart WA* Mope

How would you bke it if your child was attacked by a stray dog. How would you like it if
your property yes damaged by a stray dog. Lest month thirty doges that where just running loose
where picked up by the ardmel patrol of this county. People of this county are not being responsible
pet owners. Each dog should be properly teged end if not being supervised by tier owner should be
on a leash or in a cage.

I propose that since vas have this high rale of dogs just running loose. Everythne 61 animal
patrol picks up a dog and takes it back 13 the pound and the dog has no identificeiton, when the
owner comes to claim the dog they will be fined for lasing there dog run free end for not homing
identiftation on the dog. If the dog has not had its shots the dog will be vacciaetd end the owner
will pay for that also before they get there dog beck.

It's not a diffucult law to follow if people really care enough about there dog end if they
don't they will pay the consiquences. This will insure the salty of our children and property.
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KIK Burgh Digt

Many High School graduates go to college for abt of different mesons. In talking with other
student Ive found that some go to college to kern a specific hale, to become independent end meet
new people, sok are undecided with what they went to become end feel college wlll give them
direction. So what does the typical high school gradual, think collego is for?

I feel a college education bee tree mein purposes. Thht, it te,Nchs litte ra! how to leam tad
be tamed. First, it tubes independency and socielization. Second, it bills a person seek out what
tby truely went to be.

The first thing a student goes through with entering college is 063114a11011. This is the
beggining of army social intractions with nor people. When a person goes to college theyere
pkced in a setting of meeting people from all 'Mint areas. If the clean= students have to
intact and ken to work with me mother just as they would on the job. As for mooting people
outside of class most freshmen ere required to live on =pus the ft= yea. The donnilode sot up
diffemt serial evens to try to get the student to interact. 'Iris college offers many clubs,
treffnitiesisomtties, varsity and intcemurel sport, et to try end get student to interact

For most student this is the first the away from home. The student is faced
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Final Draft

Magy High School graduates go to college for abt of different reason,. In talking with or
student Ive found that SO= go t3 college to teem a specific trade, to become independent end meet
Ivy people, some en undecided with what they vent t3 become and feel college vill give them
direction. So what does the typical high school graduate think college is for?

I feel a college education has three mein proposes. Third, it teethe student how to learn and
be tcained. First, it tildes independency and socialization. Second, it helps a person seek out -that
they tmly want to be.

The first thing a student goes through with entering college is orientation. This is the
begging of many social interactions with new people. When apace goes 13 college they axe
pieced in a settle* of meeting people from ell different areas. If the classroom student have to
interact and 14*:m to vork vith ont another juste they vote on the job. As for platting people
outside of cleat roust freshmen en required 13 live on campus the font year. The donnitrie set up
dilfemt social event b opt get students 13 interact 1be college offers marry clubs,
fret reittsisororities, varsity end intramural sport, at b try and get students b interact.

For most student this is the first the evey from home. The student is faced
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Interview 11.: Jane

Interviewer:After reading this (writing sample) Ault is your
initial reaction to it?
Jane :Very poor.
I: You don't think it's good writing?
Jane: No.
I: Do you think you write better now?
Jane: I have more idea about structure and modifiers, misplaced
modifiers (laugh).
Illhat do you like about what you wrote?
Jane: UM. About the persuasiveness of it. It was written as a
persuasive piece.
I: What do you think is particularly persuasive about this piece?
Jane: Well, it states the facts, what has been done leading up to
the project and why it was delayed and the reasons why I feel it
should be continued.
And lists several reasons to increase tax base and bring revenue
into the area.
I: What do yo-a like least about this?
Jane: Hy writing (laugh).
I: can you be more specific?
Jane: sentence structure. I guess how I would organize the
sentences. I think the paragraphing is good, the introduction is
good and the explanation, but I think that I would rearrange some of
the things in the paragraphs and rearrange the sentences.
I: If you were going to revise this, and you had some time to spend
on it, what kinds of things would you do?
Jane: First I would check what I have. Part of it is just
remembering what I wrote. I don't remember as much about the topic
now. I think I would change basically the sentence structure to
make sure that they were connected, so that they sounded better,
more parallelism.
I: Would you do anything with the content?
Jane: I would probably add some and go back and do some research.
(laugh) Because it was a while ago when these things were thought
up. It was kind of a small topic and I couldn't think of anything
else to do. Everything else seemed too big. (laugh) And for the
length of the paper. I might change some of it. I'd have to
research.

I: Otherwise you're pretty satisfied with the rhetorical part, the
persuasivness of it. You'd pretty much just pclifh it.
Jane: yea.
I:If you were given this topic to write on today--forget about the
fact that you already wrote on it before-- how would you go about
it?

Jane? I'd set up an outline, and I'd think about it longer before I
start writing, and maybe even sketch like an outline, maybe a
sentence outlinestarting with the introduction. MIL I have more
concept of how a paper should be laid out from start to finish, go
over points. In this other paper (writing sample) I put too many
points. If I were to do it now, I'd just put a one page, short
intro to the problem and how I felt I think I'd leave some of the
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fact out, sole of the more technical facts, try and lay it out a
little bit bette-
I: So in terms of what you'd do ahead of writing, what kinds of
things do you do when you plan. You said you'd jot down an outline.
What else?

Jane: I usually think about it for quite a while. Like I have a
paper due in two weeks and I've been thinking about it for three
weeks now, just finding out about the topic, what I know now and
what I have to pout into the paper and I write down a sentence
outline. It depends on the paper and how long it is.
I: Do you find that if you spend time just kind of not letting
yourself think consciously about it but it's just in the back of
your mind that things cone to you?
Jane: Yes. I find I organize better when I go to write.
I: Nov when you sit down to write is there anything about your
strategies during writing that you do differently now?
Jane: Now I kind of sit down, I notice that when I'm trying to make
It right I end up creating more problems for myself. So, sometimes
I sit down and I write and I type and I give myself some time in
between and than I go back to organize and then I might read through
it and think about it more and then I go back and edit, make
corrections.
I: I notice you said type. Do you compose on the computer?
Jeume:A lot easier now.
I: Do you find yourself revising sore?
Jane: Yes. I do. Sometimes if I have a paper that I hurry through
it and hand it in I don't have time to plan for it and I find that I
don't make as many editing revisions as I should. But when I have
time to plan for it I do.

I: When you do those editing revisions, what kinds of things do you
usually do?
Jane: I check for spelling, punctuation, make sure that it's
consistent in tense.
I: That's it for this session.

Jane: Interview #2:

I: This time I'd like you to just thumb through your portfolio and
tell me about the pt.sces in it.

Jane:These are some papers from 311, Advanced Technical Writing.
I:Could you begin with some things from non-English classes?
Jane:One of IT Education classes, Education 406 we did a job
analysis for Bhnchett Manufacturing. It was hands on type thing.
We wrote questionnaires, papers, reports on research reading we had
to do.

I: When you were assigned these projects, were you given very
specific instructions?
Jane: Yes. A lot of it was like writing lesson plans and like
planning behavioral objectives and things like that. Now this, we
studied the structure of a job analysis and how your write job
descriptions so those were very structured. The actual report
wasn't as structured because we changed it to fit Hanchett'a needs.
They were looking for something specific, so we changed it. We
developed a questionnaire and did interviews and observations.
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I: Who were you interviewing?
Jane: Workers at Bennett. We did ten hourly workers, machinists
and welders and a couple materialing handlers, so. . .

I: So this checkaheet was this provided by your teacher or was this
something you came up with?
Jane: We created it. Here's a final part of the report. It was set
up with just a basic report structure, title page, tables; it's more
of an analysis, description of the program, why we did it, the
materials we created.
I: So in terms of what you were provided with by your teacher, you
were given a general assignments and you had to produce all the
materials.

Jane: Right and we also had to, I don't know if I have it with me, I
kept the background information. I had to write a reports on
articles, current journal articles.
I:When you did those were you given any specific instructions?
Jane: General instructions.
I: How were these things evaluated.
Jane: I got an A. Basically the -eport was the class.
I: Did he evaluate the report? mark it up etc?
Jane: Yea.
I: What kinds of things did he mark?
Jane: He marked grammatical and punctuation, um, he marked content,
but we had talked with him about content so there wasn;t much. We
talked with him about structure and format before we ever put it
together.
I What else have you got here?
Jane: I've got some other stuff from Education, but um, this was one
that I did quite a while ago when I was in the illustruation
program. What we do is we break up into a job shop and each student
has certain jobs they are responsible for and we produced a manual
and we decided to do a trouble shooti2g manual. So the format and
the layout were all our decisions. Our professor acts as our
client. We researched materials from the library and snowmobile
dealerships and we went and, I wrote the description of the two-
stroke engine. Basically we gathered material and revised it. All
my Education classses I had to write quite a bit, reports for
educational philosophies, um. . .This one is a philosophy.
Education 310 we had to set up a class that we would teach and since
I'm interested in training I set up a training seminar. And it was
set up each section we worked on a week. Thera were like 16
sections and one week we'd work on performance objectives then we'd
turn those in. In the end we compiled it all. For this one the
teacher provided an evaluation sheet ahead of time so we knew what
we'd be graded on.
I: What else have ,ou got?
Jane: Hy internship I had to write a lot, reports on articles. I
had to send in two articles a week.
I: Were you given a format to follow?
Jane: NO. General instructions. I was writing two pages for each
article at the beginning and then they said you only need a brief
paragraph so we know you did it.
I: Were these evaluated?
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Jane: Basically whether we did them or not and punctuation and
grammatical. Host of my classes have been editing since the
freshman year.
I: Let's talk about that then. How do you think writing differs,
as far as how writing was cosigned, required, evaluated etc in non
English courses vs. English courses?
Jane: I went on into the upper writing classes.
I: Were the upper writing classes different from the freshman
writing sequence?
Jane: Yea. It was uh, In Rhetoric and Style, we did things like we
studied the history. We had to give presentations. We studied how
style changed, how we used punctuation differently, how words were
used, etc. It really helped me learn the gramatical things. In TC
432 right now we're going over Strunk and thite's style guide as a
refresher course. I write a lot in all my classes.
I: After the freshman sequence then you've done all kinds of
technical writing iocludingjobs analyses, reports, class objectives.
Did you do any traditional academic writing like research papers?
Jane: Yes. I did a research paper for speech class. A lot of what
I do is research, like the snowmobile manual was research.
I: OK. Did the kind of writing you did in 111,112, and 113 prepare
you for the writing you had to do after?
Jane: Yea.
I: How?

Jane: I had to write 1. speech class and I had to do outlines of
speeches and in interpersonal communication I had to write en essay
on my opiions on interpersonal relationships. I used research but
it was mostly how I felt. 113 kind of helped with that. We did a
lot of adjectives.(laughs)
I: How did adjectives help you with writing persnnal essays?
Jane: I have a lot of technical writing and it means a lot of
describing things yet not flowery, but it calls for specific
adjectives.
I: So you're thinking about precise wording.
Jane: Right.
I: Why don't you look over your transcript and just list the courses
that demanded writing.
Jane: I write more.
I: You produce more or you write more often?
Jane: Hore often and I produce more. Sometimes I, It's been good
that I write more because I need more practice. Sometimes I don't
spend as much time on each specific assignment because of the time
limit (looking at transcript] Hy first two year! I had a lot of
illustration courses. Speech class, Technical and Occupational
Writim, Fundamentals of Public Speaking -- basically doing outlines,
Advanced Composition - -we wrote a lot--Speech 106 Interpersonal
Communication, Lit classes I wrote a lot, Humanities classes.
I: Did you do essay tests?
Jane: Yes. It was really helpful to learn how to organize my
thoughts before I wrote them..One of the things the teacher
commented on was that I had good organization to complete the
question
I: So you wrote essay test questions in Speech, Humanities and Lit?
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Jane: Yea. Studio Techniques we wrote Audio Scripts. In Television
we wrote scripts, matching the video with the sound. In all my
Education classes we wrote. Printing and Layout Design we wrote,
copy mainly. Brief. Interviewing 301 we had to write papers,
detailed painning papers. We had to write a research assignment. Hy
internship I wrote all the time. Principles and Philosophies of
Education I wrote.
I: In these courses then, can you make any generalizations about how
the writing was assigned and evaluated?
Jane: The professors aren't English professors. I got more
-direction in terms of rhetorical things from the English
instructors.
I: About Evalution?
Jane: English teachers have more background and the writing was the
main focus so I got more feedback. The papers in the other classes
were used to back up other things that we were talking about. In
the English classes we were talking about structure and style, so
that was the emphasis. The papers weren't evaluated in the same
way. In my English classes the focus was on writing and being able
to communicate so we'd study grammar, style, lay out, audience, we
were writing to someone. In the other courses we studied audience
because we were going to teach so that was the same.
I: So is what you're telling me that the otgher teachers are more
interested in just hearing what you have to say as opposed to how
you say it?
Jane: Yea.
I: Did the feedback in the non-English courses differ from the
feedback in the English courses?
Jane: Yea, e little, especially now. Ay English teachers edit more.
ly Education and speech teachers edited and made suggestions but not
as extensively, close but not as much.
I: Did freshman writing prepare you for the writing you did in these
courses?
Jane: Yea. Because I had mere interest in it. It made me want to go
on. I had English 111, 112, 113, and 211 and then I took 321 and
that really helped me decide to stay in Communications, how I did in
that class.
I: Tell me about 321 then since that seemed to make a big impression
on you.

Jere: That's when I really understood why I was having a hard time
understanding and ways to work around it. I had gotten in the
pattern of when I read my eyes jump. I can't read out loud. I have
a very hard time. I;'m better now than before. At that time I
still had a hard time with that, so I had a hard time with sentences
because when I read them I had to go slow so when I would write a
paper, Sandy helped me (321 instructor) and Judith (Writing Center
tutor) about going to read it for just content reading it for
grammatical , mechanical things made me realize that I have to make
an emphasis to slow down.
I: So you learned some strategies Tell me then about your freshman
writing. Was it chanllenging?
Jane: Yea. I had Fogarty for 11 and 112 and I'm glad I stuck with
him for both of them because he worked a :3t on sentence structure
and tests on sentence structure and although I hated them they
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Jane: Organization. Focus to an audience. Now I notice problems in
text hooks. That was a really good feeling, to see errors in text
books. I am picking it up.
I: Do you think that what makes a good paper differs from class to
class?
Jane: No. They all have to be organized. They all have to have a
structure. You have to write to your audience so they can
understand it.

I: What advice would you give to someone just entering the freshmen
sequence?

Jane: Pay attention. Realize that you need to get as much
communication ability as you can because you'll need them. You need
to know how to deal with people and a lot of that is writing. You
need to know how to represent yourself. If you can't write you
won't do real well. I think a lot of people don't realize that.
Where I came from I hated English. Hy Lit. kept me from failing. I

got Cs in writing, in grammar and A's in Lit, so it balanced out.
I: If you could give some advice to the teachers in the freshman
seqwuence what advice would you give?
Jane: Relate what they're doing to the future. To relate it to, you
know, one of these days you're going to be a manager and you're
going to have to write letters. I don't think you realize that when
you're first going through it. You have to take it.
I: Do you think if I said to you as a freshman that you're going to
have to write letters someday, that you'd believe me?
Jane: No. I think you'd have to show them.
I: Nov?

Jane: With uh, like in our technical writing classes we were shown
reports that were done and in proposal writing we were shown
proposals that were done by people in industry. Maybe pull in some
poripl that have graduated and now realize they need those skills.
I That sounds like good adice. Aside from that what could we do to
improve our writing program?
Jane: I think it's good. I think impressing it upon students that it
is important. I don't know how.
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really helped. I mean I dreaded taking them but they really helped.
I remember taking them. T reaemherr those tests mere than I remember
writing anything. I've written so many other things I have trouble
remember writing back then.
I... What are your strengths as a writer, back then and now.
Jane: Back then I wasn't very good. I got Cs.
I: What did he diagnose-your problems to be?
Jane' Fragments, Comma splices, I always understood. I could give a
definition of the parts of speech. I knew what they were but I
couldn't apply them. And that really was, I think because I wasn't
ready then. I learned to apply them, how to word a sentence. I

finally understood what a comma splice was. Sometimes I still know
there's something wrong but I don't know what it is.
I: What do you think your strengths are now?
Jane: I think my biggest strength is my content. I enjoy research.
I enjoy finding things and trying to translate it, because that's
What technical writing is really. Hy structure is good. I can
recognize a sentence that hat something wrong with it and I can
correct it now.

I: If you were to give advice to someone about writing, what would
you say that a writer should think about when writing?
Jane:Everything.
I: All at once?
Jane: Before writing, planning. I think about things a ion; time
before I write. I write some notes, maybe do a rough outline and
during writing I would recommend just sitting down and writing.
That works for me because if I worry about how it is being
interpreted or if everything is correct I get too caught up and I
don't do well, so I just sit down and write and then I go back.
I: That sounds like good advice. How did 111,112 and 113 make you
feel about yourself as a writer?
Jane: At first, I wasn't comfortable with English.
I: It's pretty ironic that you were uncomfortable with English and
you ended up in communications.
Jane: Oh I know. I'm going to go back and talk to my English
teacher from High School. He told me I'd never write. You'll never
be able to.
I: When dio you think you began to gain confidence?
Jane: 111. I understood why I had a bard time. The light turned on
and they I understood.
I: Who turned that light on?
Jane; The Writing Center. Judith. She helped me realize my problem
and ho,/ to look at sentences different.
1: Did you know about your reading problem before?
Jane: I knew that I always had, dyslexia, with tranposing numbers.
I: So you knew that coming into Ferris.
Jane Right I knew that I did that. I could never take accounting
because I reverse my numbers. I didn't realize it affected my
writing. In reading I scored high because I understood. I didn't
understand why I read so fast. I was reading over BOO words a minute
but I didn't read sentences.
I: What do you think makes a good paper?
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Jaae: Freshman Miring fittntge

Shopping Mall Plans Delayed Once Again

The tilde of discussion, in our smell town of Marysville, is shopping mall or no shopping
mall. The 1984 plans to construct a inclosed mall at the comer of Gratiot and Range have now been
assigned to committee by our city's mayor. This committee will reach a decision by September 1st
1986, there for, delyeing the start of actual construction utill April 1987.

Mayor John J. Wright Jr. a wrelthy financier of several local stores in Port Htuon's
dovntovn, was able to keep the Seaver Co. plans for a mall, mknoven unta March of thisyear.
The plans were released to the Times Hearts newspaper, by the Seaver Company when top
excutive's felt that Mayor Wright was delibertly delaying pekement on the City Council's agenda.

Many of Marysville's residents are extremelly upset at Mayor Wright latest scheme to delay
the starting construction of the mall.

I avently agree with them. I have started a petition to make the City Council put the mall
issue to public vote. As the Marysville Chamber of Commerce I urge you to support my petition on
the reasons:

Tax revenue will rise
limning demand will rise back to it's former level.
The increase to other area stores once more people are

brought into the area.
The econimic status of Merysvill needs it.
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Jane: Final Draft

Mat is College for?

I feel the mein objective of traditional four year bachelor's degree is to prepare student of all
ages to enter the professional workforce (usually celled the white collar work-force). College can
also prepare students to enter a trade profession such as auto body, Isavy equipment, dental hygiene,
technciel illustntion, era tool design. While providing academic experience, college also provided
personal growth in academic area as well es interpersonal eaves.

College exposes student to situations they will encounter in their chosen field after
greduatiori. College alloys growth ten each student field by exposure to problems eM examples of
how problems have been previously solved. It allows students a learn and grow within their own
field of study end personal development this is often done in a two year associate's program or a
four year becelor's program.

Falls is a goof example of a university that provides both types of undergraduate education.
The purpose of an associate technical program b to prepare its graduates, in two years, to work in the
profession. T ese students are prepared to be workers not management, although, many do move up
to management postion3 over time. Students spend a major of the time in lab end lecture classes in
their chosen specialty. They also take the inflate English series, and a sampling of humanities,
natural science, behavioral science, end management coruses. These classes are to help the student
become a well-rounded person. Many people that complete an Associates program continue their
education by completing a bachelor's degree.

The purpose of most bachelor's degrees at Penis is a provide students with additional
technical skills, personal development skills, and management skills. Students that complete a
bachelor's program must take amiai mtmi of 12 credits in the areas of lromenitie3, natural setae,
end behavioral science. These classes are to help the student to become a well-rourded educated
person with the ability loo funciten comr'ztely in today's changing society. Of course these students
takes a large number of courses pertaining to their area of speciality. The classes taken in the
speciality area are aim to begin to make the student an expert in Wilier field.

As previously =atoned, college also makes a person a veil rounded person by exposure to
tit liberal art: art, culture, histmy, literature, end science. College provides much experience in
developing communication skills both written and verbal. Most all courses require students to
communicate their view through speeches, papers and interviews. In addition, it furnishes
opportunities for the student to mature interpersonally. Some examples of interpersonal development
are coping with classes essigmnents, managing time, working with other students, end the most
important how to make your own decisions.

Away from the academia, college is a time for people, especially young people to mature.
For most people, college is the first time they have ever been on their ovn and responsible for their
own actions. It is time when good friendships are developed. It is a time when you leans your own
capabilities end fine tune your ethical standards. How to handle conflicts with other peoople is,
hopefully, learned by college students. All these areas academic, personal, and interpersonal create a
student capable of entering and surviving our rapid changing society.

CollGe has many different purposes for many different people. I feel the major reason for
college (institutionally) is to prepare people to enter the work-force with competent skills.
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Jane: Draft $2

I feel the mein objective of traditional four year beicheloirs degree is to prepare students of all
ages to enter the professional vork-foue (usually celled the whit collar work-force). College can
also prepare student to enter a Ueda profession such es auto body, heavy equipment, dental hygiene,
technical illustration, and tool design.

College exposes students to situations they will encounter in their field after college. It
allows the student to learn end grow within their own field of study end their own personal
development. And it makes a person a well rounded person by exposure to art, culture, history,
literature, end science. College allows growth in each students field by exposure to problems and
examples of how problems have been previously been solved. It provides personal growth in
academia areas as veil as interpersonal areas. College provides much experience in developing
communication skills both written end verbal. Most all courses require the student to communicate
hiehr -Ara through speeches, papers, interview. In addition, it furnishes opportunities for the
student to mature interpersonally. Some examples of interpersonal development are coping with
C153353 assignments, managing time, working with other students, and the most important how to
make your own decisions.

Examples
Ferris is a good example of a university that provides both types of rmdergraduate education.

The purpose of an associate technical program is to prepare it's graduates, in two years, to cork in
the profession. These student are prepared to be workers, not management, although, many do
move up to management positions. Students spend e. major of the time in lab end lecture classes in
their specialty. They also take the freshmen English series, and a sampling of humanities, natural
science, behavioral science, and management.

The purpose of most bachelor's degrees at Ferris is to provide the student with technical
skills, more personal development, and more exposure to management skills. Students that complete
a bachelor's program must take a minimum of 12 credits in the areas of humanities, natural science,
and behavioral science. These classes are to help the student to become a veil rounded educated
person. Of course the student takes a large number of courses that pertain to hisiher area of
speciality. The classes taken in speciality area are aim to begin to make the student an expert in hisiher
field.

Away from academia, college is a time for people, especially young people to mature. For most
people college is the first time they have ever been on their own end reponsible for their own actions.
It i3 a time when good friendships are developed. It is also a time when you leen your own
capabilities and you fine tune your ethical standards. How to handle conflicts with other people is
also, hopefully, learned by many college students. College has many different puposa for many
different people. I feel the major reason for college (institutionally) is to prepare people to enter the
work-force with competent skills.
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Jane: Draft 11

I feel the main objective of traditional low year bachelor's degree is to prepare student of all
ages to enter the professional workforce (usually called the white collar workforce). College can also
prepare students to enter a trade profession such as auto body, heavy equipment, dental hygiene,
technical illustration, and tool design.

College exposes student to situations they will encounter in their field after college. It
allows students to learn and grow within their ova field of study and their own personal
development. And it makes a person a veil rounded person by exposure to eV, culture, history,
literature, and science. College allows growth in each student field by exposure to problems end
examples of how problems have previously been solved. It provides personal growth in academic
areas as veil as interpersonal areas. College provides much experience in developing communication
skills both written and verbal_ Most all courses require the student to communicate hislher view
through speech.% papers, interveivs. In addition, it furnishes opportmities for the student to mature
interpersonally. Some examples of intexpersosal development are coping with classes assignment,
managing tone, working with other student, and the msot important how to make your own
decisions.

Examples
Ferris is a good example of a university that provides both types of undergraduate education.

The purpose of an associate technical program is to prepare it's gradual's, in two years, to work in
the profession. These student are prepared to be workers, not management, although, may do move
up to management positions. Student spend a majority of their time in lab and lecture classes in their
speciality. They also tame th freshman English series, and a sampling of humilities, natural science,
and management.

The purpose of a becelor's degree is to provide the student with technical skills with more
personal development and exposure to
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'Maginot : Interview el

Interviewer: Now, tell se after reading this over, whet is your
initial reaction to it as a piece of writing?
Billy: I guess it's OK as a piece of writing. It's Vat funny
because I can't believe I said this.
I: Well, you can't believe you said whet?
MUT: About not going to parties and not going (laugh) I mean I
think the purpose is OK. I'm totally against dr.nk driving but I
sound like I's preaching to people "Don't go to parties" "Just go
bowling" and "Don't . . (laugh) I think I just couldn't think of
anything and I don't know!
I: Well, is it. . You think the content is pretty funny?
!bay: No, I think it's serious, very realistic but t don't see
many communities doing what I suggest. I think it's almost
impossible.

I: Looking at the writing itself, do you think you write such
different now?
Holly: It kind of looks better then what I write nov (laugh)
sometimes. It eh. .I don't really expand on a lot of things. I
just kind of make a few statements and it's broken up I think pretty
well, but I don't expand enough. I just kind of have ay little
topic for the paragraph and I say a statement And then I go on to
the next subject. I don't really expand too mu:h.
I: What do you like most about whet you wrote?
Way: I think it's pretty organized. I think I organized it
fairly well.
I: Well, what do you like least?
'bay: the topic. I don't think I knew what I was talking about.
I thought I was going to be a big freshman writer here and try to
make something sound really good. That"s what I think I was doing.
I: Well, now that you're a big senior writer and you were to revise
this what would you do? And where would you begin?
folly: I think I'd talk more about the problem of drunk driving. I
don't think I. . I think people know that it's serious but I don't.
. 40aa we didn't really have time to give any statistics. I
didn't know any, so I didn't do that. If I were going to revise it
I would research it, research the subject sore. I lean I wouldn't
jsut write on something like this off the top of ay head. I think
I'd research it sore.
I: If you were given this: topic today how would you approach it?
That would you write on? And how would you go about writing it?
Way: You mean would I change the subject?
I: Anything/
May: I'd probabOv lange the subject.
I: What do you think you'd write about?
lloay: [pause) I light stick to the same type of subject, I mean
drinking. Maybe drinkgin under the age, maybe. Maybe more of my
experience with it, I think. I don't think I'd write more of
everybody, you know, Is kind of ' :e taking the whole world's view
here saying don't do this. 1 thi-A I'd write it more from my point
of view.

I: no you'd write a little more from personal experience.
.
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May: yea. Because I know more about that. And this just sounds
like I'm trying to know a lot which I really don't. I think that's
what I was trying to do.
I: As you prepare to write, are there any special strategies that
you'd employ, as far as planning, writing it out, revising?
folly: Did I plan?
I: Or now if you were going to go about doing this. Do you remember
what you did?
Way: no
I: I didn't think you would.
Mar: I have no idea. I think I just wrote it the way I was
taught, I mean, just start, (pause)I always whenever I write I do
exactly what the teacher , I always do exactly what the teacher, I
stick to. I do more of my own kind of writing now I mean I still
stick to the same basic rules but. .

I: What kind of rules?
folly: Just starting of you know , define, like I define the
problem here. I think I;d expand more on the problem. Because I
didn't I think with a paper like this with a problem I think you
;Ave to expand more on the problem and make people really believe
that it is a big problem out there and you have to do that first and
I didn't really do that in this paper.
I: That about the actual writing of the paper?
Mar: T usually write better under prassure. See if I have a lot
of time to do something I can't.
I: Do you do Qertain prewriting kinds of activities?
Mar: I just usually go. I write. And then I'll go back. I
usually write when I type. I usually go in. It's bad. I
shouldn't
I: Are you working on a word processor?
folly: Yea. The Macintosh. I =ally go in and sit and type it
and then. I'll switch i., around what I don' like take out what I
don't like. I usually go at it from that way just because it's a
lot, I don't utually have a lot of time so I.
That's usually what I do. It's bad, I know I shouldn't. If I had
more time I would spend more time doing it but, I usually think I
write better I think better if I don't have any time to do it.
(laugh) I can see I;m doing real well here ;laugh)
Unless it's like a research paper, then I would of course take time
but. . I usually take the time to put into it but it's probably not
what most people do or should do.
I: When you said that you do what you were instructed to do,
Whatever the teacher says you go and do.What do you mean?
Way : Well, usue.11y when they set out guidelines, you 1:now .

first I'll follow the guidelines exactly what they want and then
I'll add my own.

I: You mean in terms of following the assignment then.
Way: yes Ueually what they say. I think that's whet I did in
this paper[writing sample] I probably made the person repeat this to
VA about three times just so I knew exactly what I had to have in it
and then I went at it. It sounds like I did what they said, I mean,
define, you know, I defined a problem and then gave a solution. I
just don't think I defined the problem very well.
I: OK. That's it for this first session.
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Imlumew
Interviewer: Why don't you show me what you've got.
holly: I have a paper that I did about the origin of AIDS for my
Epidemiology class and I did that.
I: Let's look at that first before the English advanced writing
classes.
holly: I have a feasibility study.
I: In courses other than English did you do writing.
holly: Well, the paper about the origin of AIDS for Epidemiology.
We had to research a disease, find its origin, how they found a
curt, etc.
I: Do you remember the length?
holly: About 5 -? pages.
I: Do you remember anything about the instructions that were given?
Molly: She wasn't an English teacher so she just said I want to find
the origin, who discovered it, if there is a cure, etc.
I: Did she say anything about documentation style or anything like
that?
holly: Not really. Hy interviewing teacher, I have a paw that
I:m doin in there and she wants us to use MLA.
I: Is that a speech class?
holly: Yea.
I: What is that paper about?
Melly: How interviewing relates to my field, like what liabilities I
have, what my ethics are, what I can ask, what I should leave out,
questions I can ask and what people can ask me.
I: Any other papers?

My technical papers.
I: Let's go back to your history of AIDS paper a minute. What kind
of commentary did you get when you got the paper back?
Holly: She didn't say much. I got an A.
I: Did she say anything about content or did she edit it?
Holly: No. Just an A and said Good Job. Nothing on style or
anything.

I: In any of your non-English classes did you do writing?
holly: I did a paper in Sociology. It was a research paper. Most
of the papers I don't worry about because the teachers are just
concerned with the content. They aren't going to pick it apart.
Like my English teachers really, they know what they're talking
about, not that they don't know what they're talking about but the
English teachers focus more on your style ald your grammar and other
teachers don't concentrate on that. They're looking more for
content.

I: So you've written in Sociology, Speech, your Med. course, what
else?
Molly: Just those.
I: Then tell me about the writing you've done in your upper level
English courses?
holly: Um, my technical classes we did feasibility studies, wrote a
manual, and we were graded basically on team work. In that we were
expected to know. He didn't sit down and say this is. . we were
told what t; do and we were expected to know how to do it. He
didn't say like This is a sentence, you know, or anything like that.
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We did research. We were going to open up the 'PC program to
freshman and we wanted to find out if that was a wise idea or not,
but that WO the focus.
I: What kinds of things did you do in 323.
Holly: We did a proposal that took the whole term. We did it in
steps and lots of rewrites. I wish I could take the course over
again. I didn't get the focus of it. I don't think I got a good
grasp on it and I know it's important. Just, we started at the
beginning, how to do it, he explined it, gave examples, and we went
step by step.
I: What else have yau vat there?
Holly: This is from my 311 class and 321.
7: What did you do in 321?
Holly: We tried fcousing more on health writing since I was in the
medical field. I did a research paper on vegetarianism and what
their lifestyle was and different types. The most if my proposal
writing cies:,. I can't really remember details.
I: Let's go back then and think about your freshman experience. Do
you think that freshman English prepared you to do the writing in
your upper level courses?
holly: Oh yea.
I: Do you think the feedback in your non-English courses differed
from the feedback in your English classes?
Holly: Yea. The focus was more on grammar.
I: Did freshman writing challenge you?
Bally: Not really. It challenged me but not like I would have liked
to. I don't think I'vt gotten enough writing. I mean for my
program I don't have enough writing. I think there should be rare
intense writing.
I: Like your writing sample, when you looked at it, you said it
wasn't all that much different from the way you write now. So you
were writing pretty well when you came in. So as a good writer you
don't necessarily think you were challenged enough so that you could
grow?
Holly: Yes. I've always like English and I like to write. The
freshman courses were better than High School. High School Pas
like SLOW, I mean this was, we had more projects to do.
I: What kinds of things did you do in 111, 112, and 113? what was
the most important thing you learned?
Holly: I think organizing. I think that's my problem. my 112 class
is when I really learned organizing. I had Hr. Bennett and he
really stressed that and I thin;; that was really good for me, how to
organize yourself, how to organize your paper, how to organize your
thinking before you sit down and start writing to think about it.
I used to do that a lot, just sit down and start writing. It
usually worked out pretty good. I had to rewrite it, but now I sit
down and think about it more.
I: Did you find that what you learned ta 113 as for as doing a
research paper helped you to do the papers later on?
Holly: Yea, I think it did.
I: What do you think your strengths as a writer were when you came
in and what are they now?
Holly: I think when I came in. . . I had so much English that, a
lot of people don't beck up their statements , they just write
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things down. I think I knew that when I came in. NOW, I think my
organizing, my research ills improved, what to look for, go to
toper areas, that helped.

I: How did 111, 112, 113 make you feel about yourself as a writer?
Molly: It gave me more confidence. Hr. Bennett really helped me, he
really pushed me into my program. Bt's the one who got me into the
TC program. He said, you can organize well, and um,I think you'd
like it. I put it off to the side for a while and then I started
thinking about it again and I went and talked to him and he
encouraged ma.
I:I'm interested in how you think you needed more intensive writing.
Molly: Nora classes in writ%ng should be offered. I mean, I'd
rather write than anything else and I wish there was more, maybe
more technical, I think more than just 311. A lot of people are
going to have to be writing technical whether they know it or not.
I just think it's really needed.
I: Do you wish that your courses in the non-English area had
required more writing?
Holly. Oh yes. A lot of time. I don't know how you could do it.
Some people know about writing and what is offered in the class gets
boring.

I: You mean in freshman comp, you had had the material before?
N011y: yea, yea. More writing, maybe beyond 113.
I: What makes a good paper?
Molly: I don't know half the time. When you know that you're
talking about and when you put the time into it.
I: Do you think time gaurantees a good paper?
Holly: M. I know it doesn't. I always go to other people and ask
their opinions.
I: When you read other people's papers and you think the paper is
good, what are the qualities of that paper?
Molly: First that it flows good, that it makes sense, logical order.
I help my sister with comp and she goes from one thing to the next,
she doesn't. I see it like a pyramid, you start off generally and
go to more specific, and she just jumps all over the place. Your
sentence structure, the way you structure a paper, so it's logical.
I: Does what makes a good paper differ from class to class?
Molly: Certain teachers look for certain things.. yea. You know like
I was saying before, some teachers are looking for content others
are looking for structure and others are looking for both.
I: What advice would you give to someone just entering the freshman
sequence?
?lolly (pause) Challenge yourself. If you like it and that's that
you want to do you should challenge yourself. Teachers give you a
choice sometimes about what y)u want uo write. Choose something you
don't know about, do something hard.
I: Don't take the path of least resistance.
Molly: right Take it as a challenge.
I: That advice would you give to the teachers of freshman comp?
Molly: If they see someone who likes to write, encourage them
because that's what I got and I really appreciate it. I think that
helps. It's hard I 'm sure when you have students who don't care
but when you see someone who really wants to encourage them.
I: What could we do to improve the freshman program?
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Holly: Hake the classes smaller. The classes are big and it's hard
to get one on one help. I think everyone should be required to see
a tutor, because that gives you more feedback.
I How would you feel if you were told in a class that you were to
write a paper which in turn would become the basis of your grade?
holly: I think it would be terrible. I think you improve as you get
to know the teacher and what they want. If you just had to one.
you have to adapt. I mean, you really do. I've learned, You know
what a teacher wants, I mean you do it for yourself too, but you
have to adapt. I think I'd probably drop the class.
I:How well prepared are you to write on the job?
Holly: Depending on the situation, pretty prepared. I wish I had
more writing classes under my belt.
I: Where do you feel the weakest?
Holly: How to work witha subject you don't know anything about, say
learn a new computer system, say, and sit down and write about it.
I mean, I honestly . . I'm confident, I know I can do it. but it
wrIld have been nice to have a few more courses.
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Molly: Realism WriIing Side

Throughout the United State there are many problem drinkers. Every year towards of
people are killed by drunk drivers. Many of the people, either injured or killed, are the innocent
victims. The time Mess arrived to do something about drunk driving. Our community isno different
then any or community across the United States. We must take action against the legal drinkers
end to minors!

Many of you may realize the seriousness of lugl eged drunk drivers inour cornmtmity.
However, ghat you may not know is that the teenegers of this community drinkas much, if not more
than the adults.

Our community does not offer the isenegers activities b keep them occupied. Weekends are
the time when kids are free t stay out lat. This community does not offer specialprograms or
activiies for the teenagers. They occupy themselves by going to parties and drinking.

There are many activities we could offer to the teenagers. Hower these activities must be
available until 12:00. This is the curfew most %emus have. Ifwe could offer more activities such
as late night bowling we could keep kids away from the parties. Teenagers vent t have fun,
drinking is a lest resort for the kids!

Another way to keep the t- ens from drinking is to discourage the adults fromdrinlcing. Kids
see parents and relatives drinking and having what they think is a great time. Kids look to the adults
for supervision and if the adult dont not acknowledge this the teenager will drink also.

Magazine and television ads should be more mulcted. They also encourage people b drink.
If the government can take to cigarette its of Plevision, why not take the alcohol ads off?

We, as a community must take actin. If each community such es ours were t start a
camreign against drinking and driving the results could be tremendous. Action must start
somewhere, and our community is the place to start!
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Tinny. niraft 11

A college aduation can mean many different things to many different peo- Ie. It can be taken
very seriously or lightly, it can be fun or it can be depressing and lonely. My own experience has
been positive. College has been a period of growth and maturity for me.

When I first staret at Ferris I thought I knew everything. I was going t be a pharmacist,
make a lot of money, end have the best time of my life. These thoughts soon came 13 en end when I
realized that college was much more than a party. I really had to study! School had always been easy
for me end in high school I did not have to study very hard. Ferris was a different story. I soon
realized that I did have to study. My habit; and schedule changed drannnattally. I finally realized
that college was not just for having fun and I began to study.

After realizing that college was a place for learning I began 13 involve myself in various
professional and (some) social activities. I also realized that pharmacy was not for me. My English
professors suggested that I expand on my writing. I've always enjoyed writing and English but I did
not know what profession, other then teaching, I could enter in to.

I finally declared my major as Technical Communication with a specialty in medical writing.
My choke has given ins the opportunity to writs, along with keeping my interest in medicine and
pharmacy. I always knew there was a profession out there for me and I found it by attending college.

College is a place for people who want to expand their knowledge and opportunities for their
future. I don't know what or where I would be if I hadn't attended college. I found a profession
where I can utilize the skills I am best at end enjoy the most. I don't know many people who know
exactly what they want to "be" when they first stet college. Rally believe that cage is a place for
people 13 discover who they are and what they want to 'be."

Once I discovered what I wanted t "be" college became a place for pobsing and perfecting
my slab. Nov that I em about to graduate I feel that I have gained e. solid basis end feel confident
with my what I have learned. I believe that most of my success has come from my desire to succeed.
However, without the encouragement of my professors I might not have made ites far es I ern today.

Along with my professors' help I have had the encouragement of the people inmy program.
I have made good friends end have a Lot of fun times vita them. Most of the Ara now comes form
succeeding and working to the best of my ability.

Although college is e. lot of hard owrk, it has also been the best four years ofmy life. I think
each individual has to discover what the purpose of college is for herlhimself. I now I had to find it
out on my own.
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Molly: Draft 2

A college eduation can mean many different things to many different people. It can be taken
very seriously or lightly, it can be fun or it can be depressing and lonely. My own experience has
been positive. College has been a period of growth and maturity for me.

When I first started at Ferris I thought I knew everything. I was going to be a pharmacist,
make a lot of money, and have the best time of my life. These thoughts soon came to en end when I
realized that college was much more than a party. I really had to study! School had always been easy
for m e e n d in high school I did not have to st..uy very had. Ferris was a different story. I soon
realized that I did have to study. My habit end schedule changed dramatically. I finallyrealized
that college was not just for having fun and I began to study.

After realizing that college was a place for learning I began to involve myself in verirms
professional and (some) social activities. I also realized that pharmacy was not for me. My English
professors suggested that I expend on my writing. I've always enjoyed writing and English but I did
not know what profession, other than teaching, I could enter into.

I finally declared my major as Technical Communication with a specialty in medical writing.
My choice hes given me thA opportunity to write, along with keeping my interest in medicine end
pharmacy. I always knew there was a profession out there for me and I found it by attending college.

College is a place for people who want to expand their knowledge and opportunities for their
future. I don't know what or where I would be if I hadn't attended college. I found a profession
where I can utilize the skills I am best at aild enjoy the most. I don't know many people who know
exactly what they vent to "be" when they first start college. I truly believe that college is a place for
people to discover who they are end what they want to "be. "

Once I discovered what I wanted to "be" college became a place for pubis% and perfecting
my skills. Now that I am about to graduate I feel that I have gained a solid basis and feel confident
with my what I have learned. I believe that most of my access has come from my desire to succeed.
However, without the encouragement of my professors I might not have made itas far as I em Way.

Along with my professors' help I have had the encouragement of the people in my program.
I have made good friends end have a lot of fun times with them. Most of the fun now comes form
succeeding and working to the best of my ability.

Although college is a lot of hard owrk, it has also been the best four years ofmy life. I think
each individual has to discover what the purpose of college is for herihimself. I now I had to find it
out on my own.



Molly: Draft 2

A college eduation can meen many different things to mealy different people. It cen be taken
very seriously or lightly, it can be fun or it can be depressing and lonely. My own experince has
been positive. College has been a period of growth and maturity for me.

When I first started at Ferris I thought I knew everything. I was going to be a pharmacist,
make a lot of money, and have the best time of my life. These thoughts soon came to an end when I
realized that college vas much more than a party. holly had to study! School had always been easy
for me and in high school I did not have to studyvery herd. Penis was a different story. I soon
realized that I did have to study. My habits and schedule changed dramatically. I fmellyrealized
that college yea sot just for having fun and I began to study.

After reabzir- :hat college was a place for learning I began to involve myself in various
professional end (so.4e) social activities. I also realized that pharmacy was not for ra . My English
professors suggested that I upend on my writing. I've always enjoyed writing and English but I did
not know 'what profession, other than teaching, I could enter in to.

I finally declared my major as Techrdcal Communication with a specialty in medical writing.
My choice has given me the opportunity mite, along with keeping my interest in medicine end
pharmacy. I always knew there was a profession out there forme end I found it by attending college.

College is a place for people who vent to expand their knowledge end opportunities for their
Mum. I don't know what or where I would be if I hadn't attended college. I found a profession
where I can utilize the skills I am best at and enjoy the most I don't knowmany people who know
exactly what they vent to "be" when they first start college. I truly believe thatcollege is a place for
people to discover who they are and what they want to "be."

Once I discovered 'what I wanted to "be" college became a place for poliaiug and perfouttng
my skills. Nov that I am about to graduate I feel that! have gained a solid basis and feel confident
with my what I have learned. I 1lieve that most of my success has come from my desire to succeed.
However, without the encouragement of my professors I might not have made it as far as I em today.

Along with my professors' help I have had the encouragement of the people in my program.
I have made good friends and have a lot of fun times with them. Most of the funnow comes form
succeeding and working to the best nr my ability.

Although college is a lot of hard °Ink, it has also been the nest four years of my life. I think
each individual has to discover what the purpose of college is for herlhimself. I now I had to find it
out on my own.
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MU, Pine nraft

A college education cart mean many different things to many different people. I can be Wren
very seriously or lightly; it can be for or it can be depressing end lonely. My own experience hes
been positive. College has been a period of growth and maturity for me. I have learned how 13 live
on my own end make decisions for myself; I have net new friends from those I grew up wit; end I
have found that college is an institution for higher learning and a place to learn about yourself.

When I first started at Ferris I thought I knew everything about what college is supposed to
be. I was gong to be a pharmacist, make a lot of moray, and have the best time fo my life. These
thoughts soon came to en end when I realized that college was much more then a party. I really had
to study! School has always been eesy forme. In high school I did not have to study very herd, but
Ferri was a different story. I soon realized that I did have to study. My habits end schedule changed
dream et I failed my tint test up at Ferris. I finally realized that college was not just for having
fun and I began to study.

After realizing that college was a place for learning, I began to involve myself in various
professional end (some) social activities. I also realized that pharmacy was not for me. There was a
period when I was unsure of what I would do sierra pharmacy was out of the queAtica. My English
professors suggested that I expend on my irriling. I've always enjoyed writing and english but I did
nIo know what profession, other taw teaching, I could enter intl. I asked my professors and reed
about or careers and found there were many more out there. I finally declared my major as
Technical Communication with a specialty in medical writing. My choice has given me the
opportunity to write, along with maintaining my interest in medicine and phecmacy. I always knew
there was a profession out there for me end I found it by attending college.

College is a place for people who want to expend their knowledge end opportunities for their
future. I don't know what or where I would be if I hadn't attended college. I found a profession
where I can utilize the skills I feel I em most proficient at end that I enjoy the most I don't know
merry people who know exactly what they went to "be" when they forst start college. I truly believe
that college is a piece for people to discover who they are and what kind of career they vent

Once I discovered what career was right for me, college becem a place for polishing and
perfecting my skills. Nov that I em about to graduate, I feel that I have haired a solid basis in
educetkm and in life; I feel very confident with what I have learned. I believe that most of my
success has come from my desire to succeed. However, without the encouragement of my
professors, I might not have made it as far as I am today.

Along with my professor's help I have had the encouragement of the people in my program.
I have made good friends and have a lot of fun times with them.

Although college is a lot of hard work, it has also been the best four rars of my life. I think
each individual has to discover what the purpose of college is for hertimself. I know I had to dial it
out on my own.
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Mary : Interview

Interviewer: First of all, let's go through your papers and you can
tell me about the courses they are from, etc.
nary: This is a copy that I have written for my advertizing campaign
class. We had to develop a whole advertizing plan that will be
about 60 pages and this is just the copy from one part.
I: When you do things for your advertizing class, what kinds of
instructions do they give you in terms of knowing what you have to
do?
Mary: There are certain ways you have to write copy in order to get
the consumer, you know, not to buy things, but to let them become
aware of the product, so there is certain wording you her: to use,
and this is the format for copy sheets.
I: Is this the actual copy you handed in?
nary: Yes. This is just a copy of just one of the ads and we're
still working on it.
I: When you do get things back in your advertizing courses, do they
tend to mark up your papers?
nary: Yea. Like, write it a different way or reword it, or go in a
different direction inorder to hit the consumer. It all depends on
the assignment.
I: So, you do get a lot of evaluation on the written part and a lot
of direction on format. What kinds of direction do they give you in
terms of audience?
Mary: We have to make sure it's written in their, uh, mentality,
you could say. I think it's 8th grade level you have to write to
for consumers. This one is written, this one is about a sweepstakes
so we're trying to say win this, win net and it has deal with the
product too, saying you can use this while you're on your trip.
I:The Road Razor, huh?
Mary:Yea, I've spent a quarter on the road razor.(laugh) This is an
ad for Zippo Lighters, a radio spot and this is a TV commercial for
it.

I: So you do a lot of script writing then.
Mary: We did that quarter. The class is kind of different every
quarter and it all depends on who is in tht class and what the
teacher wants to do that quarter, because he has to change it each
quarter, so people don't use other people's stuff quarter to
quarter. And here's another radio spot that's for a magazine,
editor and the one of the ad salesmen came up with it and we had to
write a commerical for them, a radio spot. That one I got a real
high grade on, the editor of the magazine liked it. It's simple,
but that's what they needed.
I: And I notice here that you are purposely trying to affect normal
speech.

Ok. Are these all the same class?
Mary: This is all advertizing copy and this is another class where
you lay it out and put the whole thing together.
I: So I would imagine you do quite a bit of writing in advertizing.
Mary:Yea.
I: What else to you have?
Nary: I have literature reviewl. We had to read articles and
summarize them for advertizing media class. They had to deal with
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the media. This one inetructo,:, he was really hard on spelling.
You had to have perfect spelling or he would mark you down, so I did
pretty well on that.
I: So you're a pretty good speller?
Mary: I consider myself good, yes. I use spell check too. We had to
do two everyother week.
I: What else besides spelling was he interested in?
Mary: He was big on spelling and he wanted to make sure you were
reading the articles and of course the format. I think on those
papers we did have to follow a format, we had to hit certain points,
like how the author felt about it and your feelings etc.
I: And you were given those directions ahead of time.
Mary: Right, Right.
I: And ao pretty much the only feedback you got was in terms of copy
errors.

Mary: Yes. See I always followed the format and did well, so I don't
know what kind of feedback others might have gotten. Like some of
them he questioned if they were media-related. Obviously I thought
they were but he didn't.
this is the first paper we had to do for Advertizing Copy. We had
to write about en animal.
I: What was the purpose of this topic?
Mary: That one, I think it was to get your brain moving, you know at
the beginning of the quarter? And as you can see I got an F on it.
He claims he said it had to be a page and a half and everyone in the
class said a page to a page and a half. So, I got an F because it
was only one page. I don't know if he really read it. He wanted to
sea how creative you could get.
I: So he just put an F on this because of the length and didn't do
much editing.
Mary: So he says. Here's a term paper I wrote for TV and Radio
advert'zing and it's on political advertizing. It was really
interesting.
I: When you did the term paper did your teacher require any
particular style of documentation?
Mary:Not really.
I: Did they say much about it?
bary:He just said it had to deal with the medi- It had to be a
major topic. It had to deal with the broadcast media. It was
interesting. I really liked it.
I: And so, any other directions, like length?
Hary:I don't really remember. This is the same as the other
literature reviews but it's for a different class.
I: What system did you use for documentation.
Mary: I did end notes.
I: Have you done any other research papers?
Mary: Here's another one I just did on product positioning. It's
for my marketing class.
I: Now was this the same teacher?
Nary: No, a different one
I: Did this mean give you directions in terms of documentation?
Nary: He said, um, I think he just said use a bibliography and
endnotes.

1: But he Tented it to be doculented,
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Nary: Right. This one had to be seven pages long. These re my
papel's !Aos Creative Writing. They're not too good. I think this
was m tirst draft and then he went over it and then I revised it a
lot. And Chia one I didn't do too well on. I didn't do too well in
that class. I had a rough time last quarter.
I: What kinds of things did you write in there?
Mary: Just these. We had to have 20 pages of written stuff by the
end of the quarter and it could be poetry, stories or , you know,
several short stories. I also wrote another advertising campaign
last year.
I: You've got a lot of stuff here. This is good. One of the things
we want to know is how much writing people are doing in classes
other than English and obviously you're doing quite a lot. Also,
how are those things assigned and evaluated.Does it differ from
English demise?
Nary: I don't think so. You know, like we have more assignments in
the business curriviDni. In my Freshman Vriting class we had a few
writing assignments and I remember we had to write a couple stories
in there, so we did have a few assignments and in those; I think I
have those papers at hose, but um, I remember we had to write a
couple of stories in there, so we had a few asaignments. Then my
second quarter I think I had I also had a couple writing assignments
on different aspects of writing, you know, different ways of
writing.
I: You moan, like comparison contrast, definition, etc.?
Nary: Yea. Right. And then, my third I had a term paper and that vats
really interesting it vas on a murder. We had to research a murder.
I really liked that, and I have that paper at home.
I: Did the way things were assigned in those classes differ from the
way they were assigned in your other classes?
Nary: (silence)
I: Is it just that the writing is so very different that you can't
make a comparison?
Nary: Yea I think that's what it 4s.
I: Do you think that the kind of writing you did in the Freshman
program prepared you for the writing you did in the other courses?
Nary: It may have. It got me in the mood to write. I enjoy doing
this advertising stuff. I like writing. I'd better (laugh)
I: So, other than your advertising courses, did your other courses
require writing?
Nary: Yea. I had professional selling. I had to write a term paper
on a company and then I had to write, I had to sell it to my
teacher. We had to go in to talk to the personnel and then re: larch
it and figure out what their palls were, haw they ran their company,
and thier advertising campaigns, figure out what they were doing.
Had to get all this stuff and go and make a presentation. Hy other
marketing class I had to write a couple article reviews, king of
like case reviews and then I've had other classes where we had to
read cases and then we had to give rt,,mmendations and then
presentations, so that took a lot of writing.
I: So these a primarily all business classes.
Nary: Yes.
I: Anything outside of the school of business where you've had to do
writing?
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Nary: I had a printing class and I had to write one paper on the
Rosetta Stone. The instructor liked that paper. I never got it back
from him, but I got an A. We had to write that and then the last day
we had to write bow printing relates to our curriculum. I ended up
with an A in the class. We didn't have any tests, but that class I
had to write in.
I: Did the feedback you got on papers in your non-English classes
differ from the feedback you got from your English instructors?
Nary: In a sense because with the English class they were more for
your grammar whereas in my business classes when you're writing for
advertising you can write in any fors, you know like the commercials
are like you have to talk to the public so you don't have to use, uh
I: Standard English?
Nary: yea. (laughs) But like my term papers in my business classes
they were grammar and stuff like that was counted off.
I: Did you feel like freshman writing challenged you?
Nary: Ah, yea. That one term paper (113) did. 111 was kind of fun.
Ye had to write one paper where one person started it and then
another continued it. It was kind of a fun challenge not a. . . not
gruelling. My second one we went over more terms. I had Kr. Smith
and we used that vocabulary book. die had to write a few papers in
there. Those were kind of a challenge because I had a bad toward
freshman, so it was always like you had to make sure they were
right. I remember one paper I wrote in there he really ripped on it
and he didn't like my writing. It was kind of a challenged.
I: Was it the course materials that challenged you or the teachers?
Nary: In the second class I think it was the teacher.
I: You did pretty well in your writing classes though.
Mary: Yea, I did.
I: Ili you got an A-, in 112 you got a B and in 113 you got a B. In
fact, why don't you look over your transcript here and see if you
recall any other classes that required writing.
Nary: Public Speaking I wrot3 in and in the speech classes. We had
to write reviews. Public Relations Principles we wrote press
releases. Those bad to be in a certain format. You had to be sure
to include everything and um,
I: What do you think your strengths are as a writer?
Nary: Us, I think I can get the point across to people, and I can
write in a way that is simple for them to understand
I: What do you think your weaknesses are?
Mary: Us, I always like to make sure someone checks over it for
grammar but uh, punctuation, sentence structure, stuff like that,
mostly sentence structure, just to make sure it's right. when I
write something I usually end up writing it about five times over,
like copy or something like that because you have to, you know.
I: So you revise e lot then. did you revise a lot in your freshman
curriculum?
Nary: I learned that later. That's one thing I realized. I really
revise a lot.
I: Where do you think you learned that?
Mary: In my business classes, the copy classes and editing stuff.
But I generally do it before I turn something in, to make sure I
don't have to do it over again.
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I: That do you think are the most important things about writing
that you learned in English 111, 112, and 113?
Mary: Dm. Probably different ways of writing, like comparison and
getting in the groove of researching.
I: So the research in 113 helped you to know how to go about these
other papers.
Nary: yea.
I: What kinds of things should a writer think about when writing?
Nary: Who they are writing for.
I: What makes a good paper?
Nary: I personally think it's something that holds your attention
and keeps you reading to the end. I know many times I start reading
articles and turn after the first paragraph. It has to be an
interesting topic for the person reading it.
I: Does what makes a good paper differ from class to class?
Nary: I think so. Weil, like in one class I had to write a term
paper and it had to contain certain things and in another class it
would have to contain other aspects, it all depends.
I: What advice would you give to someone just entering the freshman
program?

Nary: Make sure you ahve the right instructor. (laughs) It's really
not that hard to go through it I mean it takes a little time writing
but you just have to apply yourself. Once the balls start rolling
in your mind it'J not that hard.
I: What advice would you give to the teachers of 111,112, and 113.
Nary: Don't be so rough on us. (laughs) I enjoyed my courses. I
don't have any real complaints, except that second one. But I think
that 112 class helped, going through all that vocabulary.
I: So you think that we're preparing the kids pretty well for their
upper level classes.
Nary: Yes. You might want to go over sentence structure stuff in
111. I know a lot of the high schools and elementary schools don't
go over it. I missed it.
I: How would you feel in a class if you were told you bad to write a
paper and the paper would be the basis of the grade for the course?
Nary: I'd do it. I've done it before. The papers in my courses
count quite a bit, probably about 20N, but that one professional
selling class, that accounted for the majority of the grade.
I: How well prepared to you feel to write on the job?
Nary: I'm not sure. I think as a junior copy writer :ould
probably handle it. I think I'd do well.
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Mary : Rough Draft

College is a plea for a person to maw* an ed ucation, en ety-tuzem-ortt in life. Many Topics
are aught in various flails of study. Students may choose from a variety of fields to study, ranging
from business to zoology. Althoug some people choose to go to college for various reasons, the
most likely reason is to better oneself. Others may attend to please their parents or to get away from
them for 24 years, depending on the student

Many people set goals in life, such es owning a new car by such en age or to redeye a certain
salary by a certain age. High schoolers generally decide that one of their goals is to go to college,
either a commity eetablishernant or away from their hometown.

Mies have been conducted in recent years showing that college freshman enrollment has
increased over the years. This shows that more people axe realizing that a college education is
necessary to "survive" in an a competitive working world. Yes there en those people that decide not
to go to college after high school-bue in my opinion it is a bed choice. Some can't control their choice
of not going - possibly due to financial ream- but if at ell possible I recommend to all that have the
chance to earn a college degree, they should persue it.

A college degree shore that one hes a desire end initiative to earn "something" (degree) for
themseN. A college experience gives one a sense of independence, discipline end time management
By being on your own end scheduling ones time to do tasks thatare due to various instructors,factors, a
person develops an inner sense of responsibility. Although not all persons entering college
necessarily need to improve their responsibility level the college experience does improve it.

Education is the main purpose of college but I also feel that college is a living? !earning
experience in such that a person has to deal eith many other aspects ofcampus life. To name a few,
living with others and on your own is a great experience a person can gain. To deal with other
personalities on a daily basis can be a challenge for some. A person may live with others that have
clashing personalities although that person is albe to get along with each of them seperately. People
from different backgrounds and different family situations can teach others new things or give a
different opinion on various topics. For example a person (student) froma large family may be able
to get along with just about anyone as opposed to a only child coming from divorced parents that has
a herd time dealing with 2 roommates. Everyone is different and college is a place to learn about
other people. What one person may feel is morally correct another may be totally against it.

Some people feel college is a place to meet their mate for life. I personally feel there are so
meny people to meet in this world - college is not the place for me to meet my husband. tome,
college has been a temprery part of my life. I had planned to be here for 4 years and no more. I've
been here less that 4 years end have obtained my goal of earning a bachelors degree of which Iem
very proud. I have made hundreds of friends while I've been at college but I know I will meet many
more people throughout my career.

College can be looked at as a stepping stone of one's life. Its an extended education. Some
may continue for years - earning mutiple degrees or higher degrees through masters programs. Life
can be looked at in levels. One begins an education at the elementary level, then junior high, then
high school After high sch000l what one does with their life depends on the person. But college
can be the next level in which many choose to go up to. I look at a college education es a high
achievement in someone's life. For a person to give up 4 years of their life shows that that person
has a sense of responsibility. The next level to step up to may be to begin a career and/or family.

College may also be a shelter for some. Those people that feel insecure about themselves or
are not exactly sure what they vent to do with their lives- may hide from the "real world" by staying
in school.

College is a good place for people to grow up at. Those that have had everything herded 13
them on a silver platter throughout life may get a rude awakening when they begin their college
career. These people will begin to realize that their parents will not be around forever end they will
soon have to do things for themselves. By living away at college people will realize that dishes are
not cleaned by ghosts, garbage is not taken out by the "garbage merit" end latmdry is no longter done
by mom.
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College given tt pa= tt lea =dud ctittatiati In life Wolf. Not Only tat modtiniev
ivolved but meny other aspects end areas that persona vithout such en experience never discover.
Collage i; for the person that rola Um is much to do and leen in lile. It 'a a. 'place for pole to live
through various experiences.
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idery : nu! Draft

WHAT IS COLLEGE FOR?

The education process can be viewed as a series of levels in which en indifiduel hies
through. One begins the structured education process in the elementary schools, then junior high
concluding with high school. After high school the individual is no longer required by law to attend
school, in effect, what one cloys with their life depends on the individual For mem, college may be
the next level in which one elevates to. I view a collsge education as a high achievement in a person's
life. For an individuci to devote four years of their life to earning a degree shows that that person has
a sense of responsibility end initiative. Although many choose not to put thier degrees to work in
their field of study alter graduating, the next level is usually to begin a career end possibly a family.
Others may continue for years-tuning multiple degrees or higher degrees through masters programs.

Individual are known to set goals in life, these Ving to own a new car, to move out of the
parents home or to receive a salary amount by a certain age. When in high school, these palmier
individuals generally decide one of their goals is to go to college, vhther it be a commtulty college or
one away for their home towns.

Studies have been conducted in recent years shoving that college freemen enrollment has
increased over the years. This shows that more people are realizing that a college educationis
necessary to "survive in ar. a competitive working world. Yes, there ere those people that decide not
to go to collefge after high school-but in my opinion, is a bad choice. Some cannot control their
choice of not attending-possibly due to financial reasons, but if at all possible, individuals that have
the oppportunity to earn a college degree should pursue it.

College gives a person a well - rounded education if life itself. Ttx living experience can be
thought of as another level of one's life; an extended education. College is for the person that realizes
there is much to do and learn in life. It is a place for peple to live through various experiences.
College is a place for a person to receive a formal education, by earning a degree. Students may
choose froma variety of fields to study, renging from agriculture to zoology. But rot onlyare
academics involved, many other aspects and areas that person., without such an experience vii? never
discover.

A college degree shows that one hes a desire to learn and to earn "something" (degree) for
themselves. A college experience gives one a sense of independence, discipline and time
management. By living independently of one's family end scheduling one's time to do tasks that ere
required by instructors, a person develops a stronger inner sense of responsibility. Although not all
person entering college necessarily need to improve their degree of responsibility, a college
experience vill improve It

Deciding to go to college may be based on various reasons, the most likely reason being to
better oneself by earning a degree. Others may attend to please their parents or to get way from
them for two to six years, depending upon the student and hislher learning potential. Some people
feel college is a piece to meet their mate for life. I personally feel there are so many people to meet in
theis worldcollege is not the piece to meet my future spouse. College may also be a shelter for
soem. Those people that feel insecure about themselves or are not exactly s,: to what they vent to do
with their lives may hide from the "reel world" by staying in school, swithcing curriculumon a
yearly basis.

Learning about a certain field is the main purpose of college, but a college education includes
learning about other people. It involves an Jnttrely different living experience then what en individual
has been accustom to in the preceding eighteen years of life. There are many aspects of campus ide a
student must deal with besides the books and homework essigmnents. To name a few, living away
from the family and with others is the best experience a person can live through. *Dean with other
personalities on a daily basis may be challenge for some, a breeze for others. For example, a student
from a large family may be able to get along with just about anyone as opposed to a only chic coming
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from a brohan home, in which the palm aza divutved. A college howahold may etinsiat of
roommates that have clashing personalties. A certain individual may be able to get along with each
of them separately, another may l_ave a difficult time dealing with them. People from different
backgrounds end different family environments each others new things or have differing opinions on
various topics. Differing opinions ere, obviously not always complementary, this is when possible
confrontations occur. What one roommate may feel is morally correct, another may be against it.
Everyone is brought up differently or taught different rules as a child end this conflict, strange as it
may seem, adds to en individual's college education.

I also feel college is a place for en individual to leern how to leer, meaning that it gives them
the experience of dealing with different situations, enabling them to mature in. Those that have had
everything haided to them on a silver platter throughout life may get a rude awakening when they
begin their college career. These people will begin to realize that their parents will not be around
forever and they will soon have to do things for themselves.

By living away at cllege as opposed to commuting, students will realize that dishes are not
cleaned by ghosts, garbage is not taken out by the " garbage men" el laundry is no longer done by
mom.

To me, college has been a temporary pert of my life, a plateau 'at which I ascended to. I had
planned to gc away to school for four years and no longer. I have reached one of my goals in life:
earnign a bachelor's degree in less than four years. Earning my degree was a lot of hard work.
Contrary to this, I have formed many friendships end enjoied my years in college. I plan to meet
many more people, work many long hours end enjoy the next "educational" level of my life, my
career.
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